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An Old Bonnet Sings A Freedom Sonnet

EASTER DAY, 1960, held a
special significance for Negroes of Memphis, Tenn., as
members of the minority
group felt a strange kinship

with the real meaning of the
holy day. Rededicating their
struggle for freedom as a
mission of love — not hate —
throughout the city, minis-

ttrs reminded congregations
that love couquereth all and
will bring victory in the current efforts to win first class
citizenship. Parishioners who

attended church services and ter. Ladies, like the ones
who strolled in the traditional above, tossed aside the joy of
Easter Parade seemed large- buying a new Easter bonnet
ly to have heeded the call to and dusted off last year's or
by no new clothes this Eas- the one used the year before.

Thus, the Easter bonnet — Its age. But under the bonnet
1960 took on deep significance was a bead; under the head
and became a badge of honor was a heart. And here — realtor of dishonor) according to ly—is where the ultimate ans-

wer lies — in the heart, whether you, dear reader, have skin
which is black or white. Staff
photo by Billy Duncan.
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Exclusive Defender Interview

'I'M NOT THE 'GREASY MAN' DAWSON
Fever Still High As
Mass....Meets Continue

Gets Death Sentence
Tells Story From Cell

•

•

W. W. Walker, representing the businessmen at dents, the same pattern of
By BURLEIGH HIES, JR.
a mass meeting Friday night in Mason Temple, issued strong and heavy speech-mak"The Greasy Man" terrorized South Memphis for ten months last year,
a fiery blast at Memphis Negroes who he said are ing prevailed wtih other speakbreaking in homes and raping some 14 wom e n, both Negro and white. Police
ers.
breaking the rule laid down by the Ministerial Alliance
picked
up Clayton Dawson, 33. last December and charged him with the crimes.
The session was called by the
for them to stay away from downtown stores.
Last week, he was convicted of criminal assault and doomed to die in the electric
Ministerial Alliance.
Rev. 13. J. Wilson acted as
Several times the 2,000 plus;
chair.
master of ceremonies, making
crowd stomped and cheered their dollars.
Quiet and withdrawn, Dawson told the Tri-State Defender in an exclusive
their approval as Mr. Walker Although Mr. Walker's words comments between the more
interview Monday, he was innocent. He despairs of hope when reminded that his
chastisied Negroes for buying i were the hottest of the long than 10 speakers.
case has been appealed.
from the downtown firms after :three-hour meeting to gather Only one of the It) lawyers
promising to use discretion with 'funds for arrested college stu- defending the college studerfs
"They're wrong," he cried.
arrested for sit-in activ.
"I didn't do it. They're going
spoke, lie was Rev. Ben Hook:,
to take my life for something
Two others, Attys. R. B. Sugarsomebody else did," he said,
mon, jr. and 0. C. Horton were
his eyee searching the jail
in the audience.
house floor.
IN DOUBT
Although this isn't Dawson's
, Rev. D. W. Browning, pastor
first skirmish with the law, it
of the Mt Pisgah CME church
threatens to be his last. Born
led off the speaking round. Rev.
in Hernanando, Miss., he said
Browning said the health of our
he was brought to Memphis
society is in doubt.
when he was two or three years
"When
senators
Southern
of age.
work so hard in trying to cut
''l attended LaRose school
The subject here now brings their friends.
and finished the eighth grade,"
up thoughts about the old one Noble Powell, well - known our civil rights, the moral sickpointing
to
death,
son'f
young
WEAR
them,
NEVER
HE'LL
he said almost proudly. He said
of "pulling one's self up by his postman, is chairman of the ness of our country is spelled
Mrs. Elnora Lymon of 2221-, a fight he had with two boys he has spent most of his time—
building committee. And he's out," he said. Rev. Browning
own boot straps."
W. Utah, sobs as she displays in Kansas street Park and a less jail sentences, in Memphis
The subject revolves aroundl leaving no stone unturned to let readine carefully from his preclothes her son, Sam- threat the boy received follow' and up until last December
Easter
the
white
speech,
said
pared
the activities of the Walker'all the residents of Walker
has grown fat by our (Ne- my, 11, would have worn had lug the tussle. Sammy was a thought he was finally on the
/tomes Civic Club. Particular Homes, and their neighbors man
CLAYTON DAWSON
he not drowned in McKellar sixth grader at Florida school road to contentment.
attention is called to the club's know what's going on about groes) feeding his ego.
very
a
described
as
was
lake
Friday.
and
Mrs.
Lymon
is
time
we
put
"It
him on a
"I had a job and my wife
project of paying for and build- that building program.
told the Tri-State. Defender she - Obedient child. Staff photo by and I were doing fine with our
ing its very own civic center And that's why, right here and strict diet that he might lose
suspects foul play in her Billy Duncan.
four children," he said, lifting
building. Yes, Sir . • . that's now, a word of welcome is be. some weight," he said as the
his head.
exactly what the Walker Homes ing extended to the members Temple shook with thunderous
EYE SHOT OUT
(Continued On Page 2)
Civic Club is setting out to do.
(Continued On Page 2)
As for getting into trouble
And they've gone further than
Clayton bears the brunt remindjust the talking stage, too.
ers of his very first attempt
Under the leadership of their
at law breaking. He said he
dynamic president, J. Felton
was caught housebreaking in
Earls, and with the fellowship
1948 and the home owner shot
of some five hundred really achis right eye out. He got 60
tively interested members, the
Mrs. Elnora Lymon of 22214 told him, "You whipped me, days in the Memphis county
Walker Homes Civic Club is
West Utah, told the Tri-State but this won't be the end of It." jail
setting a pace that could well
Defender this week that she She said she had reported the
Clayton didn't try to blame
be emulated by civic clubs,
suspects "foul play" in the incident to homicide detectives. anyone for his misfortune. Alregardless of race, color, or
drowning of her 11-year-old son. The distraught mother dis- though his mother and father
previous conditions of servitude,
Sammy Lymon, a pupil at counted a re
separated in 1949 he said his
;anywhere in the U. S. and A.
Florida school, was pulled out port that her
mother was very good to him.
As their president is wont to
"She always wanted me to be
of McKellar Lake Friday by son had been
say, the members of the Walker
somebody," he said. "I just
crewmen of the tugboat Geor- chased away
Homes Civic Club are not apgot in with the wrong bunch,"
gia Catt.
from the lake
proaching their problems with a
Mrs. Lymon said her son had earlier
he lamented.
for
hat in the hand attitude. And
Dawson said he never held
been involved in a fight with swimming
in
they mean by that that they
any particular interest In any
two other boys in Kansas Street the non - apendeavor when he was young.
are not organized to beg . . .
Park and one of the boys had proved
water.
not organized to select a comHo said he worked for a dairy
She said he had
(Continued On Page 2)
mittee of spokesmen to go down
not been at the
to the powers that be and "ask"
lake before.
Sammy Lymon
Trying To View
for this and ''petition" for that,
WENT TO STORE
or otherwise merely "outline our
Museum
"Sammy left home to go to
needs before the great white
The arrests of flve ?students the store to buy a popsicle,"
fathers of local government.
from LeMovne college Friday Mrs. Lymon said. A little later
And then wait fearfully for the
for entering the Memphis Mr. Elia Williams, an under- 0. Z. Evers, ardent civil
great decision . • • or the great
Museum raised the total per- taker. saw me and asked me rights fighter, told the Trihandful of crumbs." They are NAACP
FREEDOM
FUND local chapter of Delta Sigma sons arrested since sit - ins If I had a son. I told him I did State Defender this week that
set up not only to deniand. . . gets
a $500 boost from Epsi- Theta sorority have also an. began here to TO, including and he asked me his name. I a mysterious fire hit his
and keep demanding . . but lon Phi
told him Then Mr. Williams Friday, destroying almosthome
chapter of Omega Psi nounceo that they will scrap five newsmen.
all
to be doing and keep doing.
Phi fraternity after the ti-at their planned Peppermint Ball
Fined $50 and costs on dis- said, 'I have him'."
his clothes and some belonging
So, they have organized their voted to
cancel its Fall dance this year and donate to the orderly conduct charges and
Mrs. Lymon asked him what to other members of his famproject to build a civic center and donate the alloted money NAACP funds
which would
state on he meant and that was when ily.
over
to
the
bound
building Their architect, liar- to the cause of freedom in
have been used to sponsor the disturbing the peace were she learned that he was drown- He said the fire stalled in a
ry Taylor, has already drawn Memphis. Left to right at
dance. Other groups have been Allen W. Stiles of 1018 E. Me- ed and that his body had been closet while he was away and
the blueprints for the handsome check presentation are C. C. urged to follow
the lead of
Lemore, Robert
R. fiez turned over to the funeral es- his wife was across the street
building the club has in mind. Sawyer. Dr. I. A. Watson, jr., these
organizations as Mem- 2719 Supreme, Ernice D. Tay- tablishment.
at a launderette. Mr. Evers
Plans have already been laid sad Dr. Vasco Smith, all phis Negroes close
ranks la lor of 1159 Gaither Parkway,
"He goes to camp every year said his home had been left unto finance the club ... primari- members of the fraternity and the all-out fight to
bring full Barbara A. Stases of 754 E. and is such a good swimmer," locked because his children
ly out of the pockets of the also the NAACP branch board freedom to this city.
McLemore, and Ernestine the mother sobbed. "I just can't were in the neighborhood playMembers themselves ... and of cliwtors. Members of the
Cell "PAO Results
JA. 6431111
understand it."
Hill of 591 E. Trigg.
ing.
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Suspects Foul Play
In Youth's Drowning

ID

Jail 5 More For
Pieces

Mystery Fire

At Evers' Home

•
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TOPS IN TRI-STATE — The batter their way to victory Hamilton A. C. decisions Jake with the YMCA's Attwell Toles weights in the open division. ceives plaudits of the crowd
fists were really flying in the while others fell by the way- Shield of Barrets Chapel A. C. in one of the tourney's most In next photo, his arms raised after taking the championship
Tri-State boxing tournament side. In photo at left, Ant. In next photo, Lester Neely, furious contests. Neely emerg- In the traditional symbol of In the open welterweight class.
which saw some new champs weight Melvin Watkins of of Mt. Pleasant battles it out es as champ of the light- victory. Clayton Palmoore re- In photo right, Heavyweights

Daisy Dates Leads
•
L. R. Picket Lfillei

Fever

3111111111111111)111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Goldsmith's
Refuses To
Serve Three

(Continued from Page 1)

Shadows
(Continued from Page 1)

Larry Richmond of Mt. Pleasant and Frank Sanders of the
Diesel fuel powers 85 perYMCA mix it up. Saunders cent of the railroad
transportawaded through all competi- tion in the U. S.
tion and took the title in this
division.

_

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

Gets Death
(Continued from Page y)

RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
applause.
and officials of the Walker delivering milk while he was
W. C. Patton, field director Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr. gave Homes Civic Club. Here we have !going to school, lie worked for
304 Poplar At Lauderdale
fur the non-partisan voting com- an account of how she and two the inspiring example of a Ne- the same dairy after he got
Phone JA. 5-6348
mittee, spoke in behalf of the companions were turned away gro organization, setting out to married and left home in 1946.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.—Resi- Philasder Smith college have NAACP He said that any Ne- from Goldsmith's
restaurant, work a first class program of Since then he said he had
dents of this city witnessed their been arrested in "sit-in'' demon- gro who didn't belong to that at the mass meeting held in
first class citizenship with- just knocked around until 1954
first 100 per cent Negro "Pla- strations here. Five have been group wasn't worth the salt Mason Temple last Friday.
out wearing knee-pads. They're when he was arrested and conwhen
morning
fined
Fri.
court,
Walk"
card
tried in municipal
that went into h.s bread•
Mrs. Speight, choosinv her not crawling and crying to get victed of grand larceny. This
Mrs. L. C. (Daisy) Bates, Ar- and given jail sentences. The
words carefully, dramatically a necessary need filled.
WORD OF HONOR
took four years out of his life
kansas's NAACP president and convictions have been appealed
told how, after they had seated They are departing from the and he was released from the
Patton
said
Mr.
the
Negro
mentor for the Negro students The trials of the others have
Zemo, a doctor's formula, liquid
'need not be afraid to join the themselves in the Goldsmith,traditional stereotype of t he Nashville penitentiary in 1958.
here, organized and led a group,not been heard.
or ointment, soothes, helps heal
INAACP "We pledge our word lounge, they were looked at in Neoro as an individual who "After I got out I knew that ,
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
of pickets around three stores.. All students were arrested unof honor that we will not di- utter confusion by the waitress- "buys what he wants and begs was it for me. I was never go- HIS EXCELLENCY Michael antiseptic, eases itch of surface
The stores were McLellan der an Arkansas act passed durnewly-appointed Am- rashes, eczema, teen-age pirnples,
vulge the names of our mem- Itsing to get into trouble again," Comay
for what he needs."
Variety store, Pfiefer's of Ar- ing a special session of the
bassador of Israel to t h e athlete's foot. Stops scratching, so
he said.
bers. And we're backed up by "They weren't discourteous , Somebody in
the
Walker
aids
healing. For stubborn
kansas and Gus Blass, depart- genera; assembly in 1959, that the Supreme Court!" he shout- to us. however, by any means.'
Unitea Nations, will be honor- cases,faster
get Extra Strength Zemo.
ment stores. These stores are prohibits trespassing in a pub- ed. "If you want to be free by In fact there were more smiles,Homes Civic Club has been do- GETS A JOB
C
North
the
m•
Shore
by
ed
o
three of ttfe eight which the,lic place, where meals are 1 1963—join the NAACP," he thrown our way than you could ing a lot of reading up on "Do- Dawson said he got a lob mittee for State of Israel Bonds
lt-Yourself" subjects . . . and with a plumbing company and'
local branch NAACP have nam-I served.
*shake a stick at," said Mrs.
at a gala Ambassador's Ball on
said.
"SPECIAL SALE"
someone
apparently sees room settled down to making a home i
ed as the targets to withhold Under this Arkansas a c t, Rev. Henry C. Bunton, presi- Speight.
Sunday, May 8, at 6 p.m., at
Then
his
for
children.
Delast
patronsge, due to their discrim- amid racial tension generated dent of the Ministerial Alliance,' She said the waitresses told for such a program to be apclub
cember his dreams were shat- the Chevy Chase Country
inatory policies toward Negroes. over school integration and nur- said that some people are say-I them that they couldn't be plied to citizenship.
in Wheeling, Ill.
• Aluminum Awnings
tered.
Other stores are F. W. Wool- tured by the state's governor, ing that they (Negro msinisters) served in the lounge and re- CIVIC BENEFIT
• Aluminum Carports
He said he was walking down 1111111111111111111111111111111111111H1111111111111111111111111I1
worth, S. H. Kress variety the Negro has no way of know- are sending the college students ferred them to the store man- Now, it's not to be concluded
the str,.et one December night
stores and Lane Rexall, Wal- ing whether he is going to be out to be scarred up.
ager, who in turn referred them that the Walker Civic Club when
two Negro officers picked
GL 8-0642
green and Economy drug stores.1 served at a notion counter or "But these will be scars they. to Jack Goldsmith, who in turn, members believe that Negro him up. He said prior to his ar3580 Jackson
Each of these stores has
citizens should expect to pay rest he had been taken to headarrested as a trespasser when will be happy and proud to was reportedly "out."
lunch counter in it for white he enters the store with eat- wear." he said. "We're only
privately for all the civic bene- quarters "three or four times"
11111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111
customers only except t w o ing facilities.
fits
to which the taxes they on a suspicious person charge.
a
of
trying to cure Memphis
s
(Cps)
S. H. Kress, which does not Therefore. it was necessary disease that will eventually when he spoke. The enthusiasm pa y entitle them. Nobody ex- "They had told me they were
NEW l'ORK
was still high.
operate a lunch counter here, for the NAACP to point out the ,destroy it."
pects Negroes to build their own looking for this fellow who was Columbia University graduNinety per cent of the crowd zoo court-house and other need- raping all those women," he ate student left a note warnbut does in other sections of the!jeopardy the Negro was expos- Rev H. Ralph Jackson took
south, and McClellan which op.!ing himself in attempting to a swipe at the Me,nphis Cot- stayed till the very end and ed '
ing whoever handled his body
civic facilities . . Joecause:said.
crates a segregated counter.1 shop in Little Rock. And as a ton Makers Jubilee—the Negro l roughly that same number gave they don't like present arrangeto avoid contact with a deadsurhis
to
much
said
Dawson
McLellan was named in the tar-I protection for the Negro the version of the Cotton Carnival.,a dollar or more when the ments
prise they were holding him ly poison he apparently used
get because the NAACP could stores where chances for incar- "Now you are getting ready for "hat" was passed for contribu- Nobody expects Negroes to for those rapings.
to commit suicide, police
Dot sanction segregation.
ceration were the greatest the Cotton Carnival," he said.s tions.
lo their pretest against dis- News blasted throulti the pa- said. Thirteen students, all from i were spelled out.
Michael Bogost, a 22-year"You can't get freedom an& Thd Funeral Directors Assoist°crimination and other disabili- pers that the infamous "greasy
yet you're willing to stand ciation donated the highest sin- ties of segregation. It wouldn't man" case was nearing a close. old chemistry student from
down on Beale St. parading all; gle amount by presenting the be reasonably human to expect Dawson said whoever this Hawaii, left the note Sunday
Freedom Fund with a $1,000
just before gulpiug potassium
by yourself." he shouted.
"greasy man"- is, it's not he.
check. This fund, not to be con- a man to stop complaining al- Dawson, who's mother lives cyanide, police reported. The
HITS MOORE
IF OU
when
his
together,
pain
confused with the similar fursi diin Memphis. kept repeating note said: "Potassium cyanCAN
Rev, Jackson's tongue bit
rected by the NAACP. is re- tinues to .be unbearable.
ide. Please use caution. 3:45
. FIND A
once again in the direction of portedly to be used for the de- But it is also very logical to that he "didn't do it."
maintaining your in- a.m., April 16-17."
"You're
'
BETTER
Commissioner James (Jimmy),
•
fense of Memphis college stu- expect folk to do something nocence in the ca
Authorities said he apparBUY IT!
. BOURBON
Moore of finances and institu-1 dents only. James
about things they really don't
porter asked.
ently mixed the cyanide powtions. "He (Moore) thinks we treasurer
like . . . as well as complain
are •children. And we even• Pledge cards were given at about them. It's reasonable to! "I'm not just maintaining my der, easily obtainable from a
innocence." he said disturbed. school laboratory, in a glass
elected him. He said he was
the onset of the meeting and cry about a rock being on one's "I am innocent. I didn't do
of water and drank it. Fellow
THINKING about appointing a churches swelled the contributoe . . . but it's more reasonable these things."
students told police Bogost
Negro to a city board but now tions upwards of several thou;
•
to try to remove the rock with
in
TRIAL
been despondent because
we'vtha
had
NEW
sand dollars pledged for the more than tears and out-cries.
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
eyes, he's not going to give us night.
Hearing on a motion for a l he did not think his school
From the "Shadows", it seems
27!
Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Yrs. old
Kentucky
May
standards.
for
was set
work was up to
'anything."
Other speakers included Rev. that the Walker Homes Civic new trial
90 °r0Of •CAncient Age Dist. Co.,Frankfort. Ky.
Campbell.
Sam
Rev. Jackson said the city
Judge
by
;W. L. Varnado, Rev. Robert
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 .
fathers are saying let's keep Hunter, Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr. Club has struck a mighty im- The all-male, all-white jury
risNegro's
the
in
note
portant
DawIII I
against
El•III
11
'Memphis down in Dixie. "We
returned a verdict
II • 111 II MI 11 II • Ill • II II II
and Rev. D. S. Cunningham,
are trying to keep Memphis in president of the local chapterjing symphony of sound for first- son after deliberating an hour
class citizenship. Self-help at- and 25 minutes Dawson was
the United States," he said
of the NAACP.
ways cultivates self-respect. And
the rape of a Negro
Willie Dunn, speaking for the
Rev. Cunningham poked at self-respect cultivates the re- tried for
her young daughand
teenagers, said that they will
mother
Nat D. Williams, who pens
of others. Even God helps ter.
spect
not be left out of the fight for
Trithe
"Dark Shadows" for
him who helps himself. . . and
first class citizenship. "We are
Police say Dawson was idenState Defender. The NAACP
rather
dignity
no
in
character,
walk
to
going
a
such
tified by 14 white and Negro
MRS DAISY BATES, Arkan- college in Little Rock have
prexy took issue with what Nat respects
women as the burglar • rapist
sas' NAACP president, leads been jailed for sit-in demon• than ride (the bus) in dis- !wrote last week concerning doubt.
said.
grace,"
he
terrorized South Memphis
PLACE
MEETING
who
picket line in front of Blass strations.Sign Mrs. Bates cargospel of hate. "We are not
Rev. Arthur Eberhardt, Lecenter
civic
last year.
With
their
own
homes
hate,"
department store in Little ries reads: "Jailing Our
of
Preaching a gospel
studentan
divinity
oyne
was represented by
,
CivDawson
Homes
Walker
the
building
Rock as Negro citizens ex- Youth Will Not Solve The
,Rev. Cunningham said. "We
Sanderson and
stuof
group
first
the
of
James
one
its Attys.
press dissatisfaction uith
Problem In Little Rock. We !
are preaching a gospel of love." ic Club won't have to hold
Defender Hugh Stanton,
dents arrested in Memphis
Public
buildschool
public
in
meetings
regation policies of this and Are Only Asking
For Full I
other indict,when sit-ins hit said "Young
ings. With their own financed Sr. There are 12
seven other stares. Thirteen Citizenship
Rights." (See
Dawson.
against
men
old
visions,
see
shah
pending
men
il
meeting place, the club can in- ments
student. from Philander Smith story on page 2)
!shall dream dreams." He lato
in
pleases
vite whom it
mented the fact that students
speak . . . without feeling un- designed to keep clear of the
In a a 111.__I111
_NI ••••• a •• a a a
were being arrested in Memtheir
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — easy about the reaction of of- pattern of jimcrow. With
phis for standing up for their
gives,
club
Administra- ficials who might not approve own building the
moral rights. The audience Federal Housing
Starts Thursday!
itself a base of operation . .
ap- of the speaker.
Mason
P.
Norman
tor
seemed to share his compasAPRIL 21st
largest and
the
is,
citizenit
"hot"
as
hold
being
can
They
blight
and
slum
proved a
sion.
ONE BIG 'WEEK!
acmost
the
of
one
to
going
certainly
without
meetings
Kenoship
clearance program for
ROUSING OVATION
church, and violating the peace- tive civic groups in Memphis.
He vowed a never - ending sha, Wis.
mission and atmosphere of The Club's action is launching
ful
His action meant the city refight for full citizenship rights
an institution. They can a campaign for its own civic
such
several
for
for Negroes. He left the ros- mains eligible
(Old Capitol Theatre Bldg.)
offer
recreational activities in center building merits respect
for
trum followed by a rousing types of federal assistance
own facility without being and support. Now, whatchubet'
ovation even though the meet- community improvement proj- their
by irksome ordinances
governed
ing was over two hours old ects.

Zemo Great for
Minor Burns,Cuts

20% DISCOUNT

SKAGGS MFG, CO.

Suicide Victim
Leaves 'Caution
Poison Warning

itiett

VE

ON WALLPAPER
ON PAINTS

FREE CITY DELIVERY

•

CO.
&
L
CARROL
H.A.
405 Monroe - JA. 3-1626

Housing Chief
1OKs Slum Plan

HERBERT STREW . WALTER STREW

RECORDS!

SATELLITE RECORD SHOP
926 E. McLemore

SOMETIMES TEENAGE
I
IS SPELLED T.N

Phone WH 6-4282

MEMPHIS NEWEST
EXCLUSIVE RECORD SHOP

FORTUNE'S

545 1

From Playground
to hunting ground
—in a bar!

TV SIRVICE
Mallory at Lauderdale

WH 6-7133
Dependable TV Service

Where Personal Attention Is Given
All Your Record Needs.

SERVICE CALL
DAY—NIGHT
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS
This

ad

is

worth 5).00 toward
on any TV repair

'emigre

RCA Authorized Ureic.

mint

;hrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery
The gang-and
the outsiders who can t (Ft In!
-

stops Itch—Relieves Pais

.IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!
Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey 6 Years Old 90 Proof
Ancient Age Distillers Co mpany, Frankfort, Kentucky

OWEN HONOREES — At the
recent Honors Day convocation at Owen these four students took charge of the program. All are top scholars at
the college. From left are
Miss Marva Molders (dean's

list), Hannibal Parks, Was
Katherine Moore and Governor Johnson (honor roil.) Hannibal Parks opened the program; Mr. Johnson read the
scripture and offered prayer;
Miss Moors rendered a vocal

For the first time science has found
a new healing substance with the astonishing ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve pain — without
surgery. In cafe after Os*, while
gently relieving pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took place. Moat
&mating of all— results were so thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased ti
solo and Miss Sholders was be a problem!" The secret is a nit
the featured speaker. All are healing substance (Bio-Dyne)i—dis
Memphis high school grads 7overy of • world-famous 000000el
institute. This substance is now avail
with the exception of Miss able in euppointery or ointment fore
Moore, who Is from Dyers- called Preparation H). At all drui
counters — money back guarantee.
burg, Miss.

e

iota .uscAstlit.—'TAKE A GIANT STEP" AIRY
- ESTELLE HEMSLEY
*waftstaM1 INTI15011
oar

PULP 11A00101 •

to •FREDERICKsi) NEN.

ARC WTI • but•twr* Ph.
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•DuBois Warns
Of Race Loss

Miss M. Taylor
Gets Nurse Cap Art Show, Fisk Dancers Usher
in LeMoyne's Spring Festival
DEFENDER

,1 3!

Sot., April 23, 1960

CHARLOITE — Dr. W. Z. Z.
DuBois, 92-year-old elder statesman of Negro America, cautioned Negroes against losing
Miss Minnie Taylor, daughter light is symbolically passed on
their racial identities at the
of
Mr. and Mrs. Willie M. Tay- to guide the young student nurse
joint 25th annual meeting of the
lor,
who is studying nursing at through paths of professional reAssociation of Social Science
Teachers and the 15th National the Kansas City General Hos- sponsibilities.
Convention of the Sigma Rho pital School of Nursing, Kansas Capping
is a symbolic cereSigma Social Science Honor SoCity, Mo., was mony. Through
professional
ciety at Johnson C. Smith uniawarded
h e r heritage the nurses'
cap has
versity.
nurse's cap at become a definite
symbol and a
t h e traditional tradition followed
In his keynote address "Whiby schools of
Capping
ther Now and Why," Dr. DuCere- nursing throughout the whole
mony April 9. world.
Bois said that the process of
Each student
getting rid of racial problems
nurse look for- The true origin of the nurse's
In America cannot be done by
ward to Capping cap is buried in the shadow of
getting rid of the Negro race.
longingly from the past.
the first day she It has been suggested that it
enters the originated with the habit worn
Miss Taylor School of Nurs- by the Sisters of Charity of St.
ing. At the cap- Vincent de Paul, who establishping ceremony the student nurse ed the first modern School of
Outside Commission
is formally awarded the right to Nursing in Paris.
Appliance
wear the cap of her school of Another
opinion is that it origSalesmen.
nursing — the symbol of her
inated at the Institute of Protchosen profession, the goal for
estant Deaconesses, founded
which she strove for six months
by Pastor Fliedner of Kaiserthrough the arduous task of worth, Germany.
SERVICE STORES
learning the how of nursing.
Still another thought is that
1128 Union
OR. 5-1155
History
records
Florence every lady in Florence NightinContact
Nightingale as the far - sight- gale's day wore a cap indoors.
Mr. Grantham
Mr. Pruett ed Mother of
RAWN SPEARMAN
BEN ENWONWV
REGINALD MORRIS
WILLIAM H. JOHNSON
modern nursing. Some historians think this is
From her traditional lamp the the real reason.
LeMoyne
believCollege's
annual
Festival,
Spring
Whatever the origin of the
nurses' cap be, it is usually ed to be the finest week of entertainment ever planworn with conscious grace by ned for the Memphis campus, gets underway Sunday
all who are nurses at heart.
The nurses' cap has individ• evening, April 24, at 7:30 o'clock in Brownlee Hall
uality and it immediaetly identi- where an art exhibit of more than 100 paintings will
fies the nurse with a specific be unveiled.
Just as lovely Lena Horne lied to provide expert advice
school of nursing. The cap also The following evening, MonSpearman is one of the most soared to the very top of the to all patrons.
identifies the nurse with all that
day, April 25, at 8:30 the Fisk gifted singers in the business entertainment world, the line of
the nursing profession has givUniversity Dancers of Nashville today. He possesses a talent cosmetics which bears her fam- In addition, because Lena
en to mankind and with all that
will entertain the Memphis pub- that combines vocal mastery ous name has soared to unusual Horne Cosmetics are top qualithe profession demands from
ty products patrons get, not
in Bruce Hall. Admission is with acting ability. Admission popularity in the two months
lic
the nurse.
only advice, but top rated cosfree to both the art show and is $1 and $1.50.
since it appeared in Memphis. metics. The combination
of the
the dance recital.
Cyrano
movie,
de
famous
A
With business offices located two give Lena Horne Cosmetics
NAACP TO MEET
Four of Faulkner's famous Bergerac, will be shown in the at 317 Beale St., Lena Horne users the city's leading buy.
The Memphis Branch of the novels will be reviewed at a
Lecture Hall at 10:30 a. m. and Cosmetics features a complete
NAACP will hold its regular tea in the LeMoyne Library
line of beauty aids. Some of the
3 p. m. Friday.
monthly meeting Sunday, April Tuesday afternoon
starting at The week of activity will come city's most glamourous women
24, 4 p. m., Mt. Olive CNIE
3 o'clock.
to a close Saturday, April 30, have testified that these coschurch, Linden and Lauderdale
Two events are planned for with an outing which is being metics are just what they have
sts.
Wednesday, April 27. The Le- planned for LeMoyne's ath- been waiting for.
as
All members are urged to be
The local office got off to such
Available In all sixes.
present; business of import- Moyne chapter of the National letes.
Including VI gallons.
ance. Rev. D. S. Cunningham, Education Association will give The Art Show which opens a fast start that it set a record
a tea at 4 p. m. in the Student Sunday evening will be on ex- for first sales among all offices
president.
vAileVe
100 or 80 PROOF
C. E. Hendricks, executive
Lounge, and, the Physical Edu- hibit for three weeks. It will of the beauty line across the
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN
vice
president of the Dixie Ficountry.'
The
top
salesman
cation
Department of the col- feature the fine works of Wilof
NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U.S. A CLEAR SPRING
PLASTIC USE
week
the
nance
here
sells
than
company, announces the
more
lege
will
stage
Aquatic
an
DISTILLING CO., DIVISION Of JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT, K.
liam H. Johnson, noted AmeriStyrene is widely used in the
Show in Bruce Hall, Wednesday can artist who spent many $100 worth of products whole- purchase of all the accounts remanufacture of plastics.
night starting at 8:30. Admission years in Norway; the celebrated sale
ceivables of Allied Finance comAll Lena Horne Cosmetics pany, formerly
is free.
Nigerian artist, Ben Enwonwu,
at 556 MadiThere will be a general as- who has done a bronze portrait salesmen and saleswomen at- son ave.
sembly of students and faculty of the Queen of England, and tend special training classes and Dixie Finance company was
;Thursday morning, April 28, at LeMoyne's own fine art direct- receive thorough training in the established in October, 1952, at
needs rare of the skin. There110:30 in Bruce Hall at which or, Reginald Morris.
fore
they are especially quali- 152 Madison ave., and contintime athletic awards will be The works of Messrs. Johnson
ues to operate at that locamade to all LeMoyne athletes, and Enwonwu have been
tion.
Last year a branch office
ship- Arnold, co-chairman, and
John was opened at 161 S. Main st.,
and the English Department will ped to Meemphis for the
three Whittaker and Dr. Clifton
John- in order to better serve the
present its annual Achieve- week exhibit.
son.
Memphis public.
ment Awards. Alpha Gamma
The Fisk University Dancers
Chi sorority will present the
are certain to catch the fancy
Raiders Steel Band from the
of many Memphians. The fine
Virgin Islands in Bruce Hall,
dance group is under the exThursday night at 8:30.
We Have The Plan For You!
pert direction of Mrs. Mable
The crowning event of the Love, formerly of the LeMoyne
Hospitalization — Life Insurance
week will be the appearance of faculty.
Low Premiums — Big Benefits
the celebrated baritone, Rawn The Spring Festival
This Is A New Plan You Can't
is under
Spearman, in concert in Bruce the direction of the
college's
Afford To Be Without.
Hall, Friday night, April 29. The cultural committee,
composed
For
Interview — No Obligation
concert begins at 8:30. Mr. of Mr. Morris
and Lionel A.
Send Postcard with your Name and Address
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Lena Horne Cosmetics
Soar In Popularity

DARK EYES
431
Memphis' largest selling
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City Finance
Acquires
Allied Firm

, You don't need glasses
to see why...

TRI-STATE

FOR MEMPHIS ONLY

BANK
386 BEALE STREET
Is a leader in banking services
• HIGHEST

•

LOWEST NEW

INTEREST

ON

LOANS

• NO MINIMUM
BALANCE

$S PER $100 PER YEAR • FREE P ARKING • CHECKING ACCOUNTS
Accounts Insured Up to ;10,000
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IN

LAKEVIEW
GARDENS
1. More home for
the money.
2. Notes cheaper
than rent.
3. Nice neighborhood to rear your
children
4. F.H.A.
Financing.
5. Near Churches.
6. Near Schools.
7. Proposed major
shopping genter.
8. College people
choose Lakeview
Gardens.
9. Spacious landscaped lots.
10. Split level and
contemporary designed homes.
11. Air conditioning,
garbage disposal,
dishwashers.
12. Styled interiors.
13. 3 and 4 bedroom
homes.
14. land 2 ceramic
tile baths.
15. Country Club
environment.
16. Paneled den and
fireplace.
17. Carports and.
concrete drives;
18. We take your
present house
in trade.
19. Select hardwoOct•
floors.
20. Quality materials
and workman.
ship.
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Priced front

P. 0. Box 311
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Winner at the National
Association of Home
Builders 19311 Merle
Award for ()attuning,
Delelopment.

UP

Complete • Courteous • Confidential Banking Services
Member of Feder al Dep. Ins. Corp.

•

WOLFE HOME

SAVINGS

• HOME IMPROVEMENT

CAR FINANCING

TWENTY
REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD
BUY A

•

NOTES AS
LOW AS

Full-Bodied
Golden Rich

-

$49
Per Month

SPEAS
PURE
APPLE CIDER

•

DEMOCRACY AT WORK —
Unidentified Negro at left
gives a hand as white ambulance attendants aid Yellow
Cab passenger who was injured in accident at Linden

Meet
The
"Colonel"
...your chance to try the Bourbon you couldn't
buy before. Kentucky Colonel is a fine old brand that has

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
RADIOS TOASTERS PERCULATORS FANS

VIN EGlitk

Be SPEASific. Always Ask for SPEAS!

SAVE NOW
AT

NTUC

coLONEL

been bottled for a limited market area since the late 1800's.
Now wears making it somewhat more available. If you
want the true taste of sour mash bourbon at its best...

Califor mut"coionit."

Cords
and Parts
Bowls Beaters
and Parts

vacuum Bags. Hose
and Ports

"The Bourbon of The Colonels"

Open
Serving
Nites
You
Free
Since '32
Parking
760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507

NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO., LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY, 86 PROOF

Podia and TV Tubes Checked Free

KENTUCKY COLONEL
•

and Wellington Saturday night.
Spot photo was made by Staff
photographer Billy Duncan
who was on the scene of this
news event as he has been
on many other occasions.

WE TRADE

MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each

Account Insured To $10,000

DIRECTIONS:
Drive south on Highway
61 to Horn Lake Road,
south on Horn Lake to
one block south of Goofier School.

WOLFE
HOMES,INC.
IX 74143
"I1LDOLS"
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TRENTON
Ah, 'Tis Spring. Flowers are cussed by the Member of Hut.
blossoming and grass is grow- lum's Temple last
'lips, Miss Deborah King, Miss
TREE OF LIFE
week in
ing. Yards are green and peoSpring Revival will get underlhiartha Knox. Melvin Robinson
Rutherford.
That
was
the anple are mowing. Not me, I like
way at the Tree of Life Baptist will be master of ceremonies.
to look at the grass as it is, nual workshop sponsored by the
church, Sunday, April 24. Of-1 Mrs. Ruth Scott is the general
local hoard of Christian educe- Ir
for a while anyway.
ficiating during the five-night chairman of the celebration.
Fire from an unknown cause, I tion. Mrs. Farrah Ivie is disoul - saving campaign will be I Rev. C. L. Carhee is the pascompletely destroyed the home rector.
dynamic Res. S. H. Herring.1 tor.
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Biggs Due
The service begins at 7:30 each CHURCH OF GOD
to illness Rev. D. E.
and family. Damage was done
night
The 11 a. m. prayer service
,Bridgeman
had to forego his reto the Masonic Hall and the turn
The public is invited to at- is now being offered as a pubto Fairview Sunday. The
Trenton.
cafe,
all
in
H
and
B
at
the
each
Sunday
tend the revival.
service
lic
illness Was of a minor nature
The Ladies Auxiliary Unit 200 and he hopes to be there
Rev. W. P. Scott is the pantor. Young Men's Christian AssociaThe
will celebrate Founder's Day Fourth Sunday.
tion, Lauderdale and Linden. ElGREATER FIRST BAPTIST
with a Tea Sunday, May 1. at
The Sunday School and Bap- der Elwood Isaiah Ogilvie of the
Rosenwald High school. Mrs. NEIGHBORHOOD HAPS
tist Training Union Congress of Church of' God in Christ will
Bertha Estes, past president of Miss Essie B. Burns, daughMemphis met at the Greater preside. Plan now to attend
will
be
free
to
the
public.
Mrs.
Dancers
Mabel
LeMOYNE—The
Fisk
University
Love,
DANCE
AT
dance
diTO
Eleventh District, will speak. ter of Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Burns
First Baptist Chelsea of 2218 these great services every Sunof Mt. Pleasant community, was
rector at Fisk is bringing a group of 50 student dancers
of Nashville will help usher in the LeMoyne College
Chelsea ave. last Sunday. The day morning at the "Y".
Activities are really heavy at given in marriage to
performance.
The
to
LeMoyne
for
the
at
Bruce
Fisk
Spring
Festival
concert
dancers
are
when
they
appear
in
Haywood
theme was "Advancing the To- Thursday evenings, from 7:30
this season. Churches, schools Luten. son
well known throughout the country and have won the
Hall, Monday night, April 25, at 8:30 o'clock. The dance
of Mr. and Mrs. Coy
tal Program of the Church until 9 is the children's chapel
and
all
other
organizations are Luten of 'IrentOn. The
acclaim of many critics.
couple
through Christian Education." hour. In this service, the chilbusy closing up their Spring will live
ia Trenton.
Charles H Ryans is president dren will be trained in church
drives etc.
in terms of popularity but rath- IllllllllIlIlIllIlIIIlllIllllIITlllltlllIIIIIlIlIIlIiiillllllllIi RELIGIOUS NEWS
We are happy to see Mrs.
of the Congress. Miss E. Gor- work. Bible reading singing and
er in the service we have renddon is the public relations chair- speaking of the glory of God.
The First Baptist church Macie Gadlin home from the
Riled Store Owner with Rev. A. H. Rice, will wor- hospital, Martin, where she
ered during our sojourn here.
man.
After each training period, reIn the eyes of some people
ship with Martin Tabernacle C. spent several days due to art e
Rev. 0. Breckenridge is the freshments will be served.
Rigs Shotgun To
M. E. church, pastor, Rev. A. attack of Sugar Diabetes. At
pastor.
Any person wishing to rendthat old adage 'it's not what you
J.
with
the
Buckley, on April 24. On her bedside has been her brothTRINITY BAPTIST
er services in helping
know but who you know' may
Blast Next Burglar Sunday before last, Palm Sun-;er, Mr Luther Flippin of East
Rev James Rainey will be children on Thursday evenings
be ever so true but over a long
day was observed at the Pres- St. Louis, Ill. and also visitordained at the Trinity Baptist may get in touch with the Elder
period of time it is what you
SANTA BARBARA, Calif.— byterian church in Dyer. Mrs. ing in the home have been Mr.
church, this Wednesday, April at the "Y".
have done that will bear you up.
(UPI) — Burglars were adand Mrs. Earb Partee and chil20. The public is invited.
FIRST BAPTIST
Had Jesus allowed Himself to vised Monday to quit break- lElma Faye Nolan was the spon- dren from Woodland Mills. Mrs.
sor.
Much
of
This Wednesday, also, the "Young People Laboring with
the
local talent
fall prey to the urge of popu- ing into a sporting goods store
was displayed, and all were Partee is the sister of Mrs. EfYoung Matrons will meet at God to Build a Better World"
larity in all probability by now in nearby Goleta.
fie Mullins and the daughter of
very good.
the home of Mrs. Rosetta was the theme of Young PeoHe would have been a forgotSheriff's deputies said that
The second Quarterly Confer- Will Mullins who has been very
Franklin at e p.m.
ple's Day at the First Baptist One of the greatest dangers out. Dedication to a cause means ten man. But He chose
rather despite their warnings about ence was held in the Hullum's ill this week. Relatives and
The Rel Circle Girls will church Lauderdale. recently. of human activity is popularity. suffering and denial on the part to rise above popularity and do
safety, the store owner rigged
friends were very nice to the
M.
was
Dr.
speaker
meet this Friday, April 22, at The guest
The danger rests in the fact of those so concerned. It is easy that for which or to which He a double-barrelled shotgun to Temple CME church Sunday family during this crisis and
afternoon' with the Rev. D. T.
the home of Mrs. Ophelia Cop- L. Head, dean of LeMoyne col- that many times during our enough and in the minds of was dedicated. This must be
blast at a rear window if it Alcorn, presiding elder, in they wish to thank everyone for
peridge of 1084 Overton Park. lege.
hours of greatest popdlarity we some rewarding enough to justi- the outlook of all of us who were tampered with.
charge. Most officials from their kindness
The meeting begins at 6 p. m. Preceding the program, a de- will overdo. Popularity seems fy us being popular but being really strive to live a life
most
the
charge were present.
Mrs Mary Kate Jenkins has
Mrs. Carol Franklin is the pres- licious dinner was served in the to be an mate part of every popular will never bring the wholesome at all
points.
Methodism in Action was dis- a' new baby daughter.
ident. Mrs. Gwen Seward is the spacious dining room of the human. Every normal person answer. Few men and women
secretary.
church. Seen enjoying it were wants to be popular. We spend who spend all of their lives tryRev. J. B. Jones is the pas- Mrs. Nanilee H. Banks, Mrs. our all trying to impress people ing to be popular will ever do
tor.
Mabel E. Hudson, Mrs. Jeanette to the point that we will be ac- much beyond merely being popGraham, Mrs. Mary E. Lewis, uior way of changing.
CHRIST TEMPLE
ular.
Christ Temple will observe Mrs. C. B. Graham, W. F. A few days ago I listened to History has shown us that
Annual Young People's Day Triplett, Miss Gloria Rivers.
a young man who had a great the most successful men of all
Sun., April 24 The entire Day Mr. Woods. C. D. Graham, Doaudience. His audience was most times have not been those who
will be devoted to the observa- ran Small. David Wrushen. Miss appreciative. One young man have enjoyed greatest popularition. Its theme will be "Remem- Kathy Graham Miss Mary A.
describing him said, "He ty but rather those who have
ber the Creator in the Days of Jones, Mis., Rubye J. Jones. in
talks
my kind of talk!" Yes at imes the most unpopular womLeonard Small jr., Leonard
Thy Youth."
he was "talking en and men are the ones who
moment
that
Rev H. Lester of the Walker Small Sr., Miss Alice Stottergreatest contribution.
Memorial Christian church and myer, Mrs. L. Robinson, . Mrs. his kind of talk" but I saw him make the
from the most popuhad
went
had
Jesus
after
he
day
next
the
other guests will take part in A. B. Allen, Mrs. E. F. Saint,
His day to the
of
man
and
he
lar
think
opportunity
to
an
the Sunday School.
Dr. G. W. West jr.. T. L. Sharp
At 3 p. m. the guest speaker J. Jeffrey, Mrs. Valerya Jeff- was not so jubilant about what most unpopular in a matter of
will be the forceful Rev. J. L. rey, Mrs. F. L. Woodson, Mrs. he had heard the day before. a few moments.
Another factor quite evident
Netters of Mt. Vernon Baptist Hazel Gurley, Mrs. Bessie Bur- Popularity always has a pecuamong popularity is that it is
church Mt. Vernon Youth choir ton. William Burton. Mrs. F. lir way of changing.
will render music. Other partici- S. White Miss Shelly White and
A few weeks ago the world too fleeting. Men make all types
pants will be Miss Bobbie Phil- Miss Clarice Sykes.
was observing the "Triumphant of concessions to gain populari.
lEntry of Jess Into Jerusalem."' ty only to wake up and learn
Since that time Jesus has gone that they have lost all through
into the Temple and driven out concessions and have nothing
the money-changers. This was left upon which to build. What
could be more heart breaking?
the beginning of the end.
The great thing about, Jesus The old seer of long years
was that even in the hour of ago once compared the world
greatest popularity He never as a stage upon which at somelost sense of His mission. For time every man makes his
many of us in hours of popu- appearance. Our day of appearlarity we are inclined to throw ance is sometimes very short.
basic aims and wills to the In the same token of thinking
wind. In such an hour we forget many times our era of populariall about our mission and do all ty is very short and not nearly
that we can to become more worth the price paid for it by
popular. This young man of many of us. Life at its highest
whom I spoke earlier became value will never be thought of
aware of the fact that he had
lings to serve with that veg- 1 tsp. chopped chives
Yes Madame,
said something which had won
etabie dinner tonight. They
Sift together dry ingrediapproval of is hearers. Furthare
just
as
good
when
cookents,
add chives, t hen
Bright
April
with
t
h
e
er and further he went until the
enough scalding watex to
showers and sunshine, gar- ed in lamb stew.
gates closed on him.
dens are popping up on evTry them and you will say make a thick gravy ` mixAll of a seudden people started
questioning him concerning the
ery vacant lot — radishes, "so simple but oh, how ture. Spoon into boiling turthings he had said. There was
nip green liquid; cover and
onions, and greens are first good'"
HOME
a battle of the liberalism he
cook for 15 minutes. Serve
to make their way to the
presented and the fundamentalsupper table. For something CORN MEAL DUMPLINGS with vegetables, as bread of
ism to which his listeners had
the day. Let me know how
different but odd as the 1 cup Jack Sprat Cream
long been exposed. Men started
Now you can have the longer looking, straight hair
you like them.
corn
meal
the
most
Style
times,
try
using
thinking
and
whenever
men
you've admired. The easy, Silky Strate home method
start thinking usually something
wonderful meal — Jack scalding water
Bye for now,
gives you professional-type results, leaves your hair
j happens. In this particular ineasy to manage, ready to style as you desire. Your
Sprat's cream style c or n Vu tsp. baking powder
Jana Porter
stance it meant a rejection to
hair stays straight longer, won't go back even in hottest,
meal and make corn dump- ti tsp. salt
what
has
been
presented.
Jesus
humid weather. Easy-to-follow directions, money-back
could never have allowed poptiJANA PORTER
guarantee in every package.
larity to get between Him and
The Old Canaan B apt 1st
His goals. No one who expects church, highway 87 west of
GENTLE strength for women and
children's longer, liner hair.
to make a lasting contribution Henning, Tenn., was accidenREGULAR strength for men's shortbuilding
can become over - concerned tally burned. The
er, coarser hair.
about popularity.
caught fire as the result of a
BM TWO OUNCE JAR
Normally the price paid for spreading brush fire that start$125
with Neutralizer
popularity is too much. In all ed from behind the church.
Complete Horne Kit $198
plus Fed tea
instances one pays too much for
Mrs. Cora Barbee was, called
AT ALL COSMETIC COUNTERS
the little he is later to gain. to the bedside of her sick sisIt represents only an easier way ter in Humboldt, Tenn., recently. If you have any news please
call 998-W or 827.
Charlie Henning is in the
BUICK'S ALL TIME BEST
Lauderdale County hospital.
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REV. C THOMAS PAIGE

Favorite Gift Stamps Of
This Entire Section
Of The Nation.

RIPLEY

Straighten your hair

S I

at
in
one easy application!

THE TURBINE DRIVE

Home Makers SAVE
Quality Stamps Than
Any Other Kind.
Firms GIVE Quality
Stamps Than
Any
Kind.

co.1NEWS •

BUICK '60+

IT'S TIME FOR THE JET SMOOTH RIDE OF YOUR LIFE--TURN TO TURBINE DRIVE
-

!"41.
.-fe

tie

LeSABRE

the thriftiest Buick

INVICTA

the most spirited Buick

ELECTRA
ELECTRA 225

See
CHARLES FIELD
Salesman
Res. Ph. WH. 6-1193

...the most luxurious Buick

1960 BUICK LeSABRE
Four Door, Radio, Heater.
Turbine Drive Transmission
White Wall Tires 52995"

SOUTH'S LARGEST BUICK DEALER

JOE SCHAEFFER'S

BLUFF CITY BUICK

739 Union Avenue

LOOK 10 YEARS
YOUNGER
EGYPTIAN POMADE
SAY GOOD Bit to gray
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
hairs disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return thls Ad with $2.06
for full results jar.

EQYPTIAN PRODUCTS

JA 5-5371

R1R3 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami 311, Florida

II1PPY DAY for all concerned occurred when these
youthful talents appeared on a recent Big Star Food
Stores Talent show heard each Saturday over 50,000 watt
WOIA. The Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the
MidSouth take personal pride and pleasure In bringing
to the many listeners of this popular radio station top
tent from the teens. These might well be the big stars

of tomorrow. If you have a talent that you're sitting on,
why not contact WDIA for an audition to appear on the
show. Your break might be just around the corner.
Above, from left are Payola Green, Robert lioneysucker,
Charles Ellis, Doris Porter, Percy Wiggins and Juanita
Harris.

CASH FOOD STORES

ii
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Tone-Deaf
Theory
Exploded

Ni..f11.1
ON

5

OFFEND -it
Sat., April 23, 1960

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Toshi.
ya Eto, "No one is born tonedeaf. And there is not a human
being, musically talented or otherwise, who, if subjected to
early enough ear training, can•
not be imbued with the power
to tell if the milkman is whistling on pitch, to distinguish between the ring of back and
front doorbells, or even, in a
radar-less national emergency,
accurately to detect the nature
and distance away of enemy
NASHVILLE, Term, — T h elChristella and Novella who will
submarines and aircraft by
Nashville Elementary School be wed in a twin wedding ceremeans of sound reflection."
Symphony is gaining populari- mony at Bethel AME church
This startling refutation of the
on April 23.
ty. It is really a wonderful
existing belief that people are
Connie
Bontemps,
as
she
is
group of young people and the'
either born with the faculty of
Conductors are to be congratu- I affectionately known to her
perfect pitch or can never ac- LABOR'S SUPPORT. The president and general managchildrenrnany
planning
friends,
is
to
lated as well as the
,
quire it, has been scientifically 60.000 member Joint Board of er of the Joint Board, premeet
her
Fiance
Earnest
Thomwho are learning to master the
established by the internation- Dress and Waist Makers, an sent; the check to Mr. Mar.
as, senior medical student at
instruments.
ally acclaimed Japanese violin affiliate of the International shall in the Joint Board's
Meharry college at the Altar
They have 65 pieces in the very
virtuoso Toshiya Eto, who is I mile% Garment Workers Un- New York headquarters. "Our
soon. Constance is the
ion, threw its support last union feels very strongly that
string ensemble which is madedaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Arna FASHIONS for UNCF—Fisk 18, given at the University Calif., Miss Gabrielle Brad- headed toward Fisk university
u o of children from Nashville Bontemps
Michigan
Nashville's
by,
Detroit,
a
n
d
university
coeds
to
benefit
United
modeled
for a concert Thursday, April week behind the legal efforts the fight for civil rights deand Mr. Thomas
of Thurgoed Marshall and the serves the support of all
City schools (Negro) and are'comes from
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Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic!
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Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miserable discomforts of change-of-life and monthly pain.
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South Africa issued a statement on race the enjoyment by white men only "Here were the colored stu- which urgently need attention.
They concern all Americans,
relations which emphasized the evil of of full political, social, economic and cul- dents in coats, white shirts, white or Negro.
was readcolor discrimination and the injustices tural rights. Persons of other race must ties, and one of them
American
most
and one was taking Probably
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which flow from it. This statement be satisfied with what the white man notes from a biology text. And whites have grown up with disideas about Negroes.
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White supremacy is an absolute. It slack - jawed, black - jacketed, cle Tom and a Topsy. Usually,
full participation in the political, economoverrides justice. It transcends the prin- grinning fit to kill, and some the only Negroes they have
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evolution could not take place unless the fying any means. From this fundamen- and honored flag of the South- menial jobs.
people concerned made their own vigor- tal evil flow innumerable offenses ern states in the last war It is understandably difficult
by gentlemen. . .It gives for a white person, with this
ous contribution toward the exercise of against charity and justice that are its fought
limited experience, to accept
one pause."
full citizenship. Seven years have gone inevitable consequences. For men must The slumbering giant, the the idea that a Negro can have
by since this statement was issued. our- be hurt and injustice must be done when Negro community of the South, a similar background, cultural
beginning to awaken and attributes and intelligence. It is
ing that time there has been no change the practice of discrimination is en- is
realize its strength. It is act- even harder for him to accept
of direction in South Africa's racial throned as the supreme principle of the ing with dignity and relentless the Negro as a supervisor or
policy. Rather, the old policy of segrega- welfare of the state, the ultimate law purpose. The current move- superior on the job. A primary
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tion, responsible for the massacre of from which all other laws are derived. cial revolution that will, inev- the adjustments to these new "The women," said Joyce, said Joyce. "Africa is tne new Birmingham — all over the
Men who suffer under the sting of itably, bring about drastic relationships.
countless Africans, has under the name
"the women are meeting in Af- day. Africa will lead the way. USA, also Cuba, Haiti, JamaiEthiopia shall stretch forth her ca and Trinidad.
of apartheid received more ruthless ap- apartheid find it hard to accept counsels changes in a relatively short The problem of integrated rica."
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ciple of apartheid is the preservation of immediate
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"The First Conference of Af- how to get a good education for
officials.
what is called white civilization. This is to all.
will be the psychological ad- "What problems have color- rican Women and Women of every child of every black
Their quiet courage marks justment of the majority com- ed womens got that mens have African Descent, that is what I woman.
the road to progress. But this munity to the idea that "lily not?" asked Simple.
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South's racial status quo.
In vain did they look for directives, radical, the dispossessed, or the man attainable ideal to the disfran- ly that desegregation of NorthTo- ern schools simply cannot wait.
for signposts with arrows pointing the _without cash or class holler about free- chised people of the world.
school boards
day, many of these same They urge local
way out of the tangled bushes of South- dom and equality. As for us, our holy people are in active revolt to take strong measures to
school
ern racial intransigence. To them the Su- mission is to teach-but not to lead." This against barriers to the achieve- change the segregatedchildren
pattern, by moving
and
dignity
personal
of
ment
description.
preme Court's 1954 school decision ush- kind of sycophancy beggars
from district to district, by
citizenship.
In order to please the white folk in full
ered in a new era calling for definitive
tearing down existing school
holds
This rate of progress
them
action on the part of Dixie's racists, and the present crisis, some Negro college true for the U. S., too—no plants, and by relocating
than the
rather
edge
the
at
violence
of
scenes
for vigorous, relentless and quick utiliza- executives resort to such extreme meas- matter what
or all-Negro
or near-violence we may occa- center of all-white
tion by Negro leadership of the breach ures as suspension or expulsion of stu- sionally see. Customs a n d housing areas.
sibility really prefer the free- titude of the British governdent-leaders who committed no abridge- mores designed to limit the op- All these ideas, when put LAGOS, Nigeria—Six months
in the fortress of segregation.
memdoms which we cherish and ment. They have been pleasilik
long
a
sent
I
ago
more
or
of
sets
minorities — "to into practice, breed new
affection for the however, by the British prAill.
But that leadership remained far be- ment of either school or state laws. portunities of their
place"—are problems. We have seen, in orandum to nine nationally have no real
keep them in
has
hind the quickening pace of history. It Their only offense lies in the exercise of yielding to legislative enact- New York City, the intense op- known Negro and white lead- iron-fisted way of life which the which, for the most part,
Africa
South
The
denouncing
glorify.
been
to
try
Communists
subject
the
has not only failed to answer the call to their constitutional right of protest in ments, court decisions, execu- position of some white parents ers in America on
to have an al- day and night ever since the
decrees and, above all, a when Negro children come into of apartheid and racism in the Africans seem
action, it has thrown itself athwart the demonstrating peacefully against insuf- tive and
feeling for our massacre.
instinctive
most
They
was
district.
It
Africa.
South
Union of
better public morality. a new school
new
The Nigerian government has
path of those young people whose vision ferable inequalities and social injustices. The most dramatic milestone protested not only on grounds based mainly on information I political traditions.
only decided to boycott
not
there
that
educatthe
believe
time
interviews,
some
attisame
from
had
gathered
in
race;
the
of
At
These students are making painful reflecting the change
of human equality has caught new fire.
African goods but no
South
e
h
t
in
those
difference
news reports and the African ed Africans and many of
was the Supreme Court is a basic
The attempt to foil the historic "sit- sacrifices which their elders, lacking the tude
white South Africans can be
who are illiterate have enormdecision of May, 1954. But even learning abilities and cultural grapevine.
down" movement or deaccelerate it has requisite intestinal fortitude, are afraid if the legal mandate to deseg- patterns of white and Negro The conclusion I reached then ous pride. They are determin- hired by the civil service and
the measure to ship the 500
has been reinforced now by the ed to win the world's respect white South Africans here out
characterized the role of some Negro col- to make. The new Negro has slipped regate had not come from the children.
digthe
with
treated
leo:e presidents. The rationale of such an from under the tyranny of intimidation NINW11111119119111111111111M1111111111111111111111011111111111111111ininittilIMMInttentlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII African reaction to the killings and toduebe members of the hu- of the country is still being deSharpville and nity
in
and
shootings
bated.
attitude is clear. All their lives these and has shaken off the psychology of
other towns in South Africa. man family.
All the left-wingers in the
the
comes
this
From
inferiority.
they
perhaps,
implied
basically,
educators have been making compromisIt was simply that unless More
labor movement and in public
some positive action Were tak- are determined to win a higher life have suddenly forced those
es in order to hold on to their position promise and warrant of a new leadership.
en to curb the extremism of standard of living for them- who favored a foreign policy
South Africa the racial situa- selves as fast as modern sci- of alignment with the West to
tion would worsen and Moscow ence and technology will per- begin to change their tune. Neuwould get a stronger foothold mit. The driving force of this tralism is gaining new ground
longing for more material bless- and the pro-Communist eleon the African continent.
who
With no one challenging Vice Presi- egates to the national convention
ings of the modern world is ments are winning friends as
I
I
wrote,
the
Among
leaders
to support a particular canpledged
are
nominaRepublican
the
for
Nixon
dent
am happy to report, Walter phenomenal.
never before.
didate. Where delegates are not pledged
Reuther of the UAW-CIO took If they cannot get this re- This turn of events may
tion and with only two — Senators Kenthe matter seriously and also spect and material help from officially denied but I h.
they are sometimes required and usually
nedy and Humphrey — of the serious expected to vote for the winner of their
took the leadership in getting the western democracies, you talked with Nigerians of a II
the
Executive Council of t h e can be sure that they will try classes and I know how many
Democratic possibilities who are taking state's preference poll, for at least the
AFL-CIO to support the South to get them from the Commu- of them hide their true feelings
part in primaries, these may be less sig- first ballot at the convention. Since some
African boycott. I have known nist bloc.
in double-talk. Some will say
him
for
20
almost
and
years
I
elected
exwhatever they think will please
nificant this year.
African
South
fecent
normally
The
are
of state's delegates
know how he knocked the Com- plosion has suddenly electrified the foreign listener. Among
are
them
of
all
The original idea of the primary con- from separate districts,
munists out of the UAW in the the emotions and thinking ef themselves and those in whom
tests was to give the ordinary voter a not necessarily pledged to the same canperiod when they were really the leadership and all those they have some confidence,
on the march. He opened my who can understand what is they will let the cat out of the
direct voice in the selection of his party's didate
eyes early to the fact that it happening. Even the moderates bag.
presidential nominee and to take the
To be nominated a candidate must
takes real brains to beat the and conservatives, whom we The South African governchoice away from the party bosses nego- have a clear majority of the votes at his
boys on the other side.
might classify as Uncle Toms, ment today is the greatest asNow I fear that unless some are boiling over with outrage. set Russia has on this contitiating in secret in "smoke-filled rooms" party's convention. Both parties base
knowledgeable leaders like The African is searching h i s nent. If America and Britain
at the national nominating conventions. the number of these votes from each
will not put pressure on South
Reuther are brought into a pos- soul.
While the laws and practices govern- state on its Congressional representaitive and constructive struggle Most of them believe that Africa on grounds of pure morfor the African continent the Great Britain and the United ality and social justice, they
ing primary elections differ in every tion, which is linked to its population.
western democracies may with- States have the power to force are going to have to act soon
state which has them, there are two
In states which do not elect delegates
in five years have to write it the Union of South Africa to out of cold - blooded selfmain patterns, which sometimes over- these are appointed either at a state
off, as a loss to the free world. change its racial policies. They interest.
I do not want to sound like are particularly concerned here The billions we are spending
lap. In the direct preference poll the vot- nominating convention or by local party
an alarmist and T am no au- in West Africa about the offi- on arms for fear of Russia
ers choose between those of their party's officials. Delegates chosen by this
thority on international politics cial British attitude toward may go down the sewer if we
candidates whose names have been en- means slightly outnumber those from
but I am an old student of hu- South Africa.
permit this key continent t
man nature and I have seen it In the past two weeks in Ni- gobbled up because of our (170
tered; usually they are also able to write states holding presidential elections.
put to the test.
geria almost every regional and prejudice and stupidity. We
in the name of anyone else they prefer. Alaska. Minnesota and Montana have
Firs* I should say that most national leader has taken ex- are on the spot whether we
The other type of primary elects del- given up the system since 1966.
"How could we join a 'boycott'.• weirs not boys.' Africans in positions of respon- ception to the soft-pedaling at- like it or not.
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Togo To Be Africa's
11th Sovereign Nation

The United Nations Territory was founded by a French gov- is
today Ghana
The executive is an eight meinof Togoland under French Trus- ernor for purposes quite dif- SMALL NATION
bet cabinet. Because of the reteeship becomes the sovereign, ferent from those to which its
There are, in the world, 21 stricted numbers in Togo's
legindependent Republic of Togo members managed to
put it. independent countries smaller islature, the
constitution perApril 27. Unless Mali becomes In 1956. a referendum was
than Togo, and 15 with smaller mits ministers to be chosen
independent earlier, Togo will held in the British trust terripopulations. Nevertheless, Togo from outside the House,
as in
be Africa's llth sovereign na• tory of Togoland to determine
will be one of the smallest na• the United States.
tion.
Togo is not a rich country.
In the relatively short period
The per capita income is apsince Togo's frontiers were
proximately $40 (14 pounds.)
first drawn at the Berlin ConLike all under-developed counference of December 1884, the
tries, it exports agricultural
country has known three coproduce and imports manufaclonial regimes.
tured goods. Its export econThe German occupation can
omy
is varied, but most of it is
be dated from July 1884, when
composed of crops subject to
the German envoy, Dr. Gustav
world market price fluctuations.
Nachtigal, signed a treaty with
Togo enters its first year of
King Mlapa III of Togo placing
independence with no illusions,
Mlapa's few thousand lagoonbut high hopes.
side dwellers near the coast unUN MEMBER
der German "protection." The
Thanks to arrangements alGermans later gave the name
ready made, it will become a
Schutzgebiet Togo to the whole
member of United Nations on
territory they acquired at the
Independen
ce Day.
Berlin Conference.
Already other signs of nationMODEL COLONY
hood have been appearing. The
The Germans governed someUnitedopjrtes, a few months
what brutally, but efficiently,
ago,
ed Lome's first-ever
and Togo acquired the name
"career" consulate, and the
Musterkolonie — model colGermans were not long in folony — because of its exemplary
lowing suit.
administration and relatively
Togo reserves its warmest
advanced state of development.
welcome for all those that folThe occupation of the Schutzlow. Although Togo leans to
gebiet Togo was the first Althe West, it is anxious to mainlied victory of the 1914-18 war.
tain the friendliest relations
The territory was provisionally
with all states.
divided between the invading
Togo believes in a Union of
British. and French force s,
African states, but one that
roughly along the lines where
leaves each member with the
their units met. Lome. the capiindependence he has fought for,
tal, was occupied by Britain.
and which puts small nations
In 1920, the League of Na.51f ni Hil$44011!.$
like Liberia, Ghana, Somalia
tions mandated Britain and
France to administer the ter- IN COLORFUL NATIVE Minister Sylvanus Olympio and Togo on an equal footing
who rules the French colony with vast African nations like
ritory on its behalf. Britain dress, the photo above reNigeria or the Congo.
agreed to withdraw her fron- veals the strong facial fea- in West Equatorial Africa.
Public confidence in the prestures
the
of
Togo's
Prime
tier westward, leaving France
ent government has just been
the major share of the terrigenerously shown in the munitory, including Lome.
cipal elections of Togo's seven
SELF-GOVERNMENT
the wishes of the inhabitants. tions in Africa: 21,600 square main cities: the C. U. T. won
After the Second World War, As was expected, the Ewe peo- miles or a little less
than Bel- 85 per cent of the seats, includwhen the United Nations Or- ple in the south of the terri- gium and Holland combined, ing all
the seats In Lome, Not
ganization replaced the Leagir tory voted in great majority and 1,200,000
population.
even the government's most exand "trusteeship" replaced the against union with the Gold
The south of the country, uberant local critics have sug"mandates," the administering Coast, and in favor of continued which contains almost
all the gested that it cheated or intimipowers in territories like Togo British trusteeship until both cash crops, is
very linguistic- dated anyone.
were required to bring the peo- "French" and "British" Togo ally and culturally
homogen- Politics, in the past, were ofple whom they held in trust to could enter independence as a ous: there
are several peoples, ten bitter, in the days when
self-government. As
conse- -single nation.
the principal language groups the members of the present govquence, slow but steady con- But as the Togolese feared, being the Kabre,
the Kotokoli, ernment were political outlaws:
stitutional progress began.
the more numerous non-Ewe the Bassari, the Tsamba, the but the government party has
The nationalist party, t h e population in the north of the Hausa, the
Moba and the Tso- banished from its minds any
Togolese Unity Committee (C. territory voted for union with kossi.
thought of vengeance. Togo is
U. T.), had what is probably a the Gold Coast, and this con- Togo has a
unicameral sys- a small country and needs all
unique origin for a nationalist siderable province of a small tern of governmen
t — the 46- its children. It looks to the fumovement. Strictly speaking, it country was absorbed into what member
Chamber of Deputies. ture with confidence.
POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS 'in
Togo are conducted much like
they are anywhere else in the

world. Shown addressing a Minister Sylvanus
crowd in one of Togo's remote Standing
beside
r-l-thern provinces, is Prime

Olympic,. is Oumorou Youpapou, one of
Olympio 46 elected deputies in the Togo
legislature.
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DURING RECENT visit to
America, Paul Amegee, third
.from left, Togo minister of
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DEAR MME CHANTE: I am of 55 and 65 who are depend- CLASSES ON THE BEACH— of Togo) school sit on the
a-ME 01-vkEtt PERSON A PASsIN& BREAK! a 28 year old Jamaican secre- able and sincere. Will give com- Children at a Lome (capital

LW

beach during one of their

class periods. The school can I
be seen in the background.

tary-typist who is interested in plete information to anyone who
corresponding with American may be interested and will anpen-pals. My complexion is swer all letters. Mrs. Bessie Would like to correspond with Send phato with first letter
brown skin, 160 lbs. I am seek- skin, between 28 and 32, weigh
light brown, 5 feet, 4 inches Scott, Box 830, Alhambra, Calif. nice looking young ladies be- 111 do likewise. Toni Acastra,
ing a nice young lady who is between 125 and 140 lbs. I have
•
*
•
tall and weigh approximately
tween 18 and 30, light brown 3865 Bewick, Detroit 14. Mich. willing to marry
and enjoy my own business, a high school
DEAR MME CHANTE:
135 lbs. Am also considered atgraduate, 1 year of college.
skin
or
fair
complexion
no
.
Please
publish
this
the
me.
for
better
I
things
in life. She
tractive. All letters received will
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am
Please
send photo in first letchildren,
weighing between 125 writing you to see if
he answered. Dorothy Stephens, am a man of 37, 5 feet, 11 inchyou can must understand life in every ter. Will answer all mail. Please
es
tall,
lbs.,
is.;
light
tan
comlbs..
140
and
Stanton
between 5 feet, 4 help me. I see where you have way, have a fair
at., Campbell Town,
IB
education. I do not write if not sincere. Joe
Allman Town P. 0., Jamaica, plexion. straight black hair and 5 feet 8 inches tall. I love helped many. I am single, 43, would like for her to be 5 feet,
F. Brown. 133 W. Wash at., Ripkeen features, love to dress. to travel and like all sports. 5 feet, 11 inches tall,
B. W. I.
light 5 inches tall, dark or brown ley, Tenn.
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Please help me find a mate.
...Lefts. 100 ptsucts'?
I am 34 years old: have a stea
osocs
ilvhi
I
60AAA
dy job with good pay. I shall
SET. HOvi SPAART stoli
answer all letters and exchange
4t4E
photos. Would like for her to be
under 40 years of age. Mr. D.
L. Davis, 409 E. 69th st., Chicago, Ill.
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DEAR MME CHANT E:
Your column must be a source
of much happiness to lonely
people of all ages. I am a professional woman. widow, kind,
sympathetic and understanding.
I would like to hear from Christian gentlemen between the ages
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NEWS

Bicycle Built For Two(For Boating)
A MOTORCYCLE with a sidecar that sails away is here demonstrated on land and water in Britain. Named the Canterbury Belle, the
sidecar detaches from the motorcycle in a few seconds and does 11
knots on an 80 c. c., two-cycle engine installed in its nose (or should
it be bow when it's a boat?). The girls enjoying the land-and-water
ride are models Barbara Smith (at the controls) and Jean Reynolds.
(British Information Services)

Co-eds Relax With Books
Indiana University shows (left to right) Rita Shuter,
sophomore biology major of Aurora, Ind.; Nancy
h
Streets, junior speech and theater major of Sout
CaBend, Ind., and 'Miss Indiana University' of 1959;

9) Defender Staff Photo

hall at
A TYPICAL SCENE in the women's residence

Pa rachutelumperPa nics,ClingsToWheel

Dispute
Polish Premier Returns From U. S. Tour Chou Pledges Peace In —Border
Communist Chinese

PreRANGOON, Burma — (UPI)
WARSAW — (UPI) — Polish Vice Premier Piotr Jarosze- mier Chou En-Lai wound up his visit to Burma Monday after
wicz arrived home Tuesday from a two-week tour of the U. S. pledging with Premier U Nu to make the Sino-Burmese fronIle said he hoped the trip represented a "further step forward tier one of "everlasting peace."
towards improvement and development of economic and culThe Peiping diplomat was scheduled to arrive in India today
tural relations between the U. S. and Poland."
to take up Red China's various border claims with Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru.
Informed sources said Chou, in a two hour talk with U Nu,
had
discussed the formation of a Sino-Burmese commission for
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla — (UPI) — The U. S. successfully settling border questions.
to
Wednesday
orbit
into
fired a "radio star" earth satellite
test a revolutionary air and sea navigation system that would
be free from weather problems.
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The flagship of the Soviet Antarctic
expedition was in danger of sinking during a stormy return
Confirmation that the navigation satellite was in orbit came
from the Antarctic, the Soviet news agency Tass reported.
at 8:36 a. m., when its radio signal was picked up at Las Cruces,
The vessel's skipper, Capt. Alexander Dubinin, said the
N. M., the Navy announced in Washington.
diesel electric ship OB ran into a severe storm and nearly
reached the critical point when it listed 40 degrees.

Ex-Cager Gets
Life In Attacks

'Radio Star' Tests Navigation System

Reds' Antarctic Ship Almost Sank

Tornado Demolishes Tex. Town, Kills 4

rolyn Bickmier, junior English literature major of
Evansville, Ind., and Gloria Randle graduate zoology
major of Houston, Texas. (See related feature on page

St. Lawrence Seaway Begins 2nd Season

DIMMITT, Tex. — (UPI) — A savage tornado, one of seveMONTREAL — (UPI) — The St. Lawrence Seaway,
ral that skipped across the Texas panhandle last night, ripped the 135-mile waterway that links North America's Iseartland
one tiny town to shreds and left four persons known dead and with the trade routes of the Atlantic opened Monday for its
dozens injured.
second season of business.
About 35 vessels from across the world were to go through
Only a pile of debris remains where the town of Sunnyside
once stood, about 15 miles south of Dimmitt. The twister raced the St. Lambert locks at Montreal en route to the Great Lakes.
into the town almost without warning. It demolished a church The Canadian steamship lines freighter Lemyone was expectwhere 75 men were having a fellowship meeting, a community ed to be first.
Seaway officials hoped the new season would provide a
store and half a dozen homes near the church.
clearer indication of the waterway's future traffic patterns.

Reds Plan Crackdown On Army Officers Colombian President Lleras Ends U.S. Tour

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Alberto Lleras CamLONDON — (UPI) — Soviet officials apparently are getup a U. S. visit by expressing
ting ready for a new crack down on red army commanders who argo of Colombia has wound
for peace of the world"
important
"very
something
that
hope
directives.
party
the
Communist
refuse to knuckle under
meeting.
summit
May
the
from
will
result
An issue of the official red army newspaper Sovetskaya
Lleras said Sunday before leaving Miami for home that his
Armiya which has reached London complains about officers
are "optimistic" about the Paris meeting of Prescountrymen
s."
'who forget party instruction
ident Eisenhower and other western leaders with Soviet PreThe newspaper. admits that renewed friction has chopped mier Nikita Khrushchev.
up between professional army men and the political "commissars.' who are assigned by the Kremlin to keep them under
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. — (UPI) — Lt. Gen. Bernard A.
thumb.
Schiever, Air Force research and development chief, said satellites serving as space sentries against surprise attack might
be the answer to lasting peace.
Schriever said the MIDAS satellite program, designed to
TOTALCO, Mexico — (UPI) — A 20-car train loaded with
enemy missile firings by the use of infrared sensors,
detect
gasoline collided with another freight train standing in the stathe warning time we can get from ground based
"double
would
that
fire
r
a
starting
spectacula
tion here early Wednesday,
systems."
blazed for hours.
The MIDAS and SAMOS — a spy-in-the-sky satellite —
Four trainmen were injured, but no one is know to have would "be servants of world peace and security," he said.
been killed.
The gasoline train, inbound from the oil center of Veracruz,
BATH, England — (UPI) — The body of young American
slammed into the standing train and overturned it. The imand roll singer Eddie Cochran probably will be flown back
rock
pact broke some of the gas tanks of the moving train, and in
U. S. Wednesday, his manager said.
the
to
of
flame.
a moment it flared into a wall
Cochrane, 21, was riding to London airport to catch a plane
home to Buena Park. Calif., Saturday when his hired car
smashed against a lamp post. He was hurled to the pavement
guitar.
BUFFALO, N. Y. — (UPI) — Siamese twin girls, joined with his
He died in a Bath hospital Sunday without regaining consat the abdomen, were born Tuesday at Buffalo General hospital.
They were reported "doing nicely" Wednesday in an incubator. ciousness.

Puts Peace Hopes On Sentry Satellites

3 Injured In Mexican 2-Train Crash

A 20-year-old former star
basketball player of Farragut
high school was sentenced Friday to two life terms in prison
for rape; one-to-fourteen years
twice for two assaults to commit rape; one-to-twenty years
for assault with intent to commit murder, and one-to-twenty
years for an armed robbery
and perverted sex attack.
The multiple sentences were
imposed by Criminal Court
Judge Harry G. Herschenson
on Abraham Moore, jr., of 1633
S. Hamlin, who police accused
of staging a one-man crusade
of terror on nearly 100 West'
side women in a span of more
than two months.
Hershenson sentenced Moore
after the youth pleaded guilty
to two rape attacks and was
found guilty in four other knifesex assaults which occurred
last year.
Moore, who came to Chicago
after graduating from a College Hill elementary school in
Montrose. Miss., in 1954. was
found guilty of attacking two
women last Dec. 1, less than
15 minutes apart.
He was captured almost immediately at his home after
one of his victims remembered his face and was able to
point him out to police from a

Will Fly Singer's Body To U. S. Wednesday

Siamese Twins Reported 'Doing Nicely'

picture in the Farragut high
school year book. Both had attended school there, the victim
said.
Another woman, who had
been attacked in the hallway
of her home Oct. 8, 1959. and
then taken into an alley beside
her home where she was robbed and assaulted, also picked
Moore out of the year book, in
addition to identifying him
twice in show-ups.
A fourth victim was raped
Oct. 30, after she left a bus at
16th St. and Karlov ave.; his
fifth victim was assaulted and
robbed Nov. I, and a sixth
stated she was raped and robbed Nov. 23.
Police added that Moore had
been identified by a score of
women whose cases, however.
were not tried because police
had more than enough concrete
identifications to convict Moore.
Moore was prosecuted by assistant state's attorney Richard Petrarca and was defended by Atty. Richard L. Vaughn.
Moore is married and the
father of one child.
Moore
added
Hershenson
would be eligible for parole
after serving 20 years, however, he said he doubted if the
youth will ever be released.

Indians Plead
For Union Ban

MCKEESPORT, Pa. — (UPI) — Hundreds of persons stared
In terror Saturday as they watched a parachute jumper panic
in his first effort to leap from a plane 3,000 feet above the East
Pittsburgh airport.
Nick Sinot, McKeesport, was preparing to make his first
jump when he lost his nerve shortly after leaving the plane.
Sinot made a wild grab and seized the wheel of the plane after
he bailed out. The plan circled and Sinot kept clinging to his
precarious perch.

Cost Of Living Hit New High In March
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Wholesale prices soared
March to an all-time peak, reflecting higher costs of farm prd.
ducts and food, the Labor Department reported.
Government economists said this means the average consumer's living costs probably climbed to a new record high
last month, too.
It may point to a new round of retail price increases from
now until mid-summer, the economists said.

Trolley Hits Car, Tavern; 20 Injured
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI) — A trolley bus collided with
a car, jumped a curb and crashed into a tavern on the city's
near north side Saturday, injuring about 20 persons.
Police ambulances rushed the bus passengers to the hospital. None were critically injured, police said. The driver of the
car was also injured.
About 50 persons were riding the bus, en route downtown.
Police said most of the passengers were women shoppers.

Spare Carnegie Hall From Wreckers
ALBANY, N. Y. — (UPI) — New York's Carnegie Hall,
mecca of the world's music lovers, was spared from the wrecker's bulldozer Saturday.
Gov, Nelson A. Rockfeller signed two bills that insure tie
preservation of the 69-year-old auditorium, which was opened in 1891 and houses the New York Philharmonic.
The orchestra plans to move to a new home for its 1961-62
the perseason in a new concert hall in the Lincoln Center for
and
razed
be
would
Hall
Carnegie
feared
was
forming arts. It
replaced by an office building.

Nehru Won't Compromise India's Honor
Minister
GAUHATI ASSAM, India — (UPI) — Prime
g
forthcomin
his
Indians
assured
has
today
Nehru
l
Jawaharla
will not
talks with Communist Chinese Premier Chou En-Lai
result in a compromise of India's honor and prestige.
of
"It should be understood that there can be no question
a huge
told
he
India,"
to
le
dishonorab
anything
to
agreeing
frontier.
public meeting in this town on India's northeastern

Deaf Honor Student Admits Killing Maid

honor
MIAMI — (UPI) — A lip-reading 16-year-old deaf
knife slaystudent broke under interrogation and confessed the
ing of a Miami hotel maid.
invest'.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — workmen and sets wage miniJuvenile Judge W. R. Culbreath said he was told by
confessed after ogi
ion
III
to
block
mums
Mundy
Saturday
discriminat
Lee
Harry
Indians
medthat
Navajo
deliveries,
officers
The
60.000
every
in
once
about
occur
gating
births
Such
where he hid lir
LONDON — (UPI) — Thousands of "ban the bomb" dem- asked a federal judge to uphold against Indians.
peated denials and was going to show them
ical authorities said.
onstrators snaked into the center of London in a five mile long tribal laws barring union lead
knife.
to climax
family,
Hospital director Dr. Frazer D. Mooney said long study column led by jazz bands and bag pipes Monday,
reservaPolice put Mundy, member of a prominent Florida
weapons in post- ers from their vast
found
he
how
of
story
his
will be needed before any decision is made on whether to sep- one of the biggest protests against nuclear
repeat
to
earlier
states.
on a lie detector
tion in three western
Hiroshima history.
in his hotel room Friday.
arate the infants.
dying
45,
Nagy,
Navajos
Martha
maid
the
hotel
for
Counsel
An estimated 30,000 persons joined the last part of the 53
claimed the nation's basic lamile four-day walk from the nuclear research station at Alderbor law granting workers the
rally
time
lunch
DES MOINES--(UPI)—Claude
maston to Trafalgar Square where a giant
right to join unions of their
seeking
Chou
was scheduled.
TOYKO — (UPI) — Communist Chinese Premier
36, of Chicago, was
Thadys,
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — Shorewood police were
own choosing did not apply on
Friday.
girl
-old
ear
nine-y
a
raped
En-Lai left Peiping Wednesday for critical talks with Indian
who
bicylists
found guilty by a district court two Negro
tribal lands.
were
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and the leaders of two other
Police said the girl, her brother and his playmate
Calif. — (UPI) — Caryl Chessman estijury Monday of illegal possesQUENTIN,
SAN
spokesIndians'
the
Easter vacation from
Besides,
on
while
Asian states whose frontiers have been jeopardized by Peiping.
but
Park
Estabrook
writings,
in
his
playing
from
sion of narcotics.
he earned more than $100,000
man said, no union can shut
girl standing on a bluff overlookChou's first scheduled stop was Rangoon, Burma. The Com- mated
Thadrs was one of two men school. The boys had left the
he is broke and his attorneys are giving their services down a plant faster than the
munist New China news agency said he would arrive Friday. today
arrested in a narcotics raid in ing the Milwaukee river.
free.
on bicycles
Navajos if the boss is ufair to
lie was due in Katmadnu, Nepal, April 26 and after three days
The two boys, 14 or 15 years old, approached
Des Moines Feb. 13. His comr-old Los Angeles sex terrorist who wrote four
38-yea
The
the river't
at
down
were
boys
men.
the
red
is
and
there was scheduled to fly on to New Delhi for a long-awaited
Row,"
alone
was
girl
panion, Dou gl a a Washington while the
books, including the best-selling "Cell 2455, Death
raped
been
had
girl
McJoseph
the
that
Attorney
Nehru.
confirmed
Navajo
meeting with
Johnsbn, 34, Des Moines, was edge playing. A doctor
vague about where the money went.
labor
Indians'
the
exsaid
other
Pherson
and
said.
"legal
on
found guilty of the same charge police
Last year he told UPI he used it
die May 2 — code is:
last week.
penses" to avoid execution. He now is scheduled to
what
does
"The white man
date in 12 years.
execution
ninth
his
PARIS — (UPI) — A new parliamentary revolt broke out
he's told to do or he's through".
Wednesday against President Charles De Gaulle's sweeping
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Allen J. Ellender (D-La.)
A company spokesman said
Chambers
executive powers.
called the Senate-modified civil rights bill a "victory
close down a
WASHINGTON —(UPI) — The Council of State
might
Sunday
the
Indians
gl
En
L,
—
and
BLACKPOO
trying
south."
says that backers of federal school aid are
supplythe
installation
Commerce
for
of
defense
(UPI) — Delegates to a meetThe socialists and radicals, angered by De Gaulle's refusal
south debate over
before the class- vital
His claim highlighted a continuing northram a big spending hill through Congress
ing uranium to the U. S. Gov- ing of the United Rubber Workassistant.
to allow a special session of parliament last month, informally to
House appro
expected
federal
awaiting
without
solved
is
room shortage problem
the judge ruled ers union unanimously passed impact of the legislation
joined forces in a censure motion.
of a two-year. ernment if
week.
this
The council said pressure for enactment
later
Navajos.
a resolution urging trade union
was an attempt to pass against the
Senate liberals, who voted for the revised bill on final Se
If the motion passed the National Assembly, which recon- $975,000,000 bill pending in the House
McPherson said the tribal members to boycott this sumso
be
will
problem
the
of
on
"eliminati
contended that the bill was "worth voting for" but
passage,
ives
with
representat
test
matches
cricket
venes April 26, it could cause the fall of Premier Michel the measure before
mer's
and measure would chiefs or their
federal
a
of
enactment
far enough in assuring Negro rights in the south.
that
go
sight
in
not
clearly
did
Debre's cabinet. But the Gaullist Premier's majority, although
settle grievances of Navajo a South African team.
be absurd."
dwindling, was still a safe one.

30,000 Join London 'Anti-Bomb' March

Convict Chicago
Man With Dope

Chou Enroute To India For Nehru Talks

Police Seek 2 Rapists Of 9-Year-Old Girl

Chessman Broke, Writings Earned $100,000

Parliament Revolts Against De Gaulle

Label Senate Rights Bill Southern Victory

Blasts $975 Million School Aid Bill

Hit S. Africa
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MASS FORMATION of the al Defense Corps Battle
Booker T. Washington Nation- Group.

Washington's NDCC
Staff Photos By Hardin

IMP, TWO, THREE, FOUR! echoes across the grounds
... The count of cadences as the drill team takes over

the field.
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THE COLONEL AND SPON- mander typify the forward
SOR — Cadet Col. Willie Jer• looking, intelligent students
ry Williams, NDCC battle who take the NDCC seriously.
group commander and Miss Both young people are juniors
Collie H4rmon, sponsor corn - at BTW.
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THE GENERAL VIEWS the en, Major. G. L. Robinson, ton. General Bowen is corntroops. Left to right are Maj. professor of military science manding officer of the 124h
Gen. F. S. Bowen, Mrs. Bow. and tactics, Lt. John D. Crow- Corps of Atlanta.
ley and Sgt. James L. She!-
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COMMISSIONED OFFICERS mander of the Booker T.
Cadet Col. Willie Jerry Washington NDCC (front,
Williams, Battle Group Corn. Group Commander of t h e

Booker T. Washington NDCC
center) poses with his staff
of commissioned officers.

PROF. J. D. SPRINGER, faculty sponsors along with in the group are Capt. John son, Mrs. H. T. ('ash, Mrs. White, Mrs. Lula Pope and
Washington principal, gathers top NDCC officers. Included W. Powell, Capt. Willie John. A. F. Benson, Mrs. Myrtle Daniel Dori-.
with NDCC instructors a n d

LOVELY LADIES — Sponsors battle group make an attrac- on the bleachers.
of the NDCC of the Mil tive picture as they gather

COLOR GUARDS — Defend- right) M-Sgt Willie Ward, Sfc. Yates and Sfc. Samuel Walkers of the flag are (left to Claude Jones, Sfc. Marvin er.

TOP BRASS — The battle officers are seen with their sponsors before the group
group commander and his top ry now is the time for all men moves out in a parade.
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by
Anna C. Cooke

Echoes are still ringing in the ings next week.
educational set among those A new social-civic club has
who attended the Tennessee Ed- been recently organized in the
ucation Congress which was City of Jackson and it is alheld on the campus of Tennes- ready adding much to the many
see A and I. State university community activities. T h e
last week end and especially members have chosen as the
the address delivered by Dr. Ar- name, "The Rosettes."
chibald J. Carey of Chicago at The club is composed of eight
the general session meeting on members, namely: Mrs. Bertha
Friday.
Collins who serves as president,
The theme used at the meet- Mrs. Devernice Bryant, vice
ing was "Quality Education and president,
Mrs. Shellie
A.
Easter week end was fulfill- ed by her charming meter
a United Profession Enhance Meeks, secretary, Mrs. Mace S.
Bartholomew.
Caffrey
Mrs.
d
n
a
frig spiritually, socially
Democracy." The president's Payne, asst. secy; Mriss Mary
civicly . . . dotted with myriad AF0.0FA's PARTY
message was quite timely too, E. Taylor, treasurer; Mrs. Maactivities surrounding the three Another lovely Easter - eve
delivered by the president, Wil- rie Wisdom, business managWalterMrs.
of
that
was
aforementioned spheres of life party
liam H. Fort of Nashville.
er; Mrs. Mattie Miliken and
me Outlaw for the members of
here in Memphis.
When we think of the goals of Mrs. Etta D. Walker, all in the
at
held
club,
Bridge
Afo-Ofa
THE ZETA REGIONAL
quality education and look at field of education as teachers.
Local Zeta Phi Beta Sorority her Parkway Gardens home
youth, we find we still have Many social and civic activiour
members threw wide the gates last Saturday. Using decoraa good ways to go in develop- ties have been planned by the
azaleas
Lilies,
Easter
of
trona
of hospitality in welcoming
ing them for the challenge group. The first activity sponblooms from
delegates to their South Cen- and other spring
which faces them today. They sored will be an Easter Egg
the
of
garden
outstanding
the
which
tral Regkonal meeting
must get prepared. There were Hunt for the underprivileged
group
well-knowr
the
Outlaws
convened at LeMoyne college
many fine consultants in all children from grades one thru
of
delighted to the wonderfare
last week end.
eroups and the library group four from all of the city schools.
evening.
the
Metropolitan Baptist church
felt especially fortunate in hav- The egg hunt is to be held on
Attending were Mrs. Leola
ing with them Miss Mary H. the campus of South Jackson
was the setting for their public
Gibson,
Mrs. Marion
meeting on Friday night, when Gilliam,
Mahar, specialist in Children's School.
Campbell, M r s.
Lillian
Mrs.
Dr. Maggie B. Daniel of Alaand School libraries with the
Mrs.
Jordan,
Mildred
You will be hearing more from
barna State College at MontU. S. Office of Education in
Augusta Cash, Mrs. Alma
the Rosettes at a later date.
In
Swayze.
Margaret
10)
4)
and
Hollinsworth,
gomery, was the guest speaker.,
C.
D.
Maxine
will
Washington,
50
3)
All
college.
e ; Booth, Miss Rose Robinson, MORE DEBS — These 10 love. Moyne
Mrs. Lula Bell Martin, presLater the same night, th Ns's. Ethel Tarpley, Mrs. Juan- ly young ladies will be pre• make their bow at the An- Lucille Kennedy, 5) Jo Ter- the group are future teachers,
Other out of state partici- ident of the Criterion Bridge
a
accountant,
Memphis Pan Hellenic Council ita Brinkley, Mrs. Harriet Da- sented to Memphis along with
nual Kappa Alpha Psi Debu- rell LaMondue, 6) Patricia reporters. an
pants included Dr. L. W. Bonwas the lovely hostess at
Jean medical technician and a sec- ner, Vocational Agriculture, Ala- club,
was host at a dance held at the
vis, Mrs. Ruth Beauchamp, 40 others come May 6, at tante Ball. This is the fifth Bowles, 7) Marilyne
their
last regular meeting on
Flamingo Room ... where and Mrs. Jim Etta Wells Lee Arthur C. Bruce Hall, Le- group. They are I) Della Mae Harris, 8) Shirley Jean Knox, retary.
bama A. and M. College, and Thursday night in her home on
decorations were omitted in con- of Baton, Rouge, La. the latDr. Larzette Hale, Clark Col- Hays avenue. A delicious plate
Deever, 2) Suretha Ann Toy, 9) Alice Marguerite Morgan
sideration of the local climate ter filling in for Mrs. Velma
lege, Atlanta, Ga., in the Busi- with ham as the main course
of
Woman's
chairman
general
— the net result being a $100 McLemore Mrs. Outlaw's prizness Education section. Although was enjoyed before progressive
donation to the Freedom Fund. es consisted of assorted co- Day at Mississippi Blvd. Christhe auditorium was filled at the bridge. Your scribe got in the
tian church, assisted by Mrs.
Following their meetings at lognes, to the delight of the
General Session, many faces running again and captured the
Bartholomew, co-chairSallie
LeMoyne on Saturday, the Clos- winners at bridge.
missed from
were
various second prize for high score.
committee
program
man:
ed Banquet was held at the Uni- SEQUINS BRIDGE CLUB
school systems as many The first prize went to Mrs.
Mrs. Letitia Poston,
members
versal Life Insurance company A pre-Easter party of note
did not dismiss to attend the
members
Mrs. Le Eleanor Benson, Mrs.
The Parent Teacher Associa- meeting due to make up days Bernice Lucas. Other
dining room, with Mrs. Carlotta was that of Miss Grace Col- Charles S. Johnson, M r s.
Fern
Mesdames
were
present
its
gave
tion of LaRose School
Stewart Watson, former re- lins, when she entertained the Emma Gilmore. Mrs. Emma
from the extremely lasid weathAlene Marley, Vera
Annual Spring Tea Sunday, er that was witnessed this Walker,
gional director, as guest speak- Sequins Bridge Club recently Lee Wilson and Elder Blair T.
Brooks, Marietta Hughes, GeorApril 10 in the school cafetor- school year.
er.
at her home on Clack Place. Hunt, pastor of the church.
Atkins, Rosetta McKissack,
gia
ium. A capacity crowd witness- The Ministerial Alliance and
Lake view Gardens Country Here, too, decorations followed Miss Ida Mae Walker and Mrs.
Annie M. Bond, Gertrude Ford,
program.
nned
well-pla
the
ed
The Ministers Wives Council
club was the scene of a gay the Easter theme. . .with in- Dorothy D. Montgomery are in
and Miss Phonoy Granberry.
A royal atmosphere prevail- in Jackson made Easter just
'Champagne Sip" later the dividual eggs holding surprise charge of the Contact CommitMay is usually a very busy
same night the courtesy of the gifts for each member. . .nov- tee; Mrs. Sarah Jackson and
ed due to the artistic arrange- what it should be as Holy Week month and you can begin makBy KATHERINE TAPPAN
ment of the tables with beauti- was observed in the schools as ing plans to attend the many
Taystee Bread company, with elty baby chicks carrying um- Mrs. Mary Ezelle will be in
John R. Arnold as host.
ful flowers and candelabra. well as the churches. Church activities. Of special interest
brellas
charge of publicity; and Mrs.
church.
decorations conveyed to services were held daily at 12
Among the VIP's attending Lots of wonderful food and Eunice Snell and Mrs. H. A. PTA
to the public as well as all
pastor The
the meeting were Mrs. Lucille prizes of cologne, summer Jew- Gilliam heading the finance Geeter high school PTA spon- Rev. R. L. Tappan,
those present the message of noon at a different church each Greeks, the Jackson Pan-HelDandridge,
C.
Rev.
Sinai;
into
the
went
Mt.
and
ministers
day
Sunday,
Tea
annual
seaMedry, national phylacter of dry, hosiery, playing cards, committee. Highlight of the oc- sored its
Springtime and the Easter
its
schools to deliver lenten guide- lenic Council will present
Louisvilie, Ky. . . Mrs. Helen won by members Mrs. Mildred casion will be the presence of April 10, 4-6 p.m., in the school pastor Lake Grove; Mrs. Kath- son.
Sunon
program
public
first
Waterford, national Pan Hellen- Williams, Mrs. Jessie McNeely Mrs. Jennie Broadnax Vance, gymnasium. Seventy - five erine Tappan, president of the Music further enlightened the posts to students on Monday, day, May 1, at 4 p. m, in the
Tuesday, and Wednesday Thursic representative; Mrs. Julia S. Mrs. Ruth Mims, Mrs. Gloria well known former Memphian beautiful young ladies were group; Prof. Charles W. Hor- guests and members.
will
day and Friday were Easter Lane College chapel which
Polk, the regional director of Howard and guest Miss Mar- and LaRose school teacher who the highlight of the evening as ner, principal. Mrs. Charlene
feature talent from the six orCox, chairman holidays for
Elizabeth
Mrs.
city
Jackson
pubof
charge
in
is
Dandridge
Region
!
of
the South Central
telle Trigg. Miss Collins' cou- will be the guest speaker oni they modeled their pre-Easter
Mrs. Eva Tillman, president of schools. These inspirational ser- ganizations which comprise the
licity.
Jackson, Miss.: Mrs. Myrtle sin, Miss Marilyn Watkins was Sunday, April 24. Mrs. Vance fashions.
the group; J. L. Brinkley, jr., vices went a long way I'm sure They are Alpha Kappa Alpha.
Williams, associate regional di- also a guest. Everyone present is well - known in education, Mrs. Mildred Falls D a v i s;SCOUTS
principal.
in helping the students to give Delta Sigma Theta and Sigma
rector of the State of Arkansas, missed Member Juanita B. Pos- civic, religious and social cirthe show. Gibson's Girl Scout Troop 208 was Mr. Brinkley and officers of another thought to what Easter Gamma Rho Sororities: Omega
narrated
of Little Rock- Dr. Velia S. ton, who was ill.
cles here and in Humboldt, Kindergarten was the guest of honored to have their troop
Psi Phi, Alpha Phi Alpha, and
association extend their really means.
Evans, associate director of V. I. P.'S MEET
Tenn., where she now resides the program under the supervi- leaders sponsor an egg hunt the
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternities.
evto
SOCIALLY
appreciation
thanks and
Alabama, of Montgomery.
The inviting home of Mrs. ssith her husband, who is a sion of Mrs. Agnes Gibson.
for them on the Ford Road
President of the council is Mrs.
is
the
this
writing, Jackson
eryone who helped make the At
Mrs. Rowena Cleveland, re- Emma H Stotts. 2011 Quinn minister
April
Friday,
campus,
school
,
scene of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Bertha Hill Collins, a Delta
Others participating in the
a success.
• ••
gional grammateus of Selma, Ave., was the setting for a reto en- affair such
seemed
children
The
sorority and Omega Psi Phi re- soros.
15.
I
h
g
i
h
Geeter
Ala.; Mrs. Emma S. Dewberry, cent meeting of the V. I. P. A lovely Spring Tea was held affair were the
'joy the egg hunt and the troop
gional meeting on the campuses On Friday, May 6, the senior
regional tamais of Pine Bluff Bridge Club. Mrs. Stotts greet- by the Women's Council of Sec- ; band, Mrs. Alneeda Ayers,
planning t h e
enjoyed
leaders
of
Merry High school and Lane class at Merry High school will ,
who
PTA,
the
of
Ark.; Mrs. Essie Conway, re- ed each member with along ond Congregational Easter Sun-'vice president
PetMae
Johnnie
Mrs.
event.
Many present the annual senior play,
respectively.
college
gional phylacter, of Little Rock, stemmed red rose upon arriv. day afternoon at the Parish 'gave the objectives and the
Mrs. Agnes
leader,
troop
will under the direction of Mrs. F.
ers,
We
are
visitors
expected.
Jones.
L.
R.
Rev.
Horne,
P.
Mrs.
Mildred
Ark.;
al. The club's "Spring Bail," House, 762 Walker Ave . from President,
assistant.
meeton
M. Johnson.
the
full
Gibson,
a
report
have
antapokritis, of Memphis; Mrs. to be held April 22 at Currie's 4 to 6 p.m. Mrs. Ruth Beau- Some of the visiting presiBerenice Hunter, pianist, of Co- Club Tropicana, was the topic champ is the president of the dents were Mrs. Ardena Gooch, Mrs. Mary Ann Wrushen,
lumbus, Miss.; Mrs. Mabel of business. Here too, a deli- Council, and Mrs. Lillian Crow- Shelby County of PTA; Mrs. L. Mrs. Noble Powell and Prof.
LONDON — (UPI) —
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
Mitchell, director of Amicae cious menu, cocktails a n d der was general chairman J. Kinsey, Mrs. Mary Ann Isiah Goodrich are chairmen. Transportation Minister Ernan
also
is
Jackson
Mattie
Mrs.
Affairs, North Little Rock, Ark.; bridge were the delight of all of the affair
-Everybody Likes 'Ern"
est Marples, who has won naWrushen, Mrs. Johnnie M. Petard reginoal project chairmen, present. Prizes were won by
•••
tional acclaim for taking vaers, Mrs. Agnes Gibson, Mrs. assistant troop leader.
Hickory Smoked — Size 15 to 30 Pounds
Real
Mrs. Hazel T. Jones of Jackson, Mrs William Mardis, Mrs. Mel- Brilliant Napoleon B. Wil- Edna R. House, Mrs. Kather- CLUBS
cation trips by bicycle, admit98c per Lb.
Two Year Old Country Hams
Miss., Mrs. Richard Christian vin E. Massey and Miss Faye liams has returned from his
80c per Lb.
ine Tappan and many other dis- The El-Capistrones Teenag- ted he really isn't wild about
Si. Month Old Country Hams
and Mrs Lucinda B. Roby of E. Gentry. Guest player was trip to Haverford college, Hav90c per Lb.
ers Social club presented a pre- it.
On. Year Old Country Hams
tinguished guests.
Birmingham. Ala.
)0 per Lb.
Mrs. Mary H. McWilliams.
erford, Pa., where he was the Dr, Joseph W. Falls, princi- Easter dance April 15, 8-12 p.m.
Three Year Old Country Hams
"It's my wife who insists
Mrs. Annie M. Naylor was the cinc cHAT
Real Country Hickory Smoked Sanwa* (3 te 4 Lb. lags).. 55, goer Lb.
guest of the school from which pal.
at the fabulous Lake View on holidays like these — not
Regional Marshall, who with Friends of Jim Etta and he has won an all-expense four
Lean Hickory Smoked Bacon (4 to 10 Lb Slab)...........35c per Lb.
club. A host of me," he said.
Walker School PTA will have Garden country
$1 35 end $1.53 per Lb.
the work of her committees, the Robert Lee were overjoyed year scholarship.
Sliced Country Ham
(PLUS POSTAGE)
l a panel discussion in t h e teenagers were on hand. The
entire membership and basi-,with their surprise visit of last
Met at the airport on nis re- school cafetorium April 26, 7,30 young men and women were at- the club president; Miss Georleus Mrs. Loretta H. Kateo,!weekend. motoring up to see
WE SHIP COD OR SEND CHECK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER
by his mathematics teach-,
turn
tird in after five fashions as gia Knowles, secretary; Miss
suca
very
made the meeting
Robert's father, Mr. Lawrence er, Mrs. Juanita Turner a n d p.m. Participants will be Mrs. the dance was formal.
Pearline Watson and Herbert
cessful one.
Lee, who is ill. Accompanying several of his classmates, the Tillman of the police patrol;
Mrs.
Betwere
Chaperones
Goodloe, reporters.
president
SHOWER
Gooch,
Mrs.
Ardena
the Lees were their nieces, the brilliant mathematics student
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152: Business Phone, VI 2-5141
Mrs. Amelia Ed- Guest of honor at the dance
Wilson,
tie
of
Council
The first of the nuptial par- Misses Patricia and Adele Walthe
of
County
Shelby
National Merit ScholOn Bypass 31-W Route, 251 1st St., Bowling Green, Ky.
ties feting beauteous Miss Ada- l ker who now resides with them ; who is
L. dins, Mrs. Katherine Tappan, was the Young Men's club of
finalist, was the house- PTA; Atty. S. A. Wilbun;
arship
Residence Phones, VI 2-0152
line Pipes of Memphis and'in Baton Rouge.
Booker T. James and Mr. the Mitchell high school. Bookof Dr. and Mrs. C. Oak- F. Palmer, editor of the Triguest
Washington, D. C.. who will be. Pat, however, went on to iey
e Defender; Felton J. Franklin. Mr. Franklin a n d er T. James supervises them
,
the head of t'ne mathemat-Stat
married to Lt. Jesse Beard of Fisk university to spend the
president of the Walker Mr. James are members of
Earls,
and
Dr.
and
department,
ics
Washington, D. C., this Satur- week-end with
her
cousin, Mrs. Ira de Reid, head of the ;I Home Civic club; Rev. 0. D. the high school faculty. Masday at St. Anthony R. C. church Miss Gwendolyn Moyse of CinI White, pastor Riverside MB ter Samuel Savage Tappan is
department.
was the luncheon given by Mrs.lcitusati, Ohio, where she renew- sociology
—
Ann Bartholomew Harris, lasted friendships with former
Paturday. at her home at 1086 classmates when she attended
'loath Bellevue.
school there her freshman year.
With Easter and nuptials as she is now a junior at Southern
a theme, the Bartholomew- U. While here, they were the
llarris home was lovely with guests of Mr and Mrs. Lawseenes of white wedding bells renre Lee and James Wells,
tied with white satin ribbons. . . sr.. Jim Etta's father.
Faster lilies. . .baskets of the From
university
Howard
traditional rabbits and eggs, came Lawrence Seymour, a
cued to a handsome life-sized med student, to visit his wife,
hand - painted bride, complete Mrs. Janet Arnold Seymour,
w;th bouquet, poised on a door- and his family. From Howard's
way — all this was a perfect Law school came J. 0. Patterfoil for a beautiful honoree. son. jr.. to visit his wife, Mrs.
lira. Harris chose smart Meryl Patterson and little son,
black velvet slim pants, a and his parents, Bishop andl
white embroidered blouse and Mrs J. 0. Patterson.
•••
a multicolored nylon net hostess apron to welcome h e r
Mrs. Julian (Johnetta) KelMiss Pipes wore a so has two special reasons to
guests
trousseau dress fashioned of bø happy last week. . .mainly
black and white pure silk in 'she was wearing the coveted
abstract print. Guests included ; pin of NAACP for a life memher bridesmaids. Mrs. Mil- bership in the organization she
popular master of ceremonies, says:
dred Sweet. Miss Peggy A n n has worked so untiringly for,
White. Mrs. Bertha Stephens,,for more than 20 years. We
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO US FROM
Mrs. Maria Pinkston (and the:know that she has paid countYOU.. . our nationwide audience! Your
hostess who is also to be a less sums in the interim, becontribuMrs.
in
to
addition
bridesmaid,
sides her recent $500
generous response ... your loyal interest
Martha Horne, Miss Pipe's sis- tion. Also, she was informed by
have made this a most successful second
ter). Others attending w e r e:the Women's editor of the PittsMrs. Elene Phillips, M r s. burgh Courier, Toki Sc halt
anniversary. We enjoy bringing you the
McAnulty Blackmon. Johnson, that she has been
Joyce
Mrs. Cynthia Winfrey and Missi:judged the "best-dressed worngreat talents in the spiritual and gospel
Rose Thomas.
an" of the region.
music field. Keep listening for your favorFeminine fun ensued with Down Daytona Beach, Fla.,
of
Cookman
group
the
among
chatter
way, at Bethune
ites. And thanks again for welcoming U3
M.
Marion
long-time friends, made more college
Miss
into your homes each week.
interesting with Cynthia W i n- Speight daughter of Dr. and
frey's bridal book present to Mrs. W 0. Speight, sr., who
assist in the reminiscing. of heads the Language Departher wedding and the one which ment. has had as our recent
brought to you by PET MILK COMPANY,
I. almost on hand.
week-end guest, VIP Miss Romakers of America's first evaporated milk
A menu of champagne punch, berta Church of the Labor Dechicken salad, macaroni cas- partment, Washington, D. C.
and other fine-quality products since 1885
serole French styled string . .Memphis' own gift to the SURLOUNDED BY friends, to right, seated, are Mrs. Mrs. Elene Phillips, Mrii. Berbeans, molded peach and jello most important government po- bride-to-be Adeline A. Pipes Anne B. Harris, the hostess; tha Stephens, Mrs. Mildred
Thomsalad, iced tea, hot rolls, ice sition held by one of our wom- is the center of attention at Miss Pipes, Mrs. Maria Pink- Sweet and Miss Rose
Dun.
shower staged for her as a ston and Miss Peggy Ann as. Staff photo by Billy
cream and cakes decorated en.
right
(an.
to
left
Standing
Left
White.
wedding.
with Easter hues and jelly
her
to
prelude
Copt. 1940, ro mak Ca
'TIM —lea U.S, Pes 0111L
are Mrs. Joyce Blackmon,
beans. Mrs. Harris was assist. Mrs Maceo Walker is the
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t Happened In

WALKER
HOMES

LaRose Tea
Big Success

Vacations By Bike,
But It's Really
The Wife's Idea

•

JIMMIE SIDOENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL

PET MILK'S

•

Sunday °ring
America's only national Negro radio program

BEGINS ITS THIRD BIG YEAR!
Sid McCoy...

1401 • NO•

• ••
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By BEN LANIER
and a member of the junior
PRE-EASTER ASSEMBLY !choir.
The Teens Social club of Ma- After graduation
he plans to
nassas presented Pre-Good Fri- further his
eduday and Pre-Easter Chapel pro- cation at MIT,
gram last Thursday, April 4. where he will
The theme for this occasion was study to become
"Lest We Forget." This was a chemical
engan enjoyable assembly for the ineer. He is m a
Rev. William E. Sanders, dean joring in math,
of St. Mary's Cathedral, was and
minoring in
the principal speaker for the
science and forday. Rev. William L. Bell, along
with Mrs. Eldora Amos, have eign languages.
done a most outstanding job In a math test
with these fellows. This club was he won honorstarted by Miss Josephine Wat- able mention for
making a high
BRIDE-TO-BE — Mrs. Bertha kins in the year of 1957.
Montgomery
W. Harris this week announced The officers and members ,mark.
of
the engagement of her daugh- the club are: Wilbert
Chamber- Around the school he is a
ter Faye Jo Anne Wade (above) lain, president; Jessie Dobbins,
member of the Ole Timers club,
to Herman W. Henning, jr. The vice president; William L. Scott,
justice of the Student Council,
marriage will be solemnized on secretary; Charles
White, as' hall monitor, a member of the
April 23, when the groom re- sistant secretary; James Dail.
turns from Chicago where he is ey, treasurer; Joseph Smith, Student Council and a member
teaching and attending the Uni- business manager; and Charles of the math club. Henry is well
versity of Chicago on an AMA McGhee, parliamentarian and known around the school for he
grant. Miss Wade is a Mem- chaplain. The members are: is the leader and colonel over
phis public school teacher and Berry Brooks, Willie Brown, the NDCC. Hats off to this most
has completed two summers of Percy Hayes and Sam Payton gentleman like fellow.
SPORTS NEWS
work on her Master's degree at McDowell.
The Manassas Tigers played
the University of Illinois. Both
SPOTLIGHT
the Hamilton Wildcats last Wedare LeMoyne graduates.
This week's spotlight turns to nesday in a thrilling game with
a 16-year-old sophomore, name- the Tigers leading all the way
ly, Henry Montgomery.
up until the last inning. They
Words of the Wise
Henry resides at the home of came out in front by a score
He who receives a benefit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob- of 5-4 Theodore McKnight pitchwith gratitude repays the
ert Montgomery of 735 N. Bel- ed a good game for the day.
first installment on his debt. vue. He is an active member George Wainwright,
short-stop
—(Seneca) of the Trinity CME church, drove in the runs
to bring Oa
where he serves as a steward, score to 5-4.
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Deltas Drop Dance;
Funds Go To NAACP
The Memphis Alumnae chap- bration.
ter of Delta Sigma Theta so- May Week will mean, to
rority has scrapped its plan- many, the crowning of a pretned Peppermint Ball and will ty, versatile young lady as
donate funds appropriated for "Miss Junior Miss." To
others
this social event to the NAACP it will be a ringside view
of
Freedom Fund.
Delta's work in civic and charThis announcement came as itable projects. . .and to some
the sorority moves into the fi- it will mean fraternizing at
nal stages of planning for its the annual Breakfast for Miannual Delta May Week ob- lady, which will be held this
servance. "Deltas
on
the year on May 14.
Move" might well describe the This year, the sorority
chose
present activity of the group,
popular and dybusy with the many details innamic Soror
volved in the May Week celeAddie Jones to
guide the program to even
greater heights
The
spotlight
will
also
be
shining on the
following chairmen who will
be working to
Addle
Jones
The Chicago Area Father's
make this the
Day Council announced Its new- best May Week ever:
ly-elected officers and directors Breakfast — Sonora
Elsie
for the 19GO second annual city- Thomas and Hattie House;
Liwide search for "Father of the brary Project —
Soror RoYear."
chelle Carhee; Adopted FamThe Council, a state-chartered ily — Soror Mildred Williams;
non-profit organization "dedicat- Freedom Fund — Soror Helen
ed to pointing up the importance Sawyer; Junior Miss C,ontest—
of Father in the family, and Sorors Lettie Brooks and Lorcommunity," named H. W. Bolt, ene Osborne.
general chairman: Bee Penkala, The Deltas observe M a
secretary
and Harold Miller, Week May 7-14. Soror Maxine
treasurer.
Smith is the president.

Father's Group
Names Officers

la

A SCHOLARSHIP will be
awarded to the winner of the
Miss Junior Miss contest
which the local chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority
is sponsoring. To climax during the sorority's May Week

celebration the contest has
stirred unusual interest, etspecially for these contestants; Seated on floor left to
right, Miss Marilyn Mitchell,
Hamilton High school; Miss
Merilee Hughey, Carver; Miss
Mary King, Capleville, and
111114111111641111111111111M1111111111111111111111t111111111

Miss Marian Young, Caple.
ville. Back row left to right
are Mis6 Claudette Tucker,
Lester; Miss Dorothy Agnew,
Magnolia; Miss Marilyn Isabel, Melrose. Miss Delores
Cleaves, Manassas and Miss
Mary Smith of Capieville.

5 egg whites
Cream butter, vanilla and
sugar well. Sift baking powder
with flour and add alternately
with milk (begin and end with
flour mixture.) Beat after each
By
addition. Beat egg whites until
GRACE WILLIAMS
stiff but not dry. Fold into batter. Divide evenly into 3 buttered
,11111111111111111191111119111111111111111111111111111111111111
and floured 9-inch cake Pans
Life is but a constant learn- Bake at 350 degrees F., 25 to
ing process, isn't it? Cake in 30 minutes.
some form has been known VELVET ICING
since earliest times. In Eng- 1-4 lb. butter, melted
land as elsewhere, nearly ev- 1 egg white
ery religious occasion was cele- -1 tsp. vanilla extract
brated with a cake of one sort 4 cups confectioners sugar
or another, and to this day we 2 tbsp. cream
are still learning new techniques 1 tbsp. cocoa
Beat egg white .Fold in meltin cake baking.
For example, in making ed butter. Add vanilla. Add sugcreaming method cakes, it is ar a half cup at at time. Beat
best to add flavoring extract, in well. Then add cream; Mix
SURPRISED PARTY—A sur- Velma McChriston. Seated,
orange, or lemon rind well. Add cocoa. Mix well.
prise birthday party was giv- from left are Misses Gerald- grated
fat in the beginning of the This makes enough icing for a
the
to
en recently for Mrs. Melzanie ine Gleeton, Margaret Killethe best car- 3 layer cake, between layers,
Killebrew by her husband, brew, Dyann Horner an d creaming. Fat is
as you con- on sides and top.
and
flavor,
of
rier
Edgar Killebrew at their James Gleeton. Many beautimake the cake, the "A Guide to Good Eating" is
tinue
to
home, 1388 James at. Taking ful gifts were received by the
flavor in- a service provided to the read- WANT SCHOLARSHIP — Shir- contest sponsored by the DelIn the festivities of the gala honoree, after which a succu- fat with which the
combined so ers of the Tri-State Defender ley Knox (left) of I583 Ash ta Sigma Theta sorority. The
been
gredients
have
affair were, standing, from lent cool plate lunch was precompletely through the cooperation of the and Gloria Miller of 933 Le- contest climaxes during "May
left, Charles Lucas, Mrs. Bes- pared and served on a dining easily becomes so
Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs. now, Douglass and Porter Week"
ingredients
other
with
mixed
at the big Breakfast
sie Jones, Mrs. Grace Horn- table overlaid with lovely lace
Williams is a teacher of Home High school students
complete
dispersion
of
respec- for ICLady. (See story and
er, Mrs. Bernice Gleeton, table cloth imported from that a
assured. Economics at Manassas High tively are in the running for ph x on this page for other enthe honoree's mother, Mrs. France. A u`.ite birthday the flavoring agent is
School.
the title of Miss Junior Miss trants.)
Also, when making this type
Cora Gleeton, Mrs. Ann Nay- cake trimmed in pink decoratelectric
mixer,
cake
using
an
of
lor, Mrs. Melzanie Killebrew, ed the center of the table.
Edgar Killebrew, Mrs. Victor- Not seen but present was measure the room temperature
fat, sugar and flavor ingredMusing:
You may fear that you won't ia Lucas, Mrs. Addle Gross, George Warren. (Photo by
ients into the mixing bowl at
Mrs.
Warren
Sarah
and
Mrs.
McChriston)
IT'S ALL THROUGH LIFE
make the grade in school and
beginning. Set the mixer at
the
A day of joy, a week of pain, you begin to think of qour
the lowest speed to stir the inA sunny day. a week of rain, teachers as judges of your sucgredients together to the reA day of peace, a year of cess or failure. No matter what
quired stage. This saves the
strife;
the cause is, the best way to
time and labor of first creamBut cling to HIM, it's all overcome it is to face your
ing the fat alone. Of course,
through life.
problem head on. . . by getting
when mixing by hand it is alto know your teachers better.
By JOE McDAYID
Stanley and her sons, who say ways advisable to cream the
An hour of joy, a day of fears, Some day after class, walk up
they
think
they will like Elvis fat and flavor ingredients toAn hoar of smiles, a day of to your teacher's desk when she MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI)— as a "big
brother," are all house
tears;
does not seem busy, and ask It didn't take Elvis Presley long guests in the Presleys' 16 -room gether first, then add the sugar
to get back into the rock 'n'
gradually.
An hour of gain, a day of your question.
mansion.
roll swing of civilian life.
strife;
Now about pan liners, we've
April 22:
Without the class mates, you Army life was
much differ- Elvis' middle-aged father, found that liners cut one-quarPress on, press on, it's all
easier
talk
than ent, but close friends say it did Vernon, a former Mississippi
to
may find it
We Moderns Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo Room 10 P. M.
through life.
you think. It is worth a try. not take Elvis long to settle in- tenant farmer, has said they ter inch smaller in diameter or
Dear Carlotta:
size than the bottom of the
Carlotta:
to his old routine of sleeping will be married in the near fuI am worried. I don't seem to Dear
cake pan are more efficient than
ture,
but
a
definite
date
has
during
not
writing
because
you
April 22:
the
I
day
am
you
—
and
playing
get along well in nis class. I
those that fit tightly. Parchment
been set.
don't consider myself a poor are a counselor. I am interested at night.
V.
I. P. Bridge Club, Annual Spring Dance, Currie's Club
paper liners peel off the cake
student, but I don't seem to be in home economics. What are As usual, the 25-year-old king The entertainer left Monday easily and quickly. Oh, yes —
Tropiciana,
10 P. M.
of rock 'n' roll is hard to reach for Hollywood for his first movie
able to reach my teachers. the possibilities? Ann.
reminder
—
using
when
a
this
in his hometown because of his since getting out of the service.
Dear Ann:
hat can I do?
type of liner there is no need
Home economics, the science topsy-turvey nightlife. There's The movie, entitled "G. I.
ear Albert:
to grease the sides of the pan.
April 29:
Blues,"
will
depict
army
life
in
No need for that sort of fear. and art of homemaking, in- always a cluster of the curious
One
thing
that
all
cake
Three C's Club, "Jewel Ball" formal, Currie's Club TropiI am assuming you are in high volves the study of every as- outside the iron gated and brick- Germany.
bakers have alerned is that
school. Teachers are human. Do pect of home life from the plan- walled $100,000 "Graceland"
ciona, 10 p. m.
careless measuring usually
you know they dance, look at ning of a kitchen to the relation mansion where the gatekeeper
means failure. Failure, in turn,
TV and do many of the same of the family to the community. knows just who to permit in
means waste. Waste means loss
things you do? Are your wor- It includes the study of home side.
May 6:
of money, time, and energy,
ries really because of the teach- furnishing, appliances and cloth- The gate opens wide, for exKappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Annual Debutante Presentaworst
and
—
of
all
— discourer? Or do you have a deeper ing, dietetics, and interior de- ample, for Elvis' No. 1 girltion, Amphitheatre, Bruce Hall-LeMoyne College, 10 P. M.
agement.
worry? Do you lack self confi- corating. You will need a college friend, Anita Wood, who recentThere's no need for discourly dyed her blonde hair brundegree in home economics.
dence?
agement when you heed our tips
ette to match Elvis'. Presley's
May 6:
hair is actually light brown, but WASHINGTON — (UPI) — on cake baking and follow our
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) favorite cake recipe for Blue
he has kept it black here.
The Sophisticates Bridge Club, Annual Dance, Flamingo
Elvis had some sad moments says his Senate investigators Ribbon Butter Cake — and we
Room, 10 P. M.
during several trips he made have found "a lack of compe- do mean butter cake.
to his mother's grave. His moth- tition" in the drug industry. BLUE RIBBON BUTTER CAKE
ri;,-,r1 1...rn in 1958 while
he Kefauver, chairman of the 1-4 lb. butter (/
1
2 cup)
May 9-13:
was in the service.
Senate Antitrust and Monopoly 1 tsp, vanilla extract
Cotton Makers Jubilee
.I CSit y win soon have a step- subcommittee, said the profit 2 cups sugar
mother, Mrs. Davada (Dee) El- of drug companies is about 4 tsp, baking powder
Tropicana, 10 P. M.
liot Stanley, a divorcee and twice the average of all U. S. 3 cups sifted cake flour
mother of three small sons. Mrs. manufacturing.
11
/
2 cups milk

A Guide To Good

EATING

Elvis Adjusts

CALENDAR OF SOCIAL EVENTS III

W

No Competition
For Drug Firms

May 12:
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Annual Dance, Currie's Club
Tropicana, 10 P. M.
May 14
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Breakfast For Milady, Currie's
Club Tropicana, 10 A. M.
May 28:
club La Mar Cheri Annual Barn Dance.
June 10 - 12:
Alpha Gamma Chi Sorority, Mid-West Regional Conference.

JUST MARRIED — Mr. and
Mrs. Cleophus Judson, jr.,
both city school teachers,
pledged their marriage vows
at Riverview Christian church
recently The bride Is the for.
flier Miss Rose L Collins,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Collins, 351 Outer
Parkway.
Mr. Hudson
is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleopints Hudson, a39 Hanley at.
The bride and groom are at
home at 128$ Niese.

HITS THE SPOT — Pictured
above enjoying courtesy Royal Crown colas are delegates
tit the Annual Missionary

meeting of the Crusade for
Christ. Taking advantage of
the refreshing thirst quench.
ems are, from left, Mrs. Annie
Crawford, Mrs. Grenla Fly,

Mrs. Edith Collins and Mrs.
Alice Foote. The session was
held at Featherstone C. M. E.
church, 2164 Chelsea.
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Top Women Stars Perform In MAU Meet
ii

WILMA RUDOLPH (center
photo) accepts one of her
three first place medals from
Noble Benjamin A. Gore dux..

ing the Arabic Temple sponsored National AAU track and
field championships held last

weekend at the University of
Chicago fieldhonse. Miss Rudolph won all three sprint

'vents winning the 50 yard
dash and setting marks of
10.i in the 100 yard dash and

25.7 in the 220. Left photo
shows Ann Lillie of Canada
winning the special women's

50 yard dash in the time of
6.5. Grace Butcher of the
Magyars (right
Cleveland

photo) fleshes all alone in
the 880 yard run. Mrs. Butcher set a new American rec.

ord for the event with a urns
of 2.25.8 (Defender staff photos by Brown)

15 MarksSetIn Women'sIndoor NAAU Meet
• Tennessee, Mayor Daley Team
Capture Team Championships

Wilma Rudolph of Tennessee relay events in new times, win
A and I university and Ernes- fling the 440 yard relay in 49.6
tine Pollard of Chicago's Mayor and the 440 sprint medley relay
Daley Youth Foundation prov- in 52.1.
ed the stars of the show as the
Miss Pollard sped to win in
female stars raised havoc with the junior 100 and 220. She set
the American Indoor records in a new mark in 220 preliminarthe National AAU junior and ies of 25.9 and won the event
senior women's track and field final 26.1, out-distancing the
championships at the Univer- former record of 30.2.
sity of Chicago fieldhouse last
relay
week end. Fifteen records were The youth Foundation
junior
old
the
topped
team
shattered in the activities sponof 61
sored by Chicago's Arabic Tem- 440 yard relay standard
of
time
the
in
win
to
seconds
ple' No. 44.
50.8. Leahs?nekn 0 Neal toppIt was the first National
ed another junior record by
AAU meet sponsored by a
racing to a 6.1 win in the50
Negro group.
yard dash.
SatMiss Rudolph stunned the
and
urday night crowd by sweeping Texas AC's Cel Rutledge
in
titles
won
Eberhart
Darlene
After
events.
sprint
the senior
diwinning the 50 yard dash, she 'both the junior and senior
won the 100 yard dash in the visions Miss Rutledge took the
record time of 10.7 and set a basketball throws with a toss
new mark of 25.7 in the 220. Her of 110.8 1-4 for a new junior
mark in the 100 was two sec- record and took the senior event
2. Miss
/
onds under the Olympic quali- heaving the ball 120.101
live
record
a
leaped
Eberhart
time.
fying
jump
high
junior
the
take
4,
feet
Other seniors with their eye
2. I
/
NEW CHAMPIONS — The meet by the whopping score her attendants. The Queen ice Jean Queen attendant. on the 1960 Olympic Games in and topped the seniods at 5.31
Missbetween
left
Sandwiched
are,
to
attempts
three
in
failed
She
TSU Tigers tore up last of 88'1 points. Coadi Stanley and her attendants
Ann
Rome were Tennessee's Jo
qualifying
year's record book, compiled Wright, extreme right (stand- to right, Loyee Thompson, es Thompson and Edwards Is Terry who stepped the 70 yard top the Olympic
by the Prairie View Panth- ing), and his victorious Ti- fourth, 2nd row, standing, at. TSU Track Captain Gene hurdles in the record time of height of 5.6.
ers, defending champions, gers share the limelight with tendant; Iris Edwards (with Brown, holding the team tro- 9.5 and Sandy Smith of the Ma- Mary Kay Miller shattered
and won their own Relay the Meet Relay Queen and crown) Relay Queen; and Al- phy. Evans Photo
yor Daley's Youth Foundation the junior 70 yard hurdles in 7.1.
Temple's THEODORE BACOTE (centeam who captured both divi- Coach
Edward
sions of the standing broad Tennessee Tigerbelles captured
ter) captain of the 1959 undejump topping the record in the the team honors in the senior
Virginia Union Univer.
feated
junior and senior events. Miss competition with 49 points. Magoes over the
Panthers
Smith leaped 9.4 3-4 to win the yor Daley's Youth Foundation sity
h the cot
i
w
schedule
junior event and 9.3 3-4 to lead of Chicago squad led by coach
for the 1960 grid
captains
the seniors.
Donnis Thompson walked off
will open in
The favored Grace Butcher with the junior honors with a season which
10 with
Septeuber
on
Norfolk
of the Cleveland Magyars out- team total of 41 points.
college, NorState
Virginia
Patrichampion
ran defending
folk Division. At left is All
cia Douthitt of the Cleveland
LAS VEGAS, Nev.—(UPI)—
halfback Hexthe 880 yard run setting a Arnold Palmer remains the 5-1 America (1959)
228 pounder
Braxton,
eklah
Recreation Dept. to take
the $42,400 Tourna- of Baltimore, Md., a n d
in
favorite
new standard of 2.26.8. Clevethe Des- (right) Central Intercollegiland Recreation Department's ment of Champions at
Association
Athletic
ate
WASHINGTON, D. C.—(CIAA junior guard for Virginia State, this "first" all-conference club -from Washington, D. C. (2.28); Rosa Marie Lovelace added ert Inn Country Club course,
receiver
pass
leading
(CIAA)
brilliant
his
Virginia
,
5-8,
despite
440
Eugene
the
Carmichael
May
winning
mark
another
News Service) — CIAA Statisti- and Quincy Cooper, Maryland of scholars
W. WilWarren
end
1959,
for
Gene
victory in the Masters.
cian L. T. Walker announced State's, Uniontown. Pa. senior
In addition to Sawyer and State junior from Cateret, N.J. yard run 1.02t.
D. C.
Washington,
of
liams
choice.
WinstonMayo,
(2.20);
second
Charles
senior
6-1
is
the
Littler
the
swept
Tennessee
A's."
"all
the first and second All-CIAA back, made
Cooper, other members of the
Va.,
freshman
Danville,
Salem,
Academic football teams at the Statistician Walker. using 3 first team are ends: George
end of the conference's 48th quality points for "A," listed Wallace, Williamsburg Va., (2.20), and Horace Judson,
four seniors. 2 juniors and 3 senior at N. C. College (2.70) (2.18) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
meeting here.
Harold Sawyer, Norfolk, Va,,I sophomores and 2 freshmen on and James Ballard, Shaw freshman of Lincoln University
University, sophomore from (Pa.)
High Point (2.66); tackles: SENIOR CUMULATIVE
Luther Jerald. NCI senior AVERAGES
Ends: Frederick Jones. St.
from Fayetteville (2.65) and
Bluefield, Augustine. 2.26; Elwood RobKenney,
John
W. Va. senior (2.27); guards: inson, Winston - Salem, 1.80;
Sawyer 43.00) and John Gor- tackles: Alfred Smith, Marydon, Virginia Union sopho. lend State, 2.16 and Luther
more (2.86); center: Thomas Jerald, NCC, 2.00; guards:
Wright. (2.50) Richmond, Va. Frederick Rogers. Fayetteville,
sophomore at Johnson C. 2.73; Curtis Means, St. AugusSmith; backs: Cooper (3.00) tine. 2.52; Marvin William,
Shaw Delaware, 1.90; center: MarBen Glascal
from vin Williams, Delaware, 1.90;
junior
University
Brooklyn. N. Y.: Frank Kim- backs: Quincy Cooper, Marybrough, (2.C41) Winston Salem land, 3.00; Robert Gordon,
freshman from Winston Sal. Fayetteville, 2.15; Charles De.
em, and William Johnson, Bose, A&T. 2.14, and Jude
State's Wright, Fayetteville, 1.79.
Maryland
(2.51)
Annapolis,
freshman from
SPORTS BRIEFS
Md.
The second team was dom- DUNEDIN, Fla. — (UPI) —
inated by six seniors, with one Arnold Palmer's victory in the
sophomore, one junior and Master's golf tournament last'
three freshmen.
boosted his yearly
Second team selections in- weekend
cluded ends: Robert Moore, earnings to $44,300. Ken VenUnion sophomore from Balti- turi, who was runnerup in the
more (2.11) and Fred Jones, Master's, took over second
St. Augustine's senior from place In the P.G.A. standings
I Richmond (2.10); tackles: Altotal earnings.
fred Smith, Maryland State's with $23,3000
• ••
Donora, Pa., senior (2.10) and
MrKeithan, Fayette- NEW YORK — (UPI)—The
Luther
(1.93); New York Titans of the Amerisenior
State
ville
guards! Frederick Rodgers, can Football League have signFayetteville State senior (2.80)
ed their fourth Michigan Stater
and Alan Robertson, WinstonLarry Bie
Salem, Washington, D. C. sen- player, quarterback
Wayne and Pete Day and children
Marshall's
Paul;
Spartans TROPHY WINNING DOGS—
COVER UP — Sugar Hart round bout at Chicago Stadi- ior (2.60); center: Emerson lat. The other former
Mar.
Buzz
State with Dick's Peerless Sport
with
Reeves
are
Tennessee
to right)
from attahk of uh. Hart won contest in the Reim Maryland State freshman on the squad are John Lewis. (Left
covers up
with
Donna.
c e that trok top jewelry in the
a
l
enilersiry's
p
first
daughter,
Blanch/
and
Rocky Kalingo in the second fifth round via a TKO (UPI from Washington, D. C., (2.00); Jerome McFarland
All • ager Shooting Dog, Roving Mike; All-Age class.
place
third
their
moil of their scheduled 16 THEODORE BACOTE cen- backs. Paul Swann, AkT senior ;Martin,

Two Show Straight A Standing

CIAA Lists Gridiron
Academic Standouts

i

0

Bacote, an Elementary Education Major, will graduate in
June.

Pender III;
Set New
•
Bout Date
BOSTON — (UPI) — Th•
Paul Pender - Sugar Ray Robinson fight for the Massachusetts and New York version of
the middleweight championship
was postponed from April 20
until June 10.
Boxing promoter Sam Silverman said he ordered the postponement after Pender's personal physician told him the 29year-old Brookline, Mass., slug
ger had bursitis in the spur of
his right heel
Silverman said the bout, originally slated to be televised
from Boston Garden April 29.
was put over until June 10
because that was the only open
date on the schedule of the TV
sponsor. He said he would ne• 10
gotiate a new contract with
Robinson in New York.
Pender won Robinson's disputed title Jan. 22 when he scored an upset snlit decision over
the 39-year-old ring veteran.
Robinson was disappointed at
the verdict and vowed he would
"make sure of it by knocking
him out" next time. After that,
he said, he wanted to take on
Gene Fullmer, the National
Boxing Association middl eweight title - holder, "to prove
who is the real world champion."
Silverman said that television
rights to the resched-led bottle would bring about 6150,000
thus he decided to go along
with the June 10 date.
Ponder, who in the past has
had trouble with brittle fists,
was ndelsee by his physieian,
Dr. Toby Broderick, to keeplip
•-ft his feet for at least three
weeks.
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WILMA RUDOLPH (center
photo) accepts one of her
three first place medals from
Noble Benjamin A. Gore dur-

ing the Arabic '
sored National A
field championst
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NEW CHAMPIONS — The
TSU Tigers tore up last
year's record book, compiled
by the Prairie View Panthers, defending champions,
and won their own Relay

meet by the wh
of 8811 points. C
Wright, extreme
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CIAA Lis
Academi
WASHINGTON, D. C.—(CIAAljunior guard for

News Service) — CIAA Statisti- 1 and Quincy Cooi

cian L. T. Walker announced State's, Uniontow
the first and second All-CIAA back, made "all
Academic football teams at the , Statistician Wa
end of the conference's 48th quality points fo
four seniors, 2
Meeting here.
Harold Sawyer, Norfolk, Va., sophomores and

COVER UP — Sugar Hart
from attahk of
covers up
Rocky Kalingo in the sec ond
resod of their scheduled 19

round bout at
uh. Hart won
fifth round Via
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By C. ETTA WHITE
dance group who is led by Miss
and
Joyce Boyd.
ELAINE MAYHORN
Many of you probably rememTRACK EVENTS
ber her as the little short girl
The annual County Track who danced
to "Hamp's Boomeet was held on our spacious gie" and the Jubilect.
Miss Boyd
campus Monday, April 11. Par- and her group are
preparing
ticipating in this affair were very diligently for
a win.
students from Barretts chapel, JR. HIGH GOSSIP!
Geeter, Mitchell road and last Loyce Smith has
her hands
but not least, Woodstock.
full with Cotis Clements, jr., and
ANNUAL BALLET
el:, Jana Davis, Velma Spetw
In the boy's division, Geeter Cal "W" (Harold).
Booker T. Washington High cer, "Santas In Room 43" by
I wonder
accumulated 461
/
2 points for first who she really likes, as if she
school presented its 33rd Annual the chorus.
place with Woodstock coming in knew! Carol Sanders
Ballet at Ellis auditorium last
has been
At the end of June, Harold
second with 35.5 and Mitchell very s-t-a -r-r-y eyed
Thursday evening with much Middlebrook presented "M i s s
since the
Road 33.
success. The show, called '-Pix- Ballet" in the person of Miss
night of the big "ExtravaganIn the girl's division Wood- za."
ies For The Sixties" featured Betsy Clark along with Antock captured the winning Hey, Herbert Gray, what hapnumbers representing the 12 nabelle Smith chosen "Princess
award with 32 points with Geet- pened? I won't tell anybody
months of the year.
of the Ballet."
following close behind with M-U-C-H. Larry Bryant and his
Some of the best acts includ- SPLACH PARTY
and Barrett's Chapel came trumpet had an enjoyable day
ed "The Madison," a new dance
The Model Teens Social club
in third with only 12 points.
at Harold a few weeks ago. YoU READY FOR Btu
around
town; Washington's got an early start on the seaSPLASH—
lege's
Aquatic
Show
which
Coach
Jerry
Johnson
C.
and
starts
on the campus Sunday
The members of our girls needn't worry Larry, I'm sure
NDCC Drill Team being call- son with a splash party at Bruce
These LeMoyne College stu- will be staged in the Bruce Miss Lucinda Edwards of the atu' runs
for one full week
team who were seen in the spot- Linda Redic (Harrold) saw you. dents, all
ed by Cadet William Williams Hall Apri: 1. Members of this
masters of the art Hall pool Wednesday, April college's physical education There is no admission
lights Monday are: Miss Mag- I could see the iris of her eyes of swimming,
will be among 27, at 8:30 p. in. The Aquatic department, is a part of the to the swim event. charge and also the sponsors of the popular club are: Joan }tampdalena Johnson, junior; Miss from the stage. Misses Joyce the participants
NDCC; "Voodoo Suite," inter- ion, president; Brenda Jeffries,
in the col- Show, under the direction of annual Spring Festival which
Para Lee Ware, junior; Misses Gary, Irnez Bryant, Geraldine pretive dance; song by the Sen- vice president; Dorothy F a n t,
Elsie Hall, sophomore, Gracie Smith, Geraldine Bryant and L.
sational Sunsets; "Malenguena" secretary; Lois Davis, treasur"4••••••••••••••••••••••••- who are involved in group psy- Spanish dance
Harris, Doris Ann Carter, Pat- Pullens, the great clarinetesses,
executed by Wil- er; Vivian Barnes, reporter;
sy Guin and Roxy Haymon.
chotherapy in a state mental liam Higgins and Elizabeth Pru- Tommye Kay Hayes,
aren't heard about much. I wonbusiness
hospital. Produced in coopera- dent; and last but certainly manager; Carleane
Participating in the boy's di- der if they've cooled down yet
Pearson,
tion with the American Psychi- not least another dance, Samp- parliamentar
vision were: Jerry Fisher, Jo- after hearing Ernest
ian; Maxine Davis.
Gray's
atric Association and the Na- son Briscoe, Harold Lewis, Ben- chaplain; Essie
seph Phillips, Melvin "Skinny" beautiful voice at the
"ExtravaBoyd and Clara
tional Association for Mental nie Few, Robert Jackson, Ken- Smith.
Harris, C. Crump and Archie ganza."
Health.
Haymon and Alfred Jones.
Miss Joyce Harris also has
neth Cox. Willie Joe Alexander, Many were on hand to enjoy
The coaches are Mrs. S. her hands full with
the great
•••••••••••••••••••••• 10:10 to 11:40. LATE MOVIE, James Lott, Joseph Smith, Car- this wonderful night including
Graham and Mr. S. Lucas.
"The Hitch Hiker," with Ed- dell Jackson and many others. Donnie Mitchell, Palmer Stovall,
base drummer Van Lucas and
Thursday, April 21
The trainer of the girl's team Billie Brooks.
mond O'Brien, Frank Lovejoy Yvonne Jordan was hostess
(Harrold)
to Rose Ann Cooper, Fred King,
7:00 to 8:00, GOOD MORN- and William Talman. T
fs Miss Mine Collins. We all If you haven't
w o the Co-Ettes when they tapped Lynn Howell, Herman Gilliam,
noticed it yet,
ING
FROM
MEMPHIS,
Featur- Americans on a fishing trip,
feel that the members and,the Harrold students
five lovely, outstanding teen-age Caroi Dtexey, Eddie Stevenson,
are rathing ALMANAC — "Founding are held captive by a gun
coaches of each separate di- er popular with our
crazy girls for membership in the Joan Williams, Paul Kelly,
junior
Rome"
of
B.
753
C."
vision did a wonderful job!
hitch-hiker.
high department.
Memphis Chapter of the Co- Ann Burford, Sylvia Willia,ns,
10:30 to 11:00, DECEMBER
GRACIOUS LADIES
11:40
11:45,
to
INQUIRIES
ALMANAC,
Joan Hargraves, Betty Phillips,
Ettes
club, inc.
BRIDE, Spring Byington as
Another active club for this If there is a fortune
"Berlin in Hands of Soviet These
Jackie Brodnax, Paulette
teller in
Lily.
new
Lily
members
tries
please
to
sonwill be
r is the "Gracious Lady" the audience, will
Army" 1945.
Brinkley,
Annie Ruth Phillips,
you be so
in-law Matt and causes strife Saturday,
presented at a tea to adults as
b. The purposes are: to act kind as to inform
April 23
Eleanor Williams, Gloria Lew.
me about the
between
him
and
wife.
his
as hostesses to our distant big night? The
10.00 to 11:00 a.m., SPEC- well as teen-age society Sun- era, and Gerridine Gray, chair"Prom Night"
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE IAL
guests, and become gracious of course, is
BROADCAST,
French day. April 24, 5 - 7 a. m., in man of entertainment for Cowhat I'm speaking
WITH KITTY KELLY, "One President
young ladies.
of.
Charles de Gaulle's the Faculty Lounge of LeMoyne Ette mothers.
Way Passage" with William news conferenc
The organization maintains a I seem to
e at the National college. Proceeds from this af- The members are taking
know who every- Hello,
en by the president of the World Powell and Kay Francis. Man Press Club in Washington, D. C: fair will go to the NAACP Free- their mothers
high standard of personal and one is coming
to 'the Delta's
with except Miss- Did you, too, have an enjoydom Fund. Carol Ann Springer Breakfast for
YWCA, the Honorable Isabele sentenced to death and woman
lady - like conduct, promoting es Christine
M'Lady May 14.
11:00 to 11:30. SKY KING,
Terrell, Ruby Fos- able Easter? You did? Well,
Catto, Order of the British Em- with incurable sickness fall in
and Marilyn Jean Harris are Jackie Brodnay is
and encouraging wholesome ac- ter, Ida
with Kirby Grant and Gloria
Stitts, V. Green and that's just fine.
also chairpire. Chastene Thompson, prin love it. Hong Kong.
tivities for the school, and de- Lottie Singleton
man of the graduating dinner
Winters "Man Hunt." Sky King co-chairmen of the affair.
CHURCH NOTES
cipal of Patterson.
Other members are Lynn Ho- to be held in June.
6.30 to 7:00, U. S. BORDER conducts a hunt for
veloping good citizenship thru WEEK'S
a panic
APOLOGY
You are cordially invited to Civic parents don't forget PATROL, The Border Patrol
enriching experiences of lead- Dear
stricken youth who mistakenly
Sophomores and Fresh- attend the New Philadelphia
ership.
your meeting Thursday, 8 p. m., uncovers a big diamond smugmen: We are sorry to inform Baptist
church Junior Choir's April 20, in the Masonic hall. gling racket that comes to of- thinks he has killed a boy in
The adviser is Mrs. A. Ba- you that we
a fist fight.
will definitely not Annual Day program to be Vimmie
P. Smith, president, ficial attention with the murder 12:30 to 1:30. HOPALONG
con; Miss Olivia Warren is re- allow you
at the "Junior-Sen- held Sunday, May 1, at 3 p. m. White
Station Civic club, et al. of one of the small operators. CASSIDY MOVIE, "Secrets of
porter.
ior Prom" this year! Two years
Richard Webb stars as Deputy
The guests are New Salem, will meet you there.
The students around our cam- is enough
the Wasteland" with William
to enjoy a Prom, be- Princeton
Don Jagger.
Avenue. Pleasant WEDDING
pus are looking forward to the sides,
Boyd and Andy Clyde. Weepy The reterns are in and the cated to the proposition that all
you're much too young! Grove, Hickory Hill
to
PONT
7:00
8:30,
SHOW
DU
and Mt. We proudly make mention the
ZoZo's Arthur Godfrey Talent See you
guides an expedition for In- places are as follows. William men are created equal.
next year.
MONTH,"Years Ago,"
THE
Gilliam Baptist churches.
OF
Faulkner, first place, public
Scout Show. This biv event will Don't
Now, we are engaged in a
take it so hard, after Officers of the choir are as fol- engagement of Miss Virlin Wise- starring Robert Preston and dian ruins: meets outlaws seek- speaking; Andrew
Bailey, first great civil battle testing whethbe coming off May 2, at Owen all,
cache.
Earnest
man
gold
ing
to
Walls,
a
formthe Prom isn't everything. lows: President Brother RichChurch.
generaa
Sandra
Set
liege. They are especially in- Or is
er Melrose graduate and son of
2:30 to 4:00, EARLY MOV- place. Dairy cow judging; Ben er these people or any people
it?
• ard Jamerson; vice president, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Walls, jr., tion ago in a small New Eng- IE. "Hitch-Hiker" with Edmond Key, fourth Place, general agri- (Negroes) so mistreated yet,
sted in going to this afRespectfully yours ,
Brother Adam Tuggle; secreta- who reside at
land town, the story revolves O'Brien, William Talman and culture quiz; Atris Niter, well, still dedicated, can have
r to see our own 'marvelous
4944 Black.
these
Jolly Juniors!
around actress Ruth Gordon's Frank Lovejoy. Two men on a you can't win them all.
ry, Sister Mable Young; assistrights. Vire chould bow down
wedding
The
place
take
will
ant secretary, Sister Vicky Mitlife as a stage-struck young- fishing trip are captured by a
You are
wondering what, and ask help and strength that
chell; treasurer, Sister Fannie at the charming Miss Wise- ster.
where
and
when
am I talking "we" the people who are dedhitch-hiker.
gun-grazed
Gaines; Chaplain, Sister Rebec- man's home, 5 p. m. Sunday. 8:30 to 9:00, MARKHAM,"The 6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON, about? Well this is the whole icating
our lives may have
April
reception
The
24.
bewill
ca Davis; and members of the
Last Oasis." Markham is forced "The Case of the Nimble Neph- story.
these rights. We are met in
target
for
himself
a
choir, Brother James Moten and gin at 6 p. m.
to make
ew" with Raymond Burr and On March 25, the preceding
Brother Leroy Davis, with pi- A few of the invited guests murder in order to determine Barara Hale. Several hundred NFA boys qualified to go to variety stores, at lunch counters, libraries and museums,
anist. Sister Katherine Tuggle. are Mr. and Mrs. Chasten. whether an old wartime friend
acres of land, due to be worth Nashville, except Andrew, who and in any sense we can do
The advisors are Sister Dav- Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Her- is responsible for sabotaging eftimes their going price in qualified on the 18. They went this.
is and Brother Jamerson. The man Broome and Mrs. Alice forts to build an oil line. Ray five
time, become the test to Nashville to the NFA state
short
a
The brave men, living and
faithful members will look for- Brooks. Good Luck, and best Milland stars. Barbara Lord and
which a man tries to de- convention under the advisor- dead, have paved the way for
by
wishes
to
groom
bride
and
the
featured.
ward to seeing you. Arthur Franz are
termine the honesty of two neph- ship of 0. Yarbough. They those who struggle to have
elects.
EXCURSION
9:00 to 10:00, CBS REPORTS, ews.
placed as mentioned above.
these right:, that those people
Don't forget the big grand ex• TOP FELLOWS AROUND
"Biography of a Cancer."
William will go back to Nash- "over us" have so nobly preWANTED, DEAD
8:00,
7:30
to
PATTERSON
strugcursion to Tiptonville, Tenn.
his
stands
in
man
Where
What Does The Future Hold cents.
ALIVE. starring Steve Mc- ville and if he wins he will go served. and that we the people
There will be fun for all for a John Wilburn, Zamack Jones gle against cancer will be told OR
r .r You?
Queen. When the wife of a fu- to the National Convention in (Negroes) shall have a new
Bonner,
Rogers,
Eddie
Luther
fee
$3.50
TOP
of
progfor
adults
follows
the
and $2.50
STUDENTS
when program
.
For most of us the future
birth of trecdom and the govLeandrew Davis, Tommie Wal- ress of a single patient, Dr. gitive kills her husband, bounty Atlanta, Ga.
for children.
. holds everything, and then too, 011ie Jarrett, Charlie Parrish, The
hunter Josh Randall is stunned The Gettysburg Address has ernment of all people, for all
trip will be May 22 and ker, Claude Kearney, William Thomas Dooley. Dr. Henry T.
until he learns of her past. been written in many styles people and by all people shall
for others the future holds ab- Katie Bolden, Bradford McClain, It is
sponsored by the NBC Allen, John W. Coger and Frank Randall, Clinical Director of the
Wright King and Mara Cor- and forms including "Beatnik," not perish from the earth.
solutely nothing. The future is a Della Deener, James Parker, Harris singers.
Tuggle.
Memorial Cancer Center, New day are featured.
This time I shall rephrase it
big step into manhood and wom- Cecil Gladney,
•••
Ervin Little, Brother W. L. Garman, su- COEDS
York City; Dr. John Berg, a 8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY. to fit the present crisis:
anhood for most teenagers. The
NickTaylor,
Fannie
Charlene
perintendent
Excuse
please, but I made a
of the N e w
pathologist at the hospital, and
Shirley Knox, James Lee.
Four score and seven years mistake last
ucation that we are receiving
Philadelphia Sunday School lo- nlson, Barbara Clark, Verdell Dr. Murray Sheer, vice presi- Lucky's car becomes involved
week and I would
murder
our
ago
and
fathers
CITY-WIDE
brought
run
and
hit
forth
a
in
SURVEY NEXT cated at 533 South Mendenhall, Bolden, Dolly Calloway, Annie
ay, for the most part will
dent and president-elect of the he's trapped between the law on this continent a new nation, ike to correet it. Dick "Cane"
WEEK.
most beneficial to us later.
along with the teachers and Faulkner, Little Jackson, Lovie American Association for CanCole and not Hunky Dory, was
The knowledge we receive from WEEK'S THOUGHT
members are inviting you to be Fleming, Gennette Nevi's and cer Research, will participate. and the lawless. John Vivyan conceived in liberty and dedi- at the big'"C" April 15 with a
"Blessings
stars.
are given for large present every Sunday morning Madalene Garrett.
studying books will prove to be
platter party.
Howard K. Smith narrates.
deeds as well as small deeds. from 9:30 until 11:00 a. m.
8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN, 9:30 to 10:00 — SHOTGUN SPOTLIGHT
DEDICATIONS
an asset to our vocation.
10:10 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE, WILL TRAVEL, Starring Rich- SLADE, "Fabulous
Most of the students state:. But be sure your deed comes We assure you that you will "With You All The Way," Ho
Fiddle." Eliz,abeth Faulkner: A very
"You Only Live Once" with ard Boone. Pal-actin, his prisonShotgun Slade is hired to pro- pretty young lady. Excuse
"The future holds nothing for from your HEART and your be greatly benefited and will mer and Barbara; "Never Let
Henry
Sidney.
Fonda
and
Sylvia
er and three other travelers are tect a 40,000 Dollar Stradivarius slang please. but she "lo mo
wept to come again. Don't for Me Go," Ruth and Junior: "Let
Me." Why doesn't the future HEART only."
Me Love You," Eugene and IA framed ex-convict shoots his captured in an ambush by a violin, y an insurance com- whales on alto sax" in the
get you are missed.
hold anything for me? If you
Mary; "I Love The Way You way out of prison, when circum- hired killer who waits for the pany. Scott Brady stars.
Y-TEENS
schoo: band. She loves her horn,
are a human being and can TOP
RECORDS
Fannie and Roy; "Oh, stances cause an innocent man
'Love,"
of this mysterious em- 10:00 to 10:30, CORONADO 9, babies it and someday will beRecently, Carolyn Dukes, presenjoy all the activities of your Come
Back To Me, Danny ident of the Y-Teens club of T. I Apologize." Charles and Mar- to be sent to prison, there to he ployer.
"Doomtown" with Rod Camer- come a great saxophonist.
limbs, the future holds every- Crawford and
Peggy Jackson; W. Patterson school along with garet; "Am I That Easy to turned into a killer.
9:00 to 9:30 GUNSMOKE. A on as Detective Dan Adams. Among other of her activithing, yes, everything for you! Till The End
11:40 to 11:45, ALMANAC, new girl at the Longbranch Sa- 10:30
of Time, Alfred Doris Farley. Madeline Garrett, Forget?" Leory and Carol to 12 MILLION DOL- ties are' member of the NHA,
Maybe you will be a doctor. Bailey and Clarie
"noggin' Around," Fannie and "Founding of Rome — 753 B loon shoots and kills a key LAR PLAYHOUSE, "Of Mice dance group, and assistant secHolloway;
and
Vickie
Mitchell
were
chap.
We all acknowledge the fact that I'll Take Care of You,
C.''
Melvina eroned by their advisor, Mrs. Royal.
witness in a pending robbery and Men" with Burgess Mere- retary of the Science club. She
to become a doctor you must Reed and Leo Kolhem: I
Friday, April 22
Ned Bobbie W. Walker to the An- QUIZ 'EM
trial,
then claims self-defense. dith, Lon Chaney, jr., and Betty Is a member of the Burdett
; attack the job with an open Money, Erma Richardson
and nual Membership Meeting of the Does anyone know what is 7:00 to 8:00, GOOD MORN- When Marshal Dillon doubts Field. John Steinbeck's classic Chapel ME church and is the
e mind, thus making you aware Andrew Bailey. The Bells Keep
??? ING FROM MEMPHIS, featur- her story she tries to kill him. tale of a feeble-minde
Young Women's Christian As- meant by "losse B. . .
d soul daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
`j of many obstacles. Whatever on Ringing, Corrine Washing- sociation
which was held in . . . Why is Ralph Williams so ing ALMANAC — Berlin in the James Arness stars. Jan Harrie and his protector, set on the mi- N. Faulkner.
1 the field of your choice may be ton and ?; Guess Who? Shirley Bruce Hall of LeMoyne
1945."
Army
—
Soviet
Hands
of
college. anxious to get home from school
son, Russ Elliott and Harry gratory farms of the Salinas Her future plans are to betry to be the very best.
10:30 to 11:00, DECEMBER Lauter are featured.
An inspiring address was giv- of late these evenings?
' Flemming and Lionel?
I Valley,
come a nurse and study at a
1
Whatever the future holds for
We are beginning to wonder is BRIDE, with Spring Byington
well known university. Good
baby
1 you be sure you secure enough
worries
.keep
his
Porter
Pete
the= is anything that can
Luck!
education to benefit you. Then
some certain fellow's eyes off will be bald because of heredity.
WEER' THOUGHT
se your vocation and go to
of WMK. Indirectly speaking, if 4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
Master yourself and y,)u can
KELLY,
"ChancKITTY
t. If your plans for the fu.
anyone knows what is so inter- WITH
anything. — proverb.
master
are vague, then start
esting on Black Road we would es" with Doug Fairbanks, ir.,
Bushell;
Anthony
Forbes,
Mary
too.
like to know
now thinking of a vocation that
There are about 1.900 variWhy is Doris Macklin so Two British lieutenants on way
especially interests you. If still
eties of milkweed in the world.
the
with
love
in
fall
Or
front,
boys?
.
.
.
talking
to
to
against
undecided, discues the matter
same girl. with tragic results.
is it the other way around?
with a vocational counselor.
internot
are
we
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE. Eric
us
mind
Don't
Your plans for the future may
know.
and Clint Eastwood Four university students
Fleming
to
wept
just
we
ested,
frrlude fields of music, arts,
— Is holding a Washington conferHURTING YOU?
By the way, boys, if you want helped cut by Cloris Leachman two Negro and two white — ence on the sit-In
, business, medicine, law, enmovement
on some new and and Russell Arms bring y o u will be cross examined by two April 22
up
pick
Imm•diatift
to
and 23.
gineering, etc. Be the very best
"tuff" techniques buzz us and "Aran* Sacar." The whole cat- Congressmen on the sit - in Answering the Congressmen
ReliefI
America can produce. Whatever.
's
we will direct you to the source tle herd disappears when the movements in the South during questions will be:
A few Enos of OUTOROa ben, Mewed
! your endeavors for the future,'
legman
lortoonting
natl.
reflof
of
pain
from
of information. Before closing, cattlemen desert the drove for a special 'turn-about' edition of Albert Rozier, editor
OITTGIRO Moorhens the skin underneath the
of The emil,
try to be the best, and if you
allows the call to be rot sed t.fate_
Marjorie, what's so interesting a while to get to some liquor ABC's "College News Confer- Register,
further pain and discomfort. ot.moao
North Carolina Agri- 'vote
can't be the best, try to be
Is *rolled' se all della senntnow
about Lawrence Woods that all promiseci by a handsome look- ence" Sunday, April 24, ABC- cultural and Technical
College,
Ilext to the best. The future
the girls go for? Until next week ing visitor.
TV, 1-1:30 P. M. EDT; ABC Greensboro (where students
holds everything for you if you
be ever wonderful and sweet 7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA- Radio, 9:30-9:56 P. M.
were the first to organize and
choose your vocation early,
dreams.
pleasant
. . . and
REE, ''Sundance and the Long Rep. George A. Kasem (D., stage sit-in protests);
AIRWAYS BICYCLE CO.
Study, and then work to your
Trek". Charged with causing the Calif.), a member of the House The Rev. James Lawson,
heart's content. "Be the best."
death of a dance hall singer, Sun Judiciary Committee, will join fourth year divinity student exCONCERT
dance is taken into custody be Rep. James Curran Davis (D., pelled from Vanderbilt UniverThe Music Department of
a three-man posse that can't Ga.), a member of the District sity, Nashville, Tenn., for his
Douglass will present its annual
agree on whether to return him of Columbia Committee who participation in a sit-in strike;
! 'Night Of Enchantment," TuesATLANTA, Ga —Dr. Frank to Denver for trial. Earl Holli- has been holding hearings on Rolf Kjolseth,
University of
complete line Bicycles A Parts
Cunningham, president of Mor- man stars.
day, April Zee 8:15 p. m. in the
the demonstrations in Washing- Colorado (Boulder) gratuate inAll work guaranteed
ris Brown College, will head a 8:00 to 930, PLAYHOUSE 90, ton, to question the four stu- structor in sociology
-auditorium. This concert
and a
Lawn Mowers Sharpened and
panel discussing the question "Journey to the Day" starring dents — three of whom are resi- Northern ait-in leader,
mises to be a night of fun
and
repaired.
"Is Disarmament Essential to Janice Rule, Mary Astor. Steve dents of the South.
and excitement for the whole
James Alrutz, president of the
World
Peace"
the
at
Atlanta
James
Dunn
and
Hill,
James
The
program
being
is
arrang- Georgia
1 family. Admission in advance, IJOe ALWAYS TAKES HIS SPORTS fectiouSofi
Methodist
Student
FA 3-8801
University Center Town Meet- Gregory
Drama
revolving ed in cooperation with the Na- Movement, Emory University, 2/51 Deadrick
' 50 cents and at the door, 75
(Lamer
et
Airwayel
ing on Thursday.
around the lives of six persons tional Student Association which Atlanta. Ga,
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Disabled Should
Guard S.S. Rights
Younger disabled workers
who do not take steps now to
protect their social security
rights may find those rights
have run out, or their future
benefits considerably reduced.
It is estimated that more
workers under 50 years of age
have not yet applied to have
their social security records
frozen for the period of their
because
disability, possibly
benefits do not become payable
to a disabled worker and his
dependents until he reaches 50.
If a disabled worker's social
security record is frozen, the
years when he is unable to
work because of disability will
not be counted against him in
determining his or his family's
right to future benefits.
This provision is simlar to
the waver of premium provision
in private insurance policies.
To have his social security
frozen, a disabled workrecorder must have credit for work
under social security during at
least 5 out of the 10 years before his disability began.
In addition, he must have a
disability so severe that he can-

not do any substantial gainful
work. The disability must have
lasted at least six months and
be expected to 'continue indefinitely.
Workers with long - standing
disabilities who apply to their
social security offices before
the end of June 1961, may have
their social security records
frozen as of the time they actually became oisabled.
Those who do not apply until
after the date, may have their
records frozen for no more than
18 months back, even though
they may have been disabled
and unable to work long before DO YOU LIMBO, It's worth
that time.
;100.00 to you if you can when
A disabled worker under 50 the raiders Steel Band from
years o; age is more likely to the Virgin Islands appears at
have dependent children than Bruce Hall Thursday night,
an older worker, and, therefore, April 28, under sponsorship of
has a duty to protect their
rights to receive children's
• • •
benefits in case of his death.
Any disabled worker who be-! V
lieves that he may be eligible
t
to have his social security record frozen should get in touch
with his nearest social security
office promptly.

two chapters of the Alpha
Gamma Chi sorority. The Alpha Beta and Alpha Gamma
chapters of Memphis are
bringing this winning band of
all the islands for its pre-

miere presentation in the United States. The concert begins
at 8 p. m. Dr. Vasco Smith
says "To see the dancer is
worth the admission price
alone."

in Labor Leaders
Anti-Bias Stand
e
Prais
Bill

Call Rights
South 'Victory'

NOOSES FOR RENT

ORANGE

MOUND

Sh
Lamar
2363 Progress At
Center, Melrose School 5 viDenclPitl
bath. Deb' $5600 — Must Sell.
1340 MARECHALNEIL
Beautiful, 10 roome. 3 baths, snarly
extras in this fine home
I UNIT APARTMENT
WellingUsn. North of Ago1057 So
Lemore. Completely fuaniahed.
Mrs 14 Poppenneimer — GI. 1-1707
Kecumons Wilson Realty Co.
3743 Lamar — 01... 6-3334

CHICAGO, ILL.
1165 SO. WELL I NGTON
Bayard Rustin, national execPEA APPRAISED
utive director of the Committee
This is a very tine white stucco bungalow.
to Defend Martin Luther King, has
6 rooms and tile bath downstairs and
jr. and the Struggle for Free- a vent beautiful paneled den or bedroom
Forced air heat in large basedom it. the South, in a meeting upstairs.
ment Hardwood floors. Fenced rear lot.
$11,000.00. $2,160.03 coals
Price
with the Chicago Committee, Garage
closing cost. Shown oy appointannourced the launching of an including
ment. C. W Henry. BR. 6-6370.
ell-out fund raising and publiWils00-Calbreath CO.
city campaign in major cities
SR. 64611 634 S. Cooper
Realtors
throughout the country.
Rustin discussed particular
plans for Chicago with local 10 Spiritual Advisors
chairman Willoughby Abner ELECTRONIC — HYPNOTIZER
$14.00 —
and other members of the Chi- Transistor Radio $19 95. Pocket ear Gas
$5.95 — Extra 39 caliber shell's
Gun
—
reported
cago committee. He
$1.50
omen — Radio
Walkle — Telt',
that Woolworth's business had $19 — Any Radio TV Tube 0.00 each.
—
Elestronics
Transworld
declined 14 per cent since the 156 — Indio California. Post Office Box
initiation of the "sit-ins" and
SITUATIONS WANTED
urged continued picketing of
Woolworth stores.
Rustin said, "Every effort
must be made to defend Dr.
King, the spiritual leader for
Negro students in the South.
We show you how FREE! to
indicative of the role of Dr.
secure lists of slow pay acstudents
that
fact
the
is
King
spearheading the struggle for counts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitariums, lumber
freedom, justice and equality
companies,
garages, etc. Ali
ralhis
using
are
of opportunity
you do is send them to us ..
lying motto of 'no bills, no
for our experienced collection
fines, no defense."
service. We pay up to $1.25
a name. No delay. Write today.
GENERAL FINANCE
-304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.

Meharry Holds
Research Day

Efficient woman wants lob as typist
or secretary. Also experienced
as
switch-board operator.
Call between
8:00 a. m. and 12 D. m. WE. 6-5453.
Mrs Elsie Payne

Bishop Endorses
Sen. Symington

Map Fight For
Housing, Sit-Ins

seen case is enough to keep the
POPLARVILLE, Miss. — out realizing it,
killers worried.
mob.
lynch
the
of
men
members
(UPI) — Several white
got together one year ago The killers, whose identities Evidence against them was
April 25 and committed a are well known to local citi- gathered by a force of up to
crime that touched off world- zens, still live in this area, 60 FBI agents who spent one
Wo.
where most of them do farm month here after Parker, a 23wide reaction.
The crime—'the lynching of work. So far, they have dragged from his jail cell,
Mack Charles Parker—is rare- escaped punishment through where he was held pending
ly mentioned these days by failures of county and federal trial on a charge of raping a
grand juries to return indict- white woman. He was beaten,
local residents.
shot and tossed into the nearby
However, Poplarville's effort ments in the case.
to forget is hindered daily by
But ballots by the federal Pearl River.
travelers from all parts of the jury, which met in Biloxi, U. S. Attorney General Wilnation who turn off U. S. high- Miss. last January, almost liam P. Rogers said in a news
way 11 and drive into town to had the majority necessary to conference on January 26 that
ask questions and view the site indict several of the suspects the government still has t h e
41111111smosMISSIMISIIIIIMIlsomaseac:',i:
and the possibility that a future case under consideration. At
WEBSTER FLEMING AND Betty Vaughn. (Staff photo by of the lynching.
Many of the tourists, with- grand jury may review the that time he described failure
Ronald Beasley took second George Hardin)
of the federal grand jury to
place with their satellite for
communications relay a n d
navigation. Both young men
are students at Mitchell Road
exhibit are (from left) Grady
Terrell, jr.; Jimmie Porter;
Willie James Brooks; Miss
Partricia Terrell and Miss
-

Relieve aches and pains of colds
with STANBACK Tablets or
Powders. Also use a gargle for
sore throat due to colds. STANBACK'S S. A. (Synergistic Action) reduces fever, brings faster, more complete relief. ReMember . . Snap back with
STANBACK!

Ow/Gillette

AtOstable Razor
FL

$1.95
stiostb
•%Oat II)
LIM NM flit MINK WA
IN 11011 flu I MIS!

SAN FR NNCISCO'S famed
Golden Gate Bridge was the
first prize entry in the physics division of the Memphis
area Science Fair sponsored
by Universal Life Insurance
Company The bridge, a group
project
Road
School students, was made

fie Mitchell

kass toothpicks and took 25
tubes of glue and 168 man
hours to build. The idea for
and mastur-nxinded by John
Carter and Jerry C. Smith.
Prizes were also awarded in
five other divisions at the
third annual fair which Was
held at Bruce Hall, LeMoyne

0
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ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

Dr. Atkins At
Fayetteville

IF YOU WANT A HUSBAND, wife.
sweetheart or pen-pal send $1.00 for
a liar of names to 0 H. King, P. 0.
Box 10382 McKellar Station, Memphis
6, Tenn
MISCELLANEOUS FOR

return indictments as a "travesty of justice" and a
"serious injustice."
Department civil rights experts still are studying the
case with a view to making
further moves. Officially, all
the Department will s a y at
this time is that it is still "not
a closed case."

T

0
0

asps

FAYETTEVILLE, N. C.—Dr. 1,000 NAME k ADDRESS LABELS $1.00
$1.00
Frank L. Atkins, president of Pocket Rubber Stamp
SRC Book Company, Box Na 3233
colTeachers
Salem
the Winston
Nashville 3, Tenn.
lege, will be the principal speakS. COINS BOUGHT"
"U.
er at the Founders' Day ex- Send Coins. Will Send Check. Not Pleased,
State
Return Check.
ercises at the Fayetteville
Bought
Teachers college, Sunday, Ap- COINS: Sold
Serious inq. Invited
W.
J.
Appraised
ril 24 at 4 p. m. in the
FAVATA'S COIN EXCHANGE
Seabrook auditorium.
43-44 196th M., Flushing Wt, 1..1. N. Y.
Member L.N.A.
The music for the occasion
will be directed by Mary T. IS—REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Eldridge, chairman of music
CASH TALKS!
and fine arts.
ter

Invite MRA Head
To Visit Africa

COLDS

0

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

Gerald D. Bullock, Bernard of ANTUS Executive Commit- NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Some
CHICAGO, ILL.
An overflow crowd of union Lucas, Norman Hill, Frank tee were unanimously adopted 20 Meharry medical and dental SUS. OPPORTUNMES
three Negro Mingo, Leon Beverly, Bennet by the membership. The first student authors shared t h e
workers heard
SEW
EASY
WOMEN
READY-CUT
labor leaders praise efforts Mickle, Joseph Cormier, Tim- condemned both the Senate spotlight with guest speaker, WRAP-A-ROUND APRONS HOME
leader,
— SPARE TIME
16
EARN
$26
DOZEN
against racial bias at a special- uel Black and Clarence Green. Democratic majority
Dr. Arthur L. Kretchmar of
WRITE- ACCURATE MFOR'S
ly called meeting of the Alli- Sheffield, Overton and Drown Lyndon Johnson and the Sen- the Medical Division of 0 a k
FREEPORT, NEW YORE
1546 LIVEWELL CIRCLE
Everett
leader,
Republican
plans
ate
organization's
the
ance of Negro Trade Unionists.. praised
Ridge Institute of Nuclear StudThe labor leaders — visitors and alluded especially to the Dirksen for blocking all efforts ies during the Nashville medi- 15 Agents Wanted
south, to Chicago from the East, are group's endorsement and spon- td produce an effective and
cal school's annual Student ReWASHINGTON — (UPI) — bate as a victory for the
have pre- Horace Sheffield, international sorship of-a local Committee to meaningful Civil Rights Bill in search Day, recently.
Sen. Allen J. Ellender (D-La.) although I would
HOMEWORK
no bill at all be representative of the United Defend Martin Luther King and the U. S. Senate.
The material for the student Mail GUARANTEED
has called the Senate-modified ferred that
out dropship catalog Keep 60 per
The second urged the defeat
Joseph the Southern students.
Detroit;
Workers,
Auto
passed."
cent from orders. Proven sellers. Defor
under
facacquired
"victory
was
a
bill
papers
rights
civil
tails, sample catalog $1.00. Palinkus, 1627
Overton, international represen- They were amazed and pleas- of efforts to re-establish the ulty supervision as part-time T813
E. 33rd., Lorain. Ohio.
the South.'
subinvestigating
McClellan
of
growth
the
at
phenomenal
ed
WorkWholesale
Retail,
tative
research assistants during the
His claim Sunday highlighted
resoluthird
the
and
which
coMmittee
the
Organization
Chicago
ers Union, New York; and
school year or as full-time rea continuing North-South deBEER Sc A QUART
Theodore Brown, assistaint di- began last February and will tion approved ANTU's continu- searchers during the three sumbate over impact of the legisMak* it yourself. We show you how.
Rights Com- send more than one hundred ed support and organization of mer months.
AFL-CIO
rector,
House
expected
lation awaiting
Save 90 per cent on each $1.00. Complete
delegates to the founding con- picketing activities in Chicago
mittee, Washington, D. C.
instructions $1.00. FREE with order,
The presentation of original easy
approval.
WASHINGTON — The Right
Southern
Negro
of
behalf
carload of other interesting offers. Wilin
in
May.
vention
Nathe
of
members
are
of
They
students
by
papers
research
liam
Brown, Cross Country Publications,
Senate liberals, who voted for Rev. Stephen Gill Spottswood,
Student's fight for desegregational -Steering Committee of Three resolutions presented
college pro- 200 East 30th St., New York 16, N. Y.
Medical
Meharry
AME
Senate
final
the
on
of
bill
revised
dignity.
human
Bishop
the
D. D.
Negro Labor by Willoughby Abner in behalftion and
the American
_vides an opportunity for mediMONEY
passage, contended that the bill church,
EXTRA
NEED
' Zion, pledged his per- Council, headed by A. Philip
cal, dental and nursing students Men or Women Age 21-70 — Sell Family
was "worth voting for" but did scnal support to Senator SymInsurance. Make Use of
Hospital
Group
ANTU will particiRandolph.
who have undertaken investiga- Your
not go far enough in assuring ington of Missouri in his campate in the national convention
g
A.t4Adkins-District Mr.
t'at
tive problems to report a n d
presiNegro rights in the South..
Democratic
the
for
paign
Casualty
.on:ii ental
Company
May 27, 29, a,
in Detroit in
their results with studiscuss
6-5366
JA.
Ellender said southern Sen- dential nomination.
spokesman for the organization
dents and faculty members
ators had managed to hold "so- "Senator Symington h a s told the Defender.
alike.
ROOM FOR SINS
called liberals at bay" in soft- been my personal choice for The ANLC will be made up of
Five students were presented
ening the bill's effect on south- president for years," the Bish- groups from every major city
certificates of merit for particern states.
op said "I got to know him in the U. S., and will joie forcularly outstanding research paHe cited a dozen changes in well when he was secretary es at the national and local
pers.
the original House bill as evi- of the Air Force and I was levels to wage a powerful
They were: Joseph C. Chisdence of elimination of "most chairman of the chaplains di- fight to eliminate racial bias NEW HAVEN, Conn.—(UPI) wider city parish, "is that holm of Harvey, Ill., "A Simof the provisions which would vision of our church. He proved wherever it plagues colored — An inter-racial group of min- hardly any New Haven apart- ple in Vitro Method for the De- Free Transportation To and From
Depot, Bus Station, Etc.
have severely penalized the himself when he brought about workers.
isters worked on plans for a merits or private homes are tection of Antibodies to Chemi- Airport,
people of the South."
complete integration in the Air "We wil help to interpret to community-wide rally designed open to rental or purchase by cal Allergens;" Edgar A.'ProcGOOD FOOD
"Frankly," he said, "I regard Force without fanfare and cer- the community the true aims to end segregated housing here either Negro families or, in tor, Norfolk, Va., "A Study of
In Our Modern Restaurant
labor
the
and objectives to
the outcome of the senate de- tainly without prodding.
and provide financial support most cases, Puerto Rican fam- Urine Samples for the DetecHarry Holmes, Owner
movement," the spokesman for Negroes expelled from ilies."
tion of Phenylketonuria in in2401 Park Avenue
continued, "as well as combat Southern colleges for engaging
and PreCommittee, head- fants of the New born
FA 7-9253
the de facto segregation which in lunch counter demonstra- A Steering
hosHubbard
of
Clinics
ed by the Rev. William M. mature
permeates the Chicago Metro- tions.
Atlanta,
Calhoun,
Philpot of the Community Bap- pital;" C. L.
politan Area."
East-Cozy, Many Conveniences. Suitable
be used for tist church, was created to Ga., for "Some Clinical Mani- for
would
funds
The
Prof. woman
Membership, which is drawn
of Myocardial infracfestatidns
by the
incurred
Call GL. 1-5547 After 4 p.m.
expenses
legal
plan for the community-wide
from every bona fide union in
Patients;"
Negro
100
in
for
tion
fight
their
in
students
bethe community is presently
rail,. Invitations were sent to and co - authors, George W. $ Correspondence Club
equality.
ing led by such well known lanationally-known figures to at- Bugg, Nashville, Tenn., a n d BIGGEST MAILS yOtl ever got. List your
bor leaders and civil rights "The problem," said the
Trad•
Edna F. Snell, Rosenberg, Tex. name 1 year 25e. World's Mail
76 W. 48th.. Radio City 36, N. Y. C.
fighters as Willoughby Abner, Rev. Robert Forsburg of the tend.
"The Parathyroid and Calcium Dept. Ti.
Metabolism."

Review Of Mack Parker
Case Worries haLynchers
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WILL PAY CASH for property
vacant lot. If priced right.
EL 7-7736
BR. 2-1240
ff.. B 000WIN • COMPANY
1365 Monroe Avenue

R

0

1051 CUMMINGS 6-ROOM
FRAME DUPLEX — $750 Cash
1368 Monroe Avenue
NW 00 Month
BS. $4140
J. W. ORR
RR. 11-71113
COMPANY
a
GODWIN
H.
I
1348 Monroe A
NEW BRICK DUPLEX
3063 Calvert. Only WO Down
$75 Monthly — Rotes Plat
SE 2-111411
J. W. 015

E. B.

Sit. 6-7711

GODWIN • COMPANY

2—BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES

ESSO SERVICE STATION
FOR LEASE
Good Location
Some Investment Regained
Call WH. 8-5691

CAUX, Switzerland—(UPI)— their countries.
Black and white African lead- A former Mau Mau leader,
ers from 10 nations Saturday Nahashon Ng-are, who was deaddressed the Easter conference tained for five years in a con- BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque mixof t he Moral Rearmament centration camp, related that ture of tigereye, amethyst. obsidium.
V.
postpaid.
Mate, other $3 96 pound
he had joined the Mau Mau to Brubaker.
Movement.
5311 W L-12. Lancaster. Calif.
South
Africans free Kenya from white dominaStanding with
JAMEIRSON78 BARBER SKOP
of all races, John Amata, said: tion.
2356 Park Avenue
FA 4-9148
lutionary African leader, said: He said while in prison a
"Today when all Africa is white man had given him hope
LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
invitin; the white man to leave, througt. moral rearmament.
2356 Park Avenue
IPA. 441411
leaders from ail over the con- He said, "It is more revolu- Appointment
tinent are inviting (MRA lead- tionary to change white men
BROWN'S PIANO CO.
er) Dr. Frank Buchman and the than to cut their throats. Unity
EX 7-0523
1381 So. Third St.
force of Moral Rearmament to in Africa will never come by
GOOD PRACTICE PIANOS $76
down and Easy Terms
$7.50
change but only through changcome."
IX. 7471$3 Rites Is Sundays
Amata told delegates from 29 ed men, no matter what their
college. Seen admiring the countries that official invita- color.
MARRIAGE
exhibits are (from left) Miss- tions had been extendea to Dr. Tribal chiefs from the BelCERTIFICATE
es Teresa Thompson, Father Buchman by the sultan of Mo- gian Congo. a cabinet minister
L. Printed Forms, GUARANTEED,
A d e 1• rocco, the emperor of Ethio- from Rhodesia, a member of LEGA
Bertrand student,
Dates, Omitted. Used
Ane mato NUMMI
DUplie MA ..01,1•11 OT efts.
Walker of Southern University. pia, the president of Cameron, parliament from Kenya, and as Oririnats
•aek fthreen $6 Prompt Confidential
High school, Baton Rouge, the president of Dahomey, and the sor. of the paramount chief postpaid Service
and Juanita Robinson, also the president of Liberia, as well of Bechuanaland were among
AI, FORMS
N
student. as natimal leaders of Nigeria those who woe" on the platform
Bertrand
Father
Minna 55,
7072,
Hardin.
visit
to
and
George
at
Congo
the
tilt
Belgian
IP.O.
evening session.
Staff photo by
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Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town II
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fu
rniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

.70

REPAIR PAINT
000rINO.

Memphis Business
Service Directory

4-SPECIAL SERVICE

kyt,Li

li is li c?.-41
1 -

REMODELING, ADDITIONS
Ank

•

Gil Gebrielli
BET-R

12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

Bed

Warmer

Burt

Lake

and

Work
Dewey
'
s

UNUSUAL

PRODUCT

Semis Money - Mak*, Monrry

Service

475 Linden Arsi. JA 7-0328

write

for

quantity

SURPRISE

IP YOU WANT TO BE BEAUTIFUL
visit FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 1365
Thomas, Addle
Grant Mgr. - Gissi•
Lester, Operator

COMPLETE

York

New

SECRETARIAL

Key
Data

Y.

Processing
&

Filing

Men,

No guarantee can be given as
to position in column. T. F.
(Till Forbid) orders subject
without

the address - whether name
and street or telephone, or

The Tri-State

Pol"
Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

Defender

For

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

492

SAME
PATE Al
7 lines
etedinary

Train

to out of town

ad-

vertisers

mail received

ad-

I Time
30c

Per
3

45c

90c

4

60c

1.20

Insertion
Per
5

Line

75c

CLASSIFICATION

1.50

Repairs Estimated

Here

24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER
JAckson 6-2884
.11L.

•••••••=1

1

Figure
5

Average

Words
The
LINE

To

Line
MINIMUM)

4
••••=.0.1

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

Please

send

••••••••••••••7.•

CITY

chock

or

Money Order to.

Tri-State Defender

Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
I

236

SOUTH

WELLINGTON

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

I
W IMF W

49, III.

AMPIMUIMS116

SERMONS
$2.00
$2.00

Supply

Dalrympl•
Michigan

12 Business Opportunities

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING

HOLLYWOOD IMPORT CO%
2639 West Peterson - 152
Chicago 45. Illinois

WHIRS FOLKS 1,1/(t YOU
GEE PRIM/MI/Ai
SERVICE"

MEXICAN Divoitcn or marriage, valid,
quirk. easy Details
either
one
92.
Box 506. TUuana, BC. Mexico
13ef

22 Furbished Rooms
Room for rent furnished or unturnish.
ed WHitehall 5-8218 1342 Luthain Street.
Call after 5.30 or before 740 A U.

AMAZING. LISTED for life for 25e Stop
Paying out dimes. quarters. dollars for
one time listing Your name hi our files
should keep our box full of interesting
offers, free I&ITS/1011. big mail, etc for
life. Details for self•addressed stamped
envelope. Andy's Trading Post, Route 3-7',
Bryson City. N. C
1611

10-SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

FOR SALE, JACKS, TOOLS, AND COMpleie equipment to run a garage. Will
rent building to reliable person JAckson
5-0308.

Are you worried over
motley
matters,
strange unnatural evil influences' Are you
sickt risen write Bishop Baker. Enclose
$1 00 love offering There is help for ,our
troubled soul. You can be auccesstul. Writes

SPIRITUAL HELP

BISHOP BAKER
3822 Prospect Ave.
Suite 109
Cleveland. Ohio

REBUILT 1_81.M electric typewriter still
In factory crate $70.00
Guaranteed.
Southside Printing, Box 5491, DT. Huntington 3, West Va,

AUTOS FOR SALE
BARGAIN
MERCHANDISE
CATALOG.
Huge discounts. Low wholesale prices.
Big xoney-saving catalog 25c
(refundable). II do J Co Box 434. Levittown 9.
Pa.
ADULTS,
Photos,
40c
354-ToD,

• FORD •

INTERESTING MAIL, Earnings,
booklets. catalogs. $1 refunded
Oat with order. Alvin - Box
Hicksville. Long Woad. N. Y.

FBI'

Veterans Approved
Rehabilitation Students Welcomed
Out-of-town Students Invited

BUSINESS SERVICE

MAGICAL PRAYER

CI:auto 411. 111.

ART LOVERS, Now Is YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLECT UNUSUAL POSTCARDS, 12 I
FOR $1.00 START YOUR COLLECTION
NOW SINGLE CARD 25 CENTS. P. 0. I
BOX OD, ANSONIA STATION N. Y. 13
N. Y

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
•
vda.
MOSES
CHRIST
aw•
SINAI
ZION
FOR oLsostro

LAST

• RESTYLED

Take New RUMTOREX And Enloe Life. A
dietary preparation RUMTOREX takes up
where nature leases off. A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA. Only $5.00 for a 2-week supPly Money-back if not satisfied after 1
bottle Send C.0 D. Check
or
Money
Order NOW!

• RESTORED

THE

IT
'
S

RUMTOREX

CO.

239 E. 115th St. - Box 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.

•
•
•
•

ON
Refrigerators
Washing Machines
Freezers
Dryers
AND

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016
THAWS MAGIC BATTERY POWER
AND MOTOR TUNEUPI
Instant stare in any weather
. . Keels
batteries fully charged in 50 below zero
cold . .
You'll play your radio all
winter with fear of battery failure. More
winter miles per gallon on gas. Waxing
ney power. pep BIG
PROFITS FOR
KCENTS! Send $1.98 for sample and details . . . And get FREE 30 day supply
of THAU'S (HI Po1ency Tablets) A Mental and Pep Stimulant - the very beat.
Thou -- 6920 Vernon
Chicago 37. UL

Piano Warehouse Sale
We specialise in good used Pianos
$10 down will put a piano in your
horne
FREE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales

For Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

Memphis,

Ark.

1199 Linden At Bellevue
Nights And Sundays
BR. 5-0356

FORD
1 96 0

• ANTIQUE

REPAIRED

Any Model - Any Color

SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!
T

FAMILY CLOTHES IRONED
Nest ironing done In my home for a
small family, or two (21 single persona
a day Sorry, no
shirts.
white
Mrs.
Otha Mae Brown, JA. 7-4043

APPLIANCE SERVICE
FREE ESTIMATES

VICTORY

CO.

Broadway

MADE

HERE

.

AUTO

E.

• REFINISHED
AT

PLATFORM

BEST

$2995

Gene Jolly
RE. 5-1030

OR

* NAUGAHYDE

JOHNSON

Upholstering, Inc.

CARS

0

Be LOANS & MORTGAGES

MAD
AM BELL
(English Lady)

D

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.

MOVING
For
E-Z

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Rears 9 a.m. to S p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sunday,
I don't main any home calls or answer any letters Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.

VAN

&

CO.

JA. 7-2597

W. P. SHELTON
Flat

, Lowest

Rates

In

City

Insured Moving
GL 2-5474

GL 2-9507
Third
Best

JA. 7-1402

"Mors For

Quality

Complete

STORAGE

JA. 7-2597

7-3421

No.

Memphis, Ark.

Low Rates - Insured Moving

and
61

V

5-1030

M&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911

Madison

IA.

RE.

30 Moving Ss Hauling

"Call The Money
Number
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU
161

JOHNSON AUTO CO. ft

West

Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature

The Family
At Family Finance

NEED CASH?

Deal

In

Town

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550.BR 4-4551
Local

And Long Distance

4 Special Service

ATTENTION!

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is hack after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her new home
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yin
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are Tom
problems. come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. 9be
will read lit, to you just as she would read an open book
Tell you why your job or business is not a success If you have
failed tn Ma rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway SI South, buit over Mississippi State
Line, on lb* way to Hernando fler home la 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Re sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis 1
Catch yellow bus marked Willtehaven State Line and sin
off at Ste.* Line and walk 2 blocks and Dee MADAM BELL'S
HAND SICIN

9
6

DAVE DUVALL

BR. 5-0356

Toes any coin head or tails
ea you UPRIGHT PIANO FOR SALE. IN GOOD
cboosel-Any coin! Anytime!
condition Can be used for Church or
-A Martha, statement, e no Any Place
lets
start- • good practice piano. PA. 3-4434.
ling performance. This easily
mastered
technique in a emyrighted
manual sent RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
You
tmonvd.ately for $1
AFRO-FLIP- $1.00 Refundable. Ed Rumbolg. Pleasant
CRAFT. Box 13115-0, Bridgework
I. CWII. Dale. Nebraska.

CO.
Ark.

STATION WAGONS 1
TRUCKS
AND THE
FALCON

1576 Gowen

7-0744

AUTO

Memphis,

West

Moorman's
FA

AND
RATES

Call

Or

See

YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON

DEAL

FINANCE

5.4

ROCKER

THE BARGAIN Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

Incluoino Secret Master Cede, F
his
Numbers and Days • Combination
3 Digit Figures, etc. Price 82.00. Codes.

FREE 1.0e QUESTION- & ANSWERS TO
pass written test for drivers license in
NEW YORK STATE Send 23 cents to
cover cost of mailing and handling plus serf addressed S .tamed enevelooe.
BET _ R PEODUTS ('O. BOX
123
ANION IA STATION, NEW YORE 23,
N. Y.
We will also include free of charge the
closed License Molder with every ardor
received.

JOHNSON

West

• CUSTOM

COLOR
TERMS

RE, 5-1032
Austin Scroggins
201

MEN,

Clyde Ave.

WE NEED names. Will Pay YOU 25c Per
name for obtaining thent for our mailing list. Complete instructions sent for
111 00. Harry M. Young. 917 Broad Street.
Bristol. Tennessee.

"Amethyst pendants, earrings, bracelets.
$1.35 each item postpaid, V. Brubaker,
VALUES GALORE' Sales Book 3M, (Re- 5318 W. L-12, Lancaster, Calif."
fundablei with coupon
ALTON
WAYMART 81, PA.

lestsleg apse relent)
Eimer L Hubbard, M.A. Directot
JE5-6161
44.48 Washington
St.touis 8, Me.

MODEL

ANY

'19.4
ISlx Months course In Real Estate and
Auto Liability Insurance
One Melt a
week. Call JA 8-53E5 Leave Name and
Phone Number W. H. Spinnette
or A. Adkins

& Mortgages

CAN YOU USE

Protection Tog carry Its Your Purse
Startle and distract premiers, o ou'dbe attackers with this cleverlr designed
Ball
Pout
Gun Pirm .23 caliber blanks with extra loud reeort
be heard for miles A.
95
around. No Perini'.
needed,
Airmailed postpaid
completely assembled from our fa c•
tory in Europe. Send S4 ¶115 task
motley order or (1-.ecic to:

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER

(TWO

NAME

Albion,

1960

POIN1 GUN

7

I Times
60c

Ave.

NEW AMAZING

PIANOS TUNED

sr MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
Me. M Limes

SERVICE
Clyde

Sermon

104 N.

Day as Emile; Clams

WA 4-2133

Vance Ave.- JA 7-4917

4111.0.

2

National

Business Machin/a, Secretarial,IBM

309 E. 47th ST.

11 Special Services

dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.

15c

SPECIAL

Key Punch, Personality Development,

AMULET, HELP MONEY.
UNCROSSED
RUSH
$2,00 DONATION
NOW!! JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE, WE
LOVE. SO MUCH. CHICAGO 53, ILL.
..

will

forward

So,

for $1.00 - 10 for
Easter Series - 9 for

Accounting, Business Administration,

HOW TO WIN! LOVE,
MONEY, ETC
Send bIrthriste and dime for Information
sealed, 61348,
1310-5th
Ave.,
Chicago
Heights Ili.

Business & Practical
Art College

The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of tbe advertisement.

Method

BO Loans

1.000.000 BOOKS 10e Each, Preis Catalogs Mailway, Box 134-T. IFTC-g.

Distinctively serving the Midwest with

JA 6-4756

GRIGGS

Tri-State Defender box numbers - the words comprising

SAME RATE AS
5 lien ordinary
type.

36 PT.

rate

Inc.

Day & Evening
Classes

notice.

SAME RATE as 4
lines ordinary type.

24 PI

*
*
*
*
*

Monday

in

College,

Women, 18-55

To

Miscellaneous

to change

Choice.

4

THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!

Civil Service Jobs
No experience necessary, grammar
school education usualler sufficient
Permanent lobs, no layoffs, short
hours, high Pay, advancements. Send
name, address, phone number and
time home
Tri-State Defender, P.O.
Box 311

DEADLINES

type.

18 PT.

NNOMM
M23211:3321i7

7726A

Memphis, Tennesse*

15e per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines
30c
3 lines
45c
4 lines
......
50c
5 lines
75c
51
/
2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAME RATS es 2
10 pt.
lines ordinary

VICTORY
7726T

Chicago

Post al 00 NOW
Reply ens elope brings
POSIT/YE PROOF! Health Center. Adelaide Road. Dublin. Ireland (7 hours Airmail).

$30 Linden Ave.

TRI - STATE DEFENDER

Noon

BONDS,

Your

Play. (No Checks Please).

INSTRUCTIONS

Accounting

Business

Act promptly. Give three references. Write:

12

Of

INQUIRES WANTED RHEA FIRE AND
burglar alarm options. Efficient and inexpensive For home and business. Shelton
DistrIbuUng Co. 1199 Linden Office No, 106.
Phone BR. 5-2998.

STOP SUFFERING! ! !

Men and Women with sales ability to sell advertising...

Want Ad
RATES

State

Name And Your Favorite

Shorthand

HENDERSON

We need men and women for year round, full time
repeat sales. Permanent connection, protected leads.
Salary, bonus plus commission.

CLASSIFIED

Etc.

Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full

Is what you need If unfortunate, downhearted, juet plain enlitek•. C•n't hit •
tick or good, can't get ahead or out of
debt Get this book tight quick and get
winning like you 11111•Ys wished. Sailafaction
teed. Send only $1 (Sorry
no C.O.D.) to: L. SWIFT. 320 N. 16th St..
Las Vegas, Nevada.

Punch

Typing

Box 311

MUTUELS, STOCKS &
Bolita,

GEORGE PALINKUS
1627-TRI East 33rd St
Lorain, Ohio

Night & Day Classes

prig's.)

N.

For Any Event - CUBA, RACE

TRAINING

Fifth Avenue

10,

ly NUMBER Card. Daily Vibrations

THE BOOK OF THE

TRI -STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING

Post Office

'1 7 lines-1 color (Black or Blue)
Business Cards • Appt. Cards
Personal Cards
$1.30 value et the new low price of
$3.50 per 1 000
Write mere for sample cards and style
chart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALIST

LTAI

SPECIALTIES

Dept. T.D., 210

Science Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Weak.

st $3.99

Dv

NUMBERS
"

NUMBER RATINGS Through The

Cards

Court Reporting Course*

ENROLL
NOW

FAB-MEND
Instant
acting,
non-inflammable,
flexible
adhesive,
repairs
rips. tears, holes on most any fabric. upholstery, auto seat covers. etc..
quickly, easily, safely
Can be washed and ironed without affecting powerful bond
Only $1 postpaid. Moneyback guarantee.
(Ideal for FUND RAISING-

Painting

Business

Since

Continental Club, Box 791,
:nglewood, Calif.
NEW

Embossed

THE

Civil Service, Real Estate and

Get real names, add
telephone
numbers and descriptions All races, religions World wide membership.
Send
11.00 and 3 stamps.

Body

Auto

1000

Matrimonial & Pen Pal
Introductions

WRECKS
REBUILT
Automobile

Brick Front. Back And Front
Yard
WEI 6-6385

NELSCELLANEOUB

razor blades $1 00
Martens Sales Bog

3 WAYS TO MANE MONEY AT HOME,
where to bus material and how to
manufacture cheaply Send $1.00 Manufacturing Specialties, Sicklerville. N
161)

"
BY

13 Instruction

Mich.

1,

FOR SALE
Lovely 5-Room House

319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6-5118

BLOMBERG

CO.

-HOUSES -FOR SALE

TIRE SERVICE CO

Pains - Aches.

PRODUCTS

REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Sewing Machines, NO Service charge
in City. All Work Guaranteed, Call
RhH Home Service
1657 Lamar Avenue
BR 44050

DAY, NIGHT SUNDAY
TV Service
CIL. II-1256
71" Olass Picture Tube
$21 CS
'.7' Glass Picture Tube
$17 9$
Installed
City Wide TV Servie•
3004 Chelsea

For

9-4462

o .DVERTISING SPEC1ALFLES
• PRINTING
tillkOtOGRAPHING
• RUBBER STAMPS • SEALS
• DECALS
CALENDA ttil
790 Yonkers Ave.
(Near Central Ave.) Yonkers, 14. Y.

Bank Terms

ELECTROWARMTH

YO,

"A World el Yahoos"
• •uTo SCH00- eta/Ws

E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime

sir 0 A

.
I
g Wel
i I
&1
1 14

.
. ...
°- 4

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS!

100 Dotabled Edged
postpaid Guaranteed
001. Covington. KY

S(
DrFtrili
Ap
ptEaR
l 23

YOU WILL GET RESULTS.
PHONES JAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398

FOR SALE

roots
repotred
ICY
sac•
leak
Carper.er
work, floor/
leveled.
Chimneys,
gutters cleaned,
repaired.
stucco. concrete, plaster do en, own work.
Free est Reasonable price
T. 5. apincer BR. 6-0043 BR. 111-1930.

15

Diabetic Sufferers
Others

Have

Immediate

Gained

Relief

With

Frank Wilson Home
Remedy
nt.

Chicago ri
4314 'mans Ave
Phone LI. 5-1243

-

Quick LoansAutomobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to
help you.
Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1.00
/mot Flmmqc! CO

"Ovn

Horne owned - Horne operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to say yes to sour
loan request"
Slammed and Supervised by th.
SW* Department of Insurance and
sank me
3 LOCATIONS
111 6. Main
.IA. S-till
151 Madison
JA. 9-7111

HELP WANTED, Male, Female
PHARMACIST WANTED Good Hours
and working conditions Write Smith's
Pharmacy. 3114 Chestnut Ave. Newpo-t News, Vs
WANTED
COLORED PIANO PLAYER
$75 to $100 weekly Write Box Wes
Shreveport, La.
WOMEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
HOME
WRAP-A-ROUND
APRONS
Earn $24 18 Dosen-Spare Time
Write-Accurate Migr's,
FREEPORT, NEW YORE
LEAL BEHATE FOB

sm.&

FIT'S TRADE
jam Marjorie, lovely 3 beget:MIS and
paneled den on shady hillside. Buy
/dotty for 51,500 (anromei notes $65.
NOV/LIN REAL ESTATE
lit
MRS
PA 3-1571 2134 Union BR. 3-3393
1208 AZALEA
Two Bedroom, separate dining room
or three bed rooms Low equity and
notes
To set, call Mildred Weed
BR. 2-3198 °Miser litioolts
003146
Park.

16

Name Shotwell
Student Head

DEFENDER
Sat., April 23, 1960

StorkStops

Willie Shutwell, a junior of St. Paul, won the vice presi156 S. Parkway, E., is the next dency with 228 votes, defeatpresident of the Student Coun- ing Warren Moore who recil of LeMoyne college. He was ceived 120.
elected at a campus - wide Others on the Liberty Party
election last Thursday. Shot- ticket elecf.ea were Marie Edwell, running on the Liberty mondson, a junior, of 418 WelParty ticket, received 249 votes, lington, recording secretary;
while his opponent, Arthur Eb- Rufus Sanders, junior, of 4200
erhardt, a junior of 1205 Cum- Bacon Hill Road, treasurer;
mings, garnered 97 votes as a Oily Neal, sophomore, of 1204
member of the Progressive Pioneer, business manager and
Party.
Floyd Weakley, freshman, of
An official voting machine 1317 Kney, parliamentarian.
was used for the election.
Only winners on the ProgresShotwell's running - mate, sive Party ticket were two canFrank E. Cole, a junior of 425 didates who were unopposed,
Countess Johnson, freshman, of
908 N. Third St., corresponding
secretary, and Willie Brown,
freshman of 1210 Chicago Ave..
chaplain.

John Williams of 598 Jessaof 364 Cossit.
Born at E. H. Crump Hospital James Payne
and mine.
Mr.
to
Dee,
Daughter,
APRIL 8, 1960
1530 Son, Huey, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter, Vicki, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee H. Redmond of
Huey Savis, of 1397 Wilson, apt.
Second.
No.
KellMrs. Joe L Denton of 1804
Gloria, to Mr. and 2.
Daughter,
ner.
Mrs. James Ann Johnson of 889 APRIL 15
ELECTION TIME — Students Tins, Bobbye Maclin, Helen cording secretary; Miss CounDaughter, Monica, to Mr. and
Twins, boys to Mr. and Mrs.
Linden.
1161
of
eWalt
LeMoyne college went to Tipton, Florida Adams, Vin- tess Johnson. corresoonding
of
Janes
Mrs. Roy
Daughter. Thelma, to Mr. Earl Thompson of 1337 Wabthe polls last week to elect ale Johnson and Carol Hooks, secretary; Fufus Sanders,
Fountain et.
and Mrs. Milo Loston of 3056 ash.
student body officials for 190- at right operating voting ma- treasurer, 011ye Neal, busiSon, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs. McAdoo.
and
Mr.
to
Sheila,
Daughter,
Kansas.
1961. Seen (from left) at the chine. Fleeted to office were ness manager, Floyd WeakFrank Hubbard of 1248
Smiley, to Mr. and Mrs. Columbus Thomas of 480 voting booth are Horatio Mad- Willie Shortwell, president; ley, parliamentarian and WilSon, Gerald, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter,
of 2878 Tillman.
ison, Lewis Harris, Misses Frank Cole, vice president; lie Brown, chaplain. (Staff
James Malone of 3165 Winslow. Mrs. Mitchell Morrow
Princeton.
and
Mr.
to
Janice,
Bernice Hightower, Mary Col- Miss Marie Edmondson, re- photo by George Hardin)
Daughter,
APRIL 4
and
Mr.
to
16413
Karen,
of
Dodson
Daughter,
James
Mrs.
Son, Erskine, to Mr. and
of 1805 Webb.
Mrs. Erskine A. Casey of 1851 Mrs. Lester Conner
Cir.
Keltner
Son Ralph, to Mr. and Mrs.
Keltner cl.
and Mrs. Alonzo Davis of 1464 Lyceum.
Mr.
to
Herman,
Son,
and
Mr.
to
Terence,
Son,
747 So. Coop- Son, Marcus, to Mr. ann Mrs.
Mrs. James Harris of 2157 Ray- Arthur Sewell of
Lawrence Thompson of 780 Wiler.
ner.
The public is invited to atMrs.
and
Mr.
to
Rocky.
liams.
Son,
Son ,Warren, to Mr. and Mrs.
the Fourth Annual Lester
tend
WelSo.
414
of
Johnson
Bennie
Daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Walter Knox of 494C Jonetta.
elementary school PTA Tea.1
lington.
937
of
Richard
Campbell
Mrs.
APRIL 5
HARRISBURG, Pa. — A six The Tea will be held Sunday
Daughter, Valerie, to Mr. McDowell.
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
year old girl who is cured of April 24, from 4-6 p.m., in the
Mrs. Leroy Brooks of 681 Son, Alvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
and
and Mrs. Edward Biven of 349
Lyman.
cancer sang "He's Got The school cafetorium.
Alvin Standard of 1613 SydRichmond.
Son, Perry, to Mr. and Mrs. ney.
Whole World In His Hand" at The theme of the program is
APRIL 6
"Spring Comes to School." OutCharlie Dotson of 789 Louise.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
Rickie,
Son,
the
Penn Harris Hotel in HarDaughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and Son, Perry, to Mr. and Mrs.
standing pupil talent will be
637
rd.
of
Circle
Lurry
Eddie
risburg, April 1 for an audi- featured.
Mrs. James L. Cartwright, jr., Clarence Hughes of 2373 Manof 1422 Kyle.
chester.
Powell, Mts. A. M. Roberts, ence that included former Gov-1 This event will benefit the edBALLET
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. APRIL
C. Thomas, Miss D. E. ernor George Leader. He is!ucational program of t h e
R.
was'
"Pixies for the Sixties"
L2avy Mathews of 1359 Gill. Daughter, Elaine, to Mr. and
the theme of this year's ballet Todd, Mrs. L. J. Pope, Mrs. the American Cancer Society's school. Through the generosity
APRIL 7
Mrs. Claude H. Hinds of 445
held at Ellis auditorium Thurs- C. G. Winfrey, Nat D. Williams. 1960
Pennsylvania
Crusade of the friends and patrons of
Daughter, Earline, to Mr. So. Lauderdale.
Lester elementary school, a
day night. As previously pre- Others on the Ballet commit- chairman.
and Mrs. Lacey Smith of 1616 Son, Andre, to Mr. and Mrs.
television set, a tape recorder,
dicted this was one of the best tee were Mrs. A. L. Gunn Mrs.
Linda a, bright-eyed, lively and a microscope as well as
C. Hanauer.
Luke Owen. of 180 Malory.
ballets presented by Washing- N. S. Bray
J. N. CunningSon, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Claryoungster, lives in Pittsburgh library books have been purtonians.
Mrs.
Galloway,
ham, Mrs. M. C.
Eddie Lee White of 1970 Kan- ence Lindecv of 1210 Tunstall.
Two groups of LeMoyne col- The program had something T. J. Harris, F. M. Jordan,' with her parents and older chased for the children's use.
brother. She is a first grade
sas, Apt. 50.
were
diftouring
students
lege
Son, Theopolis, to Mr. and
different. the Washington N. Mrs. V. S. Nabrit E. L. PendMrs. Carrie M. Hunter, presstudent
APRIL 3
at the McKelvy school.
of
ferent
country
sections
the
3290
of
receiving
Bell
Theopolis
W.
Team
W.
Mrs.
Mrs.
er, W. E. Johnson,
D. C. C. Drill
ident of the PTA and T. R.
Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
this
week.
In Harrisburg, Linda told re- Johnson, the principal, are
commands from Cadet William
Ford.
askTommie Ma:tox of 1625 Kan- Son, Harold, to Mr. and Mrs. Four juniors, Bobbie Nelson, Williams and David Porter. Acporters that she is "going on ing everyone to come out
and
sas.
Wardell
Parker,
Frank
Everett
the
spectators
seven." Her birthday is on May enjoy the program and t h e
cording to many
John Williams of 297 Dixie
and Clara White, were in Wash- "Skaters Slop" was the best
27.
Born at John Gaston Hospital Mall.
refreshments immediately f o 1ington, D. C., visiting Congress, chorus. The group of girls skatAPRIL 9
But Linda said that this year, lowing.
Daughter, Sheyla. to Mr. and
the
NaJustice Department,
Daughter, to Mr. and M r S. Mrs. R. C. Hampton of 355 So.
ed to the tune of "What'd I
April 1, the start of the state- Mrs. Mary F. Johnson is gentional Art Gallery, Smithsonian Say."
Van Taylor of 2949 Princeton. Lauderdale.
wide Cancer Crusade "was al- eral chairman of the program.
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and Son, Paul, to Mr. and Mrs. Institute and taking in a stage The chorus included, "Beatmost as good as a birthday."1
Mrs. Robert Turner 01 1131 So. Chaper Turker of 311 Ashland. show. Faculty members with niks Leap," "Sweethearts In
It was Linda's first visit to
this group are Miss Martelle Rhythm," "Begorras In Green,"
Fourth.
Words of the Wise
Daughter, Trudy, to Mr. and
the state capitol. In the afterDaughter. Lucille. to Mr. and Mrs. Harel1 Walton of 1822 Trigg of the social science de- "April Showers," 'Magic MoSmall deeds done are betnoon,
she
her
and
met
mother
partment and Dean M a rv in ments at the Maypole,' The
Mrs. Eddie Anderson of 402 Keltner.
ter than great deeds planned.
Pennsylvania's Governor DavHead.
—(Peter Marshall)
Pontotoc.
Madison," "Delilah," "MalenSon, Ernest. to Mr. and Mrs.
id L. Lawrence. He greeted 33
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and Edward Curry of 1497 Kansas. While in Washington, Dean guena," 'In the Voodoo Suite,"
cured cancer delegates from all
Head and Dr. Walter Gibson "Jingle Bell Rock," "Santa's
Mrs. Leonard McClain of 7101 APRIL 13
parts of the statee gathered
were
to
with
confer
heads
of
festive
was
There
Georgia.
43."
In Room
Daughter. Wilma to Mr. and
l in Harrisburg for the start of
Daughter, Denise, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hamm of 2658 the National Science Founda- happenings for every month in
the month-long Crusade. As the
tion.
Mrs. Booker T. Craig of 3711Spottswood.
the year.
delegates watched, Governor
The
other
group
LeMoyne
of
So. Orleans.
Herbert Marshall and Jackie
Daughter. Linda, to Mr. and
signed an official
Lawrence
Son, Carl. to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Lawrence Thompson of students, Benjamin Ward, a Gibson sang a duet "Blue Haproclamation designating April
senior,
and
Essie
a
Bunton,
Pertalent,
Carl Grandberry of 1053 Tupe- 733 East st.
waii." Other musical
as Cancer Control Month in
junior, are in Houston, Texas, cy Wiggins and Sylvia Buntyn,
• BESSIE CLARK
lo.
Son, Paul, to Mr. and Mrs.
Pennsylvania.
a
attending
Halfthe
conference
of
Janie
APRIL 10
Harvey.
Glenda
Richamond of 2446
Connell
and
Thompson,
K.
E.
Sueing,
National Scientific Honorary acre, Yvonne Butler, Robert DaDaughter. Kenneth Renee, to Warren.
Mrs. M. M. White.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hale of Son, John. to Mr. and Mrs. Society, Beta Kappa Chi. The vis Betty Buggs, Myrtis Cobb
BALLET
MISS
is
Bryconference
being
at
held
debate on which party —
852 E. McLemore.
Elizabeth Prudent, Donald
John Mitchell of 663 Nonconperson that A
Texas
Southern
university. ant and the Four Kings. Comedy Each year the
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. nah.
Republican or Democratic —
adult
of
amount
highest
the
sells
James Allen of 1274 Englewood.1 Son, Gerald, to Mr. and Mrs. Prof. William T. Fletcher of was provided by William Hig- tickets is crowned "Miss or Mr. better merits support is the
the LeMoyne mathematics de- gins and George Pipkin. The
Son, Randy, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wing of 1541 Florida.
Ballet." This year as in the Woodlawn Community Forum
partment accompanied the stu- Majorettes directed by Mrs.
Sunday. The
this
Norwell Tate of 138 Pickett.
Son, Sherman, to Mr. a n d
past years, it has been a young program
Norma Griffin had a skit "TwirlDaughter. Darlene, to Mr. Mrs. Lewis Brown of 200 Mod- dents to Texas.
lady. She is Miss Bessie L. groups meet from 2:30 to 4:30
ing High."
and Mrs. R. W. Meeks of 1607 der ave.
Clark. daughter of Mrs. Lula in the Sixth United Presbyterjoins
Committee
Ballet
Pillow.
The
and
Mr.
to
Son. Devender,
Pettis of 1629 Pennsylvania. The Ian church, 62nd and Woodlawn
Daughter, Charlotte, to Mr.'Mrs. Curtis Keys of 975 So.
our principal, J. D. Springer, in 18 year o 1 d senior is a ave.
expressing deepest gratitude to old senior is a member of the
and Mrs. John Davis of 1687 Fourth.
all participating students and to motor club, typist for the WashOakwood.
Son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter. Betty, to Mr. and Walter Arnold of 1209 Pioneeer ROME — (UPI) — Doctors their pareres for their help and ington staff, and a member of
Mrs. Melvin Jones of 367 Sil- St.
the Senior Glee Club. She atfor Laurian Cardinal Rugam- cooperation.
verag,e.
'APRIL 14
bwa, the first Negro prince of The Ballet co mmittee includ- tends Pilgrim Baptist where she
Son, Curtis. to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Dallas, to Mr. and Mrs. the enurch in modern times ed, Mrs. N. F. Griffin, Mrs. serves as program chairman
Jack Griffin of 980 Seattle.
• Dink Clark of 284 D. Dixie said he should be well enough A. F. Benson, J. K. Carr, Mrs. of the Youth choir.
APRIL 11
Mall.
to leave the hospital a few days L. A. Davis, Miss Thelma
Miss Clark stated, "I feel that
Son, Stevie, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Adrian, to Mr. and Mrs. after Easter.
I Green, Miss A. I,. Ingram, W. being 'Miss Ballet' is one of
the most happiest things that
has happened to me. Thanks a
million to those who helped me
win the title."
Runners up were Princess of
Ballet, Anna Bell Smith, Princess of Music, Mrs. Maude Sartor, Princess of Dance, Claudine
!Stansbury and Princess of
ISong. Ora Lee Rucker.
QUEEN CONTESTANTS
Two members of the junior
class are candidates for t he
"Queen" title of the Cotton
Makers Jubilee. They are Misses Gloria Simpson and Florida
Gray.
The queen will be crowned
May 3, during ceremonies at
Church Park Community Center. She will be selected according to the amount of tickets she sells. The price is 25
cents each.
.LAFF-OF-THE-WEEK
"Jerk, look at your feet."
"What's the matter'?"
"You have your shooes on
the wrong feet."
"These are the only feet
I have!"

B. T. W.

School Notes

Lester PTA
Tea Slated
Pa. Girl, 6, In On April 14
Cancer Drive

By
MARKHUM STANSBURY

1111MMINIMI•

Tour Time
At LeMoyne

WILLIE SHOTWELL

DIABETICS!
Good News To Help
Relieve Some Of
Your Discomfort!
Sharpen needles, better than
new. Save many dollars.
Needle never wear out, they
only become dull. COMPLETE SHARPENING KIT$1.25 postpaid. Write for circular, you will be surprised.

L. NELSON
Box 328 — Dept. 4
La PORTE, INDIANA

GO By Bus„„„„,„„„,.

!

Political Debate Set

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

=MOM

.1•10

E- NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
am11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111a:i

Cardinal Rugambwa
To Leave Hospital
After Easter

Enjoy BOURBONS luiest

hour..

with 011) CH kRTER

(Available in Tennessee, Georgia and Florida)

BUSINESS HUB
Guatemala City —This city
comprises the principal business center cf Central America.

Arkitifkke/o/

new IlifteW phone
Styled to the modern taste, and small to save you
space- that's the charming, colorful Princess phone.
This new extension goes anywhere in your home,
and goes beautifully. The dial glows softly in the
dark so you can find it quickly and then, when you

lift the receiver, lights up brightly to make dialing
easy. The Princess phone comes in your choice of
five attractive decorator colors—white, beige, pink,
blue and turquoise. Just call our business office, of
ask any installer-repairman.

Southern 13011
The Princess phone with dial and night lights built in costs only pennies a day after a one-time charge. Your choice of five colors.

HEADACHE
For faster, awe eisaplete relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
— the combined action of severe'
medically-approved ingredients in
les anxiety
se—a
dotio
-tyo.-taketo
sys
oringehteaaw
and tension, starts bringing relief
N BtACK
T
STA"
against any
preparation
you've *VW

&dares's*/ lby
few is.s.ese.sag

SIANBACK
ct=ro

Tick-tock.
BOURBON that didn't watch the clock ..
for seam Mug years!
then
Imagine you have Kentucky's Finest Bourbon to start with
you let time tick by as it slowly ripens to perfection. kemember the best
whiskey you have ever tasted and imagine one mellower and smoother
Do all these things . then taste Old Charter!

OLD CHARTER
KENTUCKY

aa

Si.NEasT

floJlelbc.)N

STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY./ YEARS uLD do PROOF ulD eHARTEk DISTILLERY Z.0. .uUISYILLE. KY.

